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I. INTRODUCTION AHD HISTORICAL REVIEW 
During the last decades of the 19th century scientific 
attitude tov/ards the existing atomic theories started to 
undergo a complete and radical change. The causes for these 
changes are best ascribed to the discovery of radioactiv­
ity (1). Fundamental physical theories underlying the 
applied science of chemistry which formed a solid mathe­
matical basis for its fomulae v/ere suspected of hitherto 
hidden flaws. These suspicions began to be realized 
when in 1906 Boltwood (2, 3) failed to separate ionium 
from thorium. In the non-radioactive field J. J, Thompson 
(4) a few years later observed the anomalous behavior of 
neon v/hen subjected to positive ray analysis. 
However to become orientated a review of the liistory 
back of the atomic theory is in order. In 1803 Dalton 
(5, 6) generalized his ideas about fundamental particles 
in vifhat is known as the Atomic Theory. Of the five 
original postulates only the validity of one is in 
question today. This postvilate is that: Atoms of 
the same element are similar to one another and equal 
in weight. Even this is a statement in tvra parts. 
One part deals with the similarity of the atoms making 
up elements. If we admit a similar chemical nature of 
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the atoms of an elovnont then only the second part of the 
statement io pure hypothesis. In the li^ht of present 
lmovvlod;',e then v/e can say that the first foTor and half 
of the fifth postulate of Dalton'a Atomic Theory are 
sufficient to define the v/ord "element#" 
Prout (7) about ten years later suggested the idea 
that all atoms v/ere made up of multiples of hydrogen 
atoms. At the time tMs seemed quite plausible consider­
ing what was Icnovvn about atomic weights. Hov/ever, v;hen 
more and more careful atomic weight deteminations were 
made this idea vma dropped since it did not account for 
fractional atomic wei^ts of elements such as chlorine 
and copper. In due course Prout's Hypothesis v/as 
abandoned# 
It ia interesting to consider the reasoning behind 
this decision. Two alternate views presented themselves. 
Either the atoms of elements all weighed the same, in 
which case the weights of the individual atoms would be 
fractional, or the element was actually a mixture of 
atoms of several different unit weights in such propor­
tions as to give the observed atomic weight for the 
element. In the latter case one had to account for a 
similarity of chemical properties despite a difference 
in V/eight. On the face of it this idea is not readily 
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acceptable in vlcv/ of the evidences of different weiijhts 
for elements v/.i th the con.sequont different chemical 
properties. Chemical methods could not be used to 
challenge the idea concerning identity of v.'oight since 
by definition elements were made up of atoms similar in 
chemicul properties. There could be no positive chemical 
support for this hypothesis. There v/ere not even any 
theoretical doubts until first Schutzenberger (8) and 
then Sir William Crookes (9) in 1886 urged the possi­
bility of heterogeneity of atoms in an address before 
the Chemical Section of the British Association for the 
Advancement of Science at Birfiiingham. Crookes stated 
that it was not inconceivable to him that calcium should 
have an atomic weight of 40 and be made up primarily of 
atoms of weight 40 but that there bo also present atoms 
of weights 39 and 41 or 38 and 42. Ho went on fiirther 
to state that these heavier and lighter atoms may oven 
be sorted out in some sort of chemical fractionation. 
This,he said,may have taken place "vArlle atomic matter 
v/as condensing out in the primal state of intense 
ignition." It might further have been partly effected 
in geological ages by successive solutions and precipita­
tions of the various earths. 
Crookes expanded the above concept in his pioneex' 
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v/ork on the sopuratlon of rare earths (10, 11) froiii the 
mixture yttrla. Tho individual eloiaonts he separated 
which varied in wei^jht by only a small amount but 
varied slij^htly in chemical properties he called "meta-
elements." "i/hen it later developed that these were 
actual elements Ma hypothesis was abandoned mid the 
riddle of fractional atomic weii^hts remained untiolved. 
As time went on the atomic v/ei^jht deterininations 
became more and more accurate and the question of why 
so many elements had combining weights vei^y nearly 
integers (0 s 16) was still a very difficult question 
to answer. 
It was not until the discovery of radioactivity that 
the trvie reason for fractional wel^jihts was suggested to 
be later confirmed by poaitivo ray analysis of stable 
ol aaents. 
By 1910 Soddy (12) suggested the possibility of 
elements behaving similarly with respect to chemical 
properties but having different vifelghts. Evidence (13, 
14) was piling up of elements of similar chemical 
properties but different radioactive properties. At 
the same time positive ray analysis was being Improved 
and in 1912 (4) the first results on neon v/ere obtained 
which carried the idea Into the region of non~radioactiv0 
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elements. In 1913 two papers were read before the 
British Assoclution for the Advanoeinent of Science, one 
on the "Radio Elements and the Periodic Law" (15), 
another on "The Homogeneity of Noon" (16) which 
dofinitely presented proof that aubstances coxild 
exist Vi/ith identical or practically identical chsMcal 
and spectro^irapliic properties but have different atomic 
v;eif3hts. The need for o nai:;e for these substionces 
became imperative and Soddy (15) suiji^ested the word 
isotopes (^/cT'C-S equal 7'c57Ta5ijlace) because they occupied 
equal places in the periodic table. 
It Vtras not \mtil after the war in 1919, however, 
that definite proof of the exiatonce of an isotope of 
mass twenty-two for neon was demonstrated by Aston (17). 
Earlier Indication of the complexity of neon had been 
obtained by making careful density measurements on 
atmospheric neon after it had been subjected to frac­
tional diffusion^ Now the proof was presented with the 
first mass spectro^^raph. 
Mass specti^ogri-phic analysis of the non-radioactive 
elements progressed so rapidly from this point that by 
1935 (18) the last of the olorients. Platinum, had been 
resolved into Its couj-onest isotopes. While discoveries 
of rare isotojies of some elements are still being reported 
all the main stable constituents of the elements had been 
found by 1935. 
Progress in the analysis of non-radioactive isotopes 
appears in Table I. 
Table I 
Progress in Isotope Analyses in the 
Stable Elements Taken from Various Sources 
Year 
Month 
Reported Elements 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925-1928 
1929 
Nov, 
Dec. 
March 
July 
Dec. 
Feb. 
June 
Nov, 
June 
Sept, 
Nov, 
Dec. 
June 
August 
Sept, 
Ne 
Ce, Hg 
A, He, N, Kr, Xe 
D, P, Si, Bi, S, P, As 
Xe, I, Mg 
Li 
Na, K, Rb, Ca, Ni 
Be, Ca, Zn 
Sn, Xe 
Pe 
Se, Al, Xe 
Sb 
Ge 
Cu 
Sc, Ti, V, Gr, tin, Co, 
Ga, Sr, Y, Ag 
Ba, La, Pr, Nd, Zr, 
Ce, Cd, Te, Bl 
More accurate itiasses--
Hc, Pb, Se, S 
0, Pb 
Aston (19) confidentially announced the simplicity of 
hydrof^en in 1920 only to be disproved in 1932 by 
Brickwedde and Urey (20)^ 
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Table I (Continued) 
EToiTEH 
Year Reported Elements 
1930 Cr, Mo, W 
1931 Os, Ru, Rh., Te, V 
1952 Ob, Ta, H 
1933 Kd, Sra, Eu, Gd, Tb 
1934 Dy, Ho, Er, 'rm, Yt, 
Lu, Rh, Oa, Ti, A 
1935 Pt, Pd, Au, Ir 
In recent years isotopes have assumed value for reasons 
other than those applicable to the testing of prevailing 
theories of the atom. By use of unnaturally concentrated 
isotopes, chemical reactions, inorganic, organic and 
biochemical have been subjected to "(tracer" eypjerimenta. 
Especially has this "tracer" teclmique been of value to 
13 !_ 5 18 biochemists who have used concentrates of C , N , 0 , 
and D to act as "tags" for chemical compounds used in 
their work. These are the stable isotopes. The list of 
references v/herein deuterium alone has been used in such 
experiments runs well over a thousand. While the element 
carbon has the radioactive isotope for some experi-
raents C is still mandatory. No radioactive isotope of 
nitrogen is known that is of value for the "tracer" 
technique. Tritium, the unstable isotope of hydrogen, is 
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In very small supplyj in addition it is so weakly radio­
active as to make detection and assay difficult. Because 
of its large percentage mass difference its claemical 
behavior in some instances is significantly different 
from, that of protium. 
In order to assay these stable isotopes the technique 
most v/idely adaptable is the use of the mass spectrometer. 
The literature contains numerous descriptioiis of 
machines and review articles (21) have been wi'itten 
discussing types of mass spectrometers. Several 
industrial firms are producing and selling r:iass spectrom­
eters which are generally expensive. For this reason a 
program was initiated in these laboratories to construct 
mass spectrometers suitable for work with hydrogen, 
carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. Because of difficulties 
inherent v/ith the use of hydrogen tracers a separate 
machine was assembled for this element. Parts were 
obtained after the end of the war from excess properties 
of the Manhattan District of Army Engineers, The special 
hydrogen machines of the dual collector type were designed 
by Nier (22) during the war research program associated 
v;lth the production of the atOBiic bomb; they used the 
60° sector magnetic field, Thvis experience v/as first 
gained in these laboratories with the 60° sector type 
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Inutruniont which Nler (23, 24) has so ably designed and 
used. For this reason the machino constructed for carbon# 
nitrogen and ojry^en assay v/ns also a 60° sector type 
instrmient following closely Nicr's moat recent design (24). 
All single focusing mass spectrometers using electro­
static ion accelsration and a magnetic field to separate 
ions according to their m/e ratio depend upon the same 
basic theoretical principle. As far as constrtiction is 
concerned each may be divided into four component parts; 
(1) the supply system, (2) the ion source, (3) the 
mass analyzer and (4) the collecting and recording systera. 
The gas supply or sample handling system offers no 
inherent construction difficulties and is probably the 
easiest to assemble. These systems generally are arranged 
so tJiat the gas to, be analyzed is introduced into the ion 
soui'ce tlrirough some kind of capillary leak at a slov/ 
unifox-m rate. The pressure of the gas behind the leak 
may be adjusted to give any desirable leak rate. 
The ion source is the most temperamental part of 
the machine; it is difficult to construct and adjust. 
Sir..plicity of design, efficiency, steadiness of ion 
current, elimination of stray field effects are all 
problems v;hich must be considered. In machines built in 
these laboratories ion sources designed by Nier have 
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been used. 
The mass analyzer of the carbon, nj-trorjen and oxygen 
mass spectrometer corisista of a coppcr tube bent to the 
proT^or radius for a 60*^ sector magnetic field while that 
of the hydro j;; en me chine is of special design. The 
distinct feature is the magnet, Alnico V permanent 
riia,-;jnet3 arc used in the case of the hydrogen Machine 
while the raagnet is eloctrically powered for the lai'gor 
machine. Pov/sr for the niagnet coils is obtained in the 
latter case from an electronically controlled supply. 
Ion beams, after being separated into their components 
according to their m/e ratios are collected and measured 
electrically. A scheme is employed v/hereby two ion 
beaias are simultaneously collected. 
The first part of this thesis deals with a description 
of the building of the mass spectrometers. IVliile no claim 
is made to completeness of presentation an attempt has 
been made to balance the stress laid upon the strictly 
theoretical aspects and the practical construction aspects 
of the subject. It is difficult to say whei'e the line can 
be drawn betvifeen what should necessarily be described and 
what should be considered common laboratory teclmique. 
iVhat may soem obvious to the author in this regard may 
bo obscure to others and 30 a genuine attempt has been 
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made to Include over and above what soeisis necessary, 
some Items that nay not at first seem esseiitial to the 
presentation. 
The second part of this thesis deals with an 
application of the use of masa spoctrometex's in physical 
cher.iical research. The kinetics of the reactions between 
uranium raotal, Hg,IID and Dg have been exsunined. Results 
of the investigation are reported. 
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II. COITSTRIjCTION OP HAGS SPECTROMETISRS 
A« General Theory 
1. Ion path 
The follov/ing dlscuaaion applies not only to the 
Nler type instruments built in these laboratories but to 
other types as well. Tho derivation of the fundamental 
equation t^ovornlng the ion paths are based on the 
arrangeraent which is shown ixi Fi^'ure 1. 
Figure 1, 
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An ion"" is &llov-ed to enter through the alit in 
plate A into tiia eloctric field between jjlates A and B, 
Because of the pQjten.ti&]^ difference V, between A and B 
it acquires a velocity v. When the ion passes through 
the slit in B it enters a re^^ion in which there is 
no field of tvaj kind; hence this distance is traveled 
in a straight line with constant velocity. The kinetic 
energy acquii'ed in moving from A to B is equal to the loss 
in potential energy over tills distance. Hence from the 
definition of potential difference and the law of con­
servation of energy it follows that 
Ve = mv^ 
2 (1) 
The region ^  represents a trapezoidal-shaped 
mai^jnetic field of constant field strength while DE 
represents a region in which there is no field. If the 
ion enters the magnetic field perpendicular to the lines 
of force in the field, the ion path v/ill be circular. 
Tl'iis is true since the force acting upon the ion is con­
stant and always at right angles to the motion. The theory 
of electrodynamics gives for the force acting upon charge 
£ moving with velocity v in a magnetic field of strength 
H as 
''''The term "ion" in this section is used to designate any 
charged particle. 
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2|1 ( 2 )  
in which c is the velocity of light in contimeters por 
second# Since the ion path is circulax'' the centripotal 
force [^iven by (2) laust balance the centrifugal force 
hence it follows that 
Hev - mv^ 
C " R ' (5) 
in v/hich R is the radius of the circle. Solving (1) 
2 for ^ v/0 obtain the relation 
v2 a 2 Ve 
Solving (3) for m 
or 
m = 
m2 = 
ra (4) 
HeR 
vc (5) 
H£e%2 
v^c^ (6) 
Substituting v£ from (4) into (6) gives: 
m2 = 
2Vec^ (7) 
from v/hich v/e obtain 
m - H^R^ 
® 2Vc^ (8) 
By holding H constant^ ions of different m/e ratios 
may be brought into focus by varying V« The sanie result 
may, be obtained by varying H and holding V constant. 
The variable R is fixed by the geometrical dealgn of the 
instrument# 
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Uaiag more practical mits such as 
m. In atomic wei.i'ht units} _e, number of Glectronic 
charges on the ionj H, in gausa; r, in centimeters; and 
V in volts, 
equation (9) becomes 
a = . 500 V . 4.805 X lO'^Qe.s.u. . i AMU 
<3 V e.s.u. ionic charge ^ 10-24 gm. 
. I 
(2.998 X 10^0j2 cm^ , 1 
or 
2i = 4.82 X 10-^ I#R2 
® V (10) 
This may be termed the practical working equation for all 
mass spectrometers using electrostatic ion accelei-*ation 
and a homogeneous magnetic field to separate the ionic 
beam into its m components, 
"e 
Focusinp; of char^^ed particles by magnetic field and 
determination of the resolvin/j; pov/er 
It lisis been v?ell laxcwn (25, 26) that v;hen charged 
particles diverge from a point in a magnetic field they 
are brought to a first order focus when they have turned 
180°. Generally this ia tr\io for small angle divergence 
iix a homogeneous field. By making proper variation in 
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the intenalty of the deflecting field second order focus­
ing may be obtained (27). This is important for lar^e 
angle diverging beams. However, foi' the case at hand 
it is sufficient to consider only first order focusing. 
It v/as soon realized that the 180° case is a particular 
case of a more general relation (28), 
Barber (29) and Stephens (30) developed the general 
focusing criteria from a consideration of the geometr-y 
involved. Prom their findings not only was it established 
that refocusing takes place along a line drav/n through 
the point source of the particles and the apex of the 
magnetic field but also deviation from perfect focusing 
could be determined. Purtherm.ore resolving power for 
particles of different energy or mass could be calculated. 
For the sake of completeness the development of 
Stephens is given in some detail. Let Figure 2 represent 
a homogeneous magnetic field H perpendicular to the paper. 
The boundaries of the field are planes ^  and JP also 
perpendicular to the paper, v/hich make the arbitrary 
angles ^  and JT with the normal to the line Inside 
the region GEPFJ the paths of charged particles will be 
arcs of circles v/hich are tangent at the edges of the 
field to the direction of exitrance and exit. Outside 
this wedged shaj^ed field the particle paths are straight 
CA.-
© 
Pigiire 2. 
o. 
^ b 
U B ^ d-
S C - d 
E; P - FR 
H 
-2 
"P-= c(./v US 2 
<y 
3 - s \ Ni 3 
c 
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lines. 
If a homoi^eneous beam of char tied particles passes 
throuj^h the ontrcmce slit at A making an angle with 
the base line it v/ill enter the field at E perpendicular 
to GT. If the field H is set for radius of curvat\xre 
EP = R and 
EP = a sin (9 " PP, (11) 
the center of curvature of arc ^  will be ^  and the 
beam v;ill leave the field at P penpendicular to PJ 
to enter the collecting slit at B, All other beams 
such as AKL homogeneous with AEF but making a slight 
angle v/ith ^  will be refocused so that they cross at 
a point very close to B. Hence for a given homogeneous 
beam of charged particles of slight divergence best 
refocv\sing v/ill take place at a distance b from the 
apex P of the field and on a line through A and ^  where 
a sin O s h sin (T , (12) 
Departure from perfect focusing is called the "spread" 
and indicated on Figure 2 by _S; I® or ^  is called the 
"spread along the base lino." 
S = s sin , (13) 
Now if another beam v/hich differs from the original 
in some property of the particle, i.e. v Av for electrons 
for ions, enters through the slit at A and 
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continues along ^  its radius of curvature will be i^router 
In the Tiiacnatic field and It will follow bliG line AEVC 
intersecting the base line at £. The "dispersion" of the 
apparatus is defined as Dj BC_ or d Is the "dispersion 
along the base line." Since practically M and may 
be considered parallel (Pig. 2 is somewhat exaggerated.) 
D d .sin Y . (14) 
The ratio D/S v^ill hence represent the theoretical 
resolving power of the apparatus. 
To find ^  in terms of oL, 0 and consider the 
following. Let the x axis bo APG and the axis be 
perpendictTlar at A. Considering the path AKLU the 
coordinate points are x^y^^ at ^  Xgyg at Tj at L 
and x^y^ at U. Also I® = s r = a sin Q . KT is 
perpendicular to By standard methods of analytical 
geometry 
X- = g cos O cos (©+*=<>•) (15) 
cos < 
- a cos ^  sin ( 0 cx ) 
cos ^ (16) 
^2 - ^ r 003 ^  COS ( © + «=<) f sin Q sin ( & •+oL )7 (17) [coa ©c 
y g  r a j  cos (9 sin ( ^  + oC ) „ gin ©-cos ( O "+''=^)7 (18) 
Loos 
or substituting from (15) and (16) 
Xg = xi a sin 0 sin { Q -+-<=<.) (19) 
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Yg = - a sin S cos ( © +^1 ) (20) 
Gonsidoring ^2^2 center of a circle of r'adius 
a sin Q there results the equation of a circle 
(x-xg)^ + (y-yg)^ = a^sln^© (21) 
The equation of the line through P and L (x^y^) is 
y = (x-a) cot ^  (22) 
v/hence the intersection of the line ^  and the circle 
(X-X2)^ f fx-a) coti^ -yj2 = Q- (23) 
Expanding and collecting terms followed by a solution 
(^i ves 
2 X [l -f cot^ J^ + X [-2 (Xg-t-yg cot ^  a cot^ Jf )J 
"*•[^2^+ yg^ + 2 aygcot It + a^cot^ iT - a^sln^ B)J = o 
(24) 
For brevity lot 
ni = 1 + cot^ V = cac^ V" (25) 
n r -2 (xg +• ygcot iT H- a cot^ ^  ) (26) 
£ = Xg^ + yg^ + 2 aygOOt Y + a^cot^ V - a^sin^ O (27) 
2 i 
x^ - -n + (n "41110 )'^ 
2m (28) 
y3 = (xg-a) cot V (29) 
^4 = 0 (30) 
X4 = Xg +• g 
where is the line ^  in triangle LQB. 
Now tan V a 
£3 - ^3-^2 
S " 73-72 (31) 
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or 
g = ^3-^2 
^3-^2 
Hence 
X4 = Xg + yg 
u^3'^2 
(32) 
(33) 
Now 
s = (a + b) -
froin (13) we had 
S = s sin Y = [(a + b )-x^J sin ^  
S = a (sin )r 4- sin 0- ) - x. sin ^  
S z a (sin ^ 4- sin O ) - X3(x3-3^vy3(y3-y2) 
XG-XG 
sin y (34) 
Substituting, expanding Tunotiona of ^  and then 
approxliiiabing by dropping all powers of oC greater 
rr\ 
that- tv/o 
S AOC sin^ Q- sin' 
sin ^  3i 
iLLl 
•n • (55) 
In the case v/here (^ = 0" 
S = aoL^ sin©- • (06) 
To find D, the dispersion, consider first the case for 
electrons. An Increase in velocity Av causes an increase 
in the radius of curvature A R such that 
^ r Av 
R ~ (37) 
£2 
provided the flold H is held constant. If the nevr radius 
R -f ^ R is drav/n, and the new position and the nev/ angle 
with vdiich the beani leaves the field determined as above, 
the intercept will be on the line APC. This distance 
can be obtained in tsrms of &, Q, V and A R» All powers 
of iHB. greater than one are dropped. Substituting for 
A R 
" ] . (38) D = a sin e - [A V] sin 0 + sin 
sin ^ J M 
For & = X 
D ^ 2a ^  sin O (39) 
V 
For a constant tnagnetic field by equating the 
centrifugal and centripetal forces 
aj£ = Hev 
^ c (40) 
where m is the mass of the particle, 
R is the radius of curvature, 
v is the velocity, 
_e is the charge on particle, 
H is the magnotic field strength, 
and £ is the velocity of light. 
Prom, (40) 
R = mvc^ 
•~eS (41) 
and 
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dR = dv 
R V . (42) 
Solving for the theoretical resolving pov/er in the 
general case from (35) and (38) 
§ = ^  ^  f aiii O sin Y 
^ ^ sin ©. sin^ 
^ sin2 e-^ 
Applying this to one of the casea at hand using (41) 
(39) (36) whoro e = X 
Proiii (41) 
H = ravc*'^ 
(43) 
Re (44) 
Taking the logarithm and differentiating 
^ ^  J, dv - dR 
H IT (45) 
or 
m ' R H V (46) 
Assuming the field H to be constant and R to be fixed 
in the apparatus 
dm a - dv 
M V (47) 
Neglecting the sign of ^  since we are dealing v/ith 
V 
positive quantities, from (39) 
D = 2a to sin 0 (48) 
m 
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V/here a = SO conl'.iDietGra, froia (36) 
S = 15oC ^  
and D s SO ^  
in 
(49) 
(50) 
As a criterion for the theoretical resolving power 
and 
D = S 
' - O dm _ 1 0^'=' 
m 2 
Prom the dimensions of the colliiaating slits of the 
source of the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen mass 
spectrometer built in theise laboratories (See Pi^jure 3) 
20: 
/ \ / 
v 
y 
©.•s i-\ — UJ') 
Figure 3 
d X tanoC = = 0.0357 = in radians 
Calculating the spread 
S = 15 (.0357)^ a 0.019 cm. = 0.2 mm. 
This would be the minimum v/idth for the collecting slit 
vi/hich is placed perpendlctilar to the main beam on the 
base lino. 
The actual dimenaions of the copper analyzer tube 
In the case of the carbon, nitrogen and oxygon mass 
spectroineter will ultimately detennine the mcocimvim value 
of the dispersion of the opparatua. To find D wo knovif 
tiiat an Increase in mass of a particle ind'easea the 
radius of ci.u?vature such that 
A R _ Am 
R "• m 
From the aet dimensioiia of the apparatus 
R = 15 cm« 
/iR = «75 cm. 
5R = 2^ = 0.08 . ^ 
n lo la 
Prom (39) 
Ds 30 (0,05) = 1«5 cm. 
Prom the value for S obtained above 
D 
s 15 mm. - 75 
S 0.2 mm. 
The value of 1,0 ram, for the width of the outlet slit is 
chosen to give flat topped peeks. Since the spread S 
is 0.2 mm, there is good assurance that this will be so. 
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B« Hydrogen Mnss Spectrometers 
In order to exporionco in the construction and 
operation of mass spectromoters the assembly of special 
hydrofjen machines wns first undertaken. The design of 
those machines is due to Kier and co-vjorkors (22). Several 
unique features not previously incorporated in mass 
spectrometers for ineasurement of the hydrogen isotopes 
are used. Generally these are employed in order to sira-
plify the operation of the machines. The most important 
of these follow. 
1. The magnetic field used for beiuling the ions in 
the analyzer is supplied by several small Alnico V 
horseshoe magnets. No largo electromagnet is used v/ith 
its expensive power supply. The magnets are housed within 
a glass envelope which also contains the other parts of 
the mass spectrometer* 
2. Ions of masses 2 and 3 and masses 3 and 4, are 
collected simultaneously on appropriately placed collectors. 
Separate tubes are used for each of the ion pairs, 
3. The ratio of the ion pairs is read directly on a 
decade divider. Thus the ratio measured is essentially 
independent of fluctuations In the apparatus, 'I'he method 
is actually a "null method" for detennining the ion ratios. 
4. All non-critical parts of the accompanying 
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elGctrlcc.1 clrcui.ta arc powered, by simple alternating 
current power supplies. Per the sake of simplicity 
the electrometer and feed-back amplifiers are pov/ered 
by batteries* 
5. The entire apparatus is contained in a compact 
angle iron fraiae. In the construction of the tube^ 
Nichrome V (80^ Ni, 20;?^ Cr) is used ttiroughout. Magnet 
pole pieces are made from cold-rolled, mild steel. All 
screws oxcept those in the source and collector are steel® 
1. Ion source 
The ion source used in these machines is one designed 
by Nier and commonly spoken of as the Nier I type. Parts 
of the source are described in Figures 4 and 5. Twenty-
five mil and ten rail Nichrome V sheet v^ere used for con­
struction of the parts. Generally those parts which 
were required to be more rigid wei'e made of the 25 mil 
metal while those which have little or no rigidity 
requirements were i.mdG of 10 rail metal# 
Insulating spacers were made from 2,7 ram,glass 
capillary tubing. The length of those between the ground 
plate and focus plates were 10 millimeters. Those betv/een 
the focus plates and shield v/ere 4 ram# The spacers 
between trap and top sliield plate and repeller and top wore 
also 4 mm,long. Five millimeter spacers were used on the 
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CD 
30 
top shield plate. Tolerances on the lengths of the 
spacers were 0.01 mti. Glass sleeving made from 2.5 rara, 
diameter pyrex tubiiig vms used over tlie main posts and 
leads to trap and ropeller. Pi cure 6 shov/s a photograph 
of the assembled source. Loads from the various electrodes 
are Nichrome V wire A.W.G, #30 fitted with slip connectors 
made from 40 mil I.D. nickel tubing. Those fit the re­
entrant loads in the pross seals of the glass envelope, 
2. Mass analyzers 
In Figure 7a is found a description of the tube which 
supports the som-'ce and also acts as a pathway for ions 
traversing the distance frora source to magnet. The end 
plates are constructed of 25 mil Nichrome Vj the body 
of tho tube from 10 mil metal sheet. On tho right sida 
of Figure 10 is a photograph of tliis tube# 
Also described in f'igure 7a are the magnet partsj in 
Figure 7b the magnet support. Figure 8 shows the parts of 
the disassembled magnet. The five Alnico horseshoes lie in 
the middle of the photograph with the pole pieces on either 
side. In the upper left corner is the magnet support 
structure, \nhile the upper right shows the means used to 
secure the magnet assembly in place. By threading Nichrome 
wire, A.Vif.G, 84, thi'ough the holes in this tension piece 
and then twisting the two ends of the wire until tho ends 
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Figvire 6, Assembled source and 
the collector plates 
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Figure 7a. Mass analyser tube and magnet parts 
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Figure 7b. Magnet support 
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of the cresceat begin moving toward each other the magnet 
assembly is secured within the glass envelope. This 
operation is accomplished by leading the v/ires out the 
pumping lead of the envelope and twisting using a hand 
drill brace to obtain an even tv/ist. Figure 9 shows the 
magnet assembled. The distance betv/een the pole pieces 
is 3/8 inches. These are held apart by the top plate 
which is loosely riveted to the tension piece as shown 
in Figure 9, The bottom edges of the pole pieces are 
held apart by being fastened to the magnet support 
structxix-e. The strength of the field for the 3-2 rdagnet 
is 765 gauss while thtit of the 3-4 magnet is 655 gauss# 
3. Collectors 
A tube fabricated from Nichrome V, rectangular in 
cross section, supports the collecting slits and also 
maintains their position relative to the magnet. A 
detailed description of this part is foimd in Figure 11. 
Spacing of the collectors was according to calcxilations 
which are discussed in another section of this thesis. 
In the case of the 2-3 tube the slits are placed 4.0 
cm, apart; the slits are 2,9 cm. apart in the 3-4 tube. 
This distance is measiired from center to center of the 
near and far slits. In order to assure large flat-topped 
peaks the exit slits are made purposely wide. The near 
Figure 9, Assembled magnet 
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Figure 10, Source support and collector 
slit support with the secondary electron 
shield in place 
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slit is 10 X 14 mm. while the far slit is 14 x 14 mm. 
In the 2-3 tube ions are collected at the near slit 
and HD ions collected at the far slit« In the 3-4 tube 
HD ions are collected at the near slit while Dg ions 
are collected at the far slit# 
The actual arrangement of the both pairs of slits 
is amply shown in Figiire 11. Aside from the different 
slit positions for the two pairs of ions the collector 
end of the mass spectrometers are identical. 
A secondary electron shield is placed betv/een the 
collector slits and the collector plates in order to 
m 
minimize secondary electron currents due to ion bombard­
ment of the edges of the slits and the collector plates. 
The detail of this part is shown in Figure 12. By means 
of 0-80 round headed screws fitted through sheet mica 
the secondary electron shield is fastened to the collector 
slit structure. Sheet mica serves to electrically insulate 
the two. The large holes in the shield end pieces give 
sufficient freedom for adjusting the distance from 
collector slits to shield. This distance is 3 milli­
meters. A photograph of the collector assembly appears 
on the left in Figure 10• 
Figure 13 illustrates diagrammatically the maniier 
in which the parts are asgejiibled. While the ion tracks 
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3hov/n therein as dashed lines are those for the 2-3 tube 
they are similar in the 3-4 tube. In ordor to fulfill 
the focusing conditions for the sector type arrangement 
the actual magnetic field Is assumed to have a boundary 
in excess of the physical dimensions of the pole pieces 
equivalent to the air gap betv/een the polo pieces. The 
above statement is based upon a calculation by Nior (23) 
which indicates that the integrated effect of the fringing 
flux carried to a first order approximation is equal to 
the air gap between the poles. 
The collectors are two rectangular 25 mil Wichrome V 
plates to which is spot-welded 60 mil Nichrome V wires. 
These in turn are fitted v/lth a heavy, slitted sleeve 
connector which is attached to the appropriate tungsten 
re-entrant lead sealed through the glass envelope. 
Figure 14 pictures both the actual assembled pieces of 
the mass spectrometer and the collector plates. On the 
plate farthest to the right in the photograph is shown 
the means for electrically connocting the two plates 
together as required during calibration of the instrument. 
This consists of a piece of piano v/ii-e which is pulled in 
contact with the bar on the other collector plate when a 
small Alnico magnet is brought up to the glass envelope. 
In the fabrication of all parts of the mass 
4S 
Figure 14, Mass spectrometer assembly and the 
collector plates 
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spectrometer vfhere Nichromo V sheet is used to form 
boxes, tubes or special structures, spot welding is 
employed to fasten the pr.rts together. This is made 
feasible by using tabs, angle sheets and in general 
standard sheet metal techniques. All line up pins, main 
posts in the source, repeller supporting posts, and the 
trap support post are mad© from 0,057" UiclTrome V rod. 
This size is convenient in that it represents the major 
diemoter of a 0-00 H.P, thread. Vilhero tlireaded parts 
are used this size thread is used throughout. Nuts used 
for holding tho source together are luade of clipped 40 
rail Hiclirome V sheet drilled and tapped for a 0.-80 
thread. 
The glass envelope which encloses the entire mass 
spectrometer assembly is fashioned from Corning 774 glass 
(Pyrex). Tv/o four lead press seals are used to introduce 
the various voltages to the source electrodes in addition 
to the -45 volts applied to the secondary electron shield. 
These are located above the source and opposite to each 
other. The lead from the secoiidary electron shield is 
by means of a quartz insulated Niclirome V wire, A.V/.G. 30. 
Leads from the collector plates through the envelope to 
the amplifiers are made by means of single tungsten seals, 
specially skirted to cut down possible leakage. Figure 15 
CUT HH:pse: 
A 
To feE; Ct-^ T 
-4- Lead 
M11, \\" 
Cut 
lo C.M. 
the glass envelope for the hydrogen mass spectrometer. Figure l5. Diagram of 
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shows diagrammatically tho detail of the envelope while 
Figure 16 is a photograph of the envelope. 
In order to place the spectrometer parts into the 
envelope it is necessary to out off ends A, B and 0. 
This is a simple operation if a hot vdre tubing cutter 
is available. With tho ends cut off the tube is ready 
for assembly. The magnet is first put in place by 
gently easing the magnet structure into the large tube 
that forms the stem of the Y-shaped envelope. The ends 
of the wire threaded through the holes in the tension 
piece are worked out tlirough the piimping lead. Next the 
source support tube is put in place. A specially made 
long magnetized screv/driver facilitates fastening this 
tube to the magnet pole pieces. The source is then 
put in its proper place and fastened securely using 
the captive screv/s on the ground plate. Leads from the 
various electrodes to the press seals are arranged as 
shown in Figure 17. Colors refei^red to in tho figure 
cori'espond to the Insulation of the leads in the cable 
from the emission reiiulator and high voltage supply. 
Numbers refer to the pins of the male octal plug. 
The collector end is next put in place. The long 
lead from the secondary electron shield is carefully 
introduced past the magnet and then connected to the 
Figure 16. Mass spectrometer envelofpe 
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Figure 17. Source wiring arrangement for the hydrogen mass spectrometer. 
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appropriate lead of the press seal as indicated in Figure 
17, In order to ^_^et the roctarit^iolar collector end in 
place it is necessary to first turn it on its side. 
It is tlien rotated to bring the line-vip pins in juxtapo­
sition with the line-up holes on tlie magnet pole pieces. 
A(^ain use of the long inagnatizod screw di>iver facilitates 
fasteninj^ the collector assembly secui'ely to the polo 
pieces• 
The collector plates aro next put in place, 'ihes© 
should be placed syiume trio ally v/ith respect to the sides 
of the secondary electron shield structui-e. Much of 
the success here depends upon patience since raany trial 
and error adjustments ai-e necessax'y. They consist of 
bending the support wires and trying over and over until 
proper alignaient of the collector plates is achieved. 
When all metal parts are asse^-nbled in the glass 
oiivelope the v/ire of the tension piece is tv/istod until 
bhe assembly no longer moves witliin the envelope. A 
re-check of the collector plate alignraent may bo necessary. 
Check should be made to be sure that the collector plates 
are not shorted to the secondary electron shield; the short­
ing wire should be working. Connectioia from the press seal 
above the source to the secoiidary electron sliield should 
also be checked# 
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With oil metal pai'ta in plnoe the enda of the glass 
cuvolope arc soaled. The filament stem is blown in place 
and a inlet lead aot into the tube, This enters by 
the separate arm at the collector end of the envelope and 
introduces the thi'ough tho lar^io hole in the top 
shield plate of the soiu^'ce. Figure 18 shows the aasornblod 
raass spectrometer within the glass envelope; the sheet 
metal can of t^alvanised steel wliich serves to aMold 
the pre-anplifier ata^c of the feed-back tunplifier tmd 
close axariiination will also show the filaitient leads and 
^as inlet txibe. 
Figure 19 is a photoc^raph of the collector end of 
the 3-2 mtiss spectrometer. Tlie upper re-entrant lead 
goes to file flrat stage of the feed-back amplifier v;hich 
is housed within tho 45/50 2 tjround glass Joint, The 
lower lend goes to the FP-54 ajiiplifier. The figure shows 
the shorting wire between tho two collectors and the 
manner in which the collectors are aligned. HD ions 
•j-
are collected on the bottom plate while Hg ions are 
collected on the upper plate. The arrangement In the 
3-4 tube is essentially the same as tho above, however# 
+ 
since the heavier Do ions are prodorainant in nvaubers f - j  
) 
their cui'-reiit is ampliried using the feed-back ar.;i:>lifior. 
Since they are oollected on what would correspond to the 
1 
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Figtare 18, Mass spectrometer assembly 
in the glass envelope 
52 
Figure 19. Collector end of the 3-2 
mass spectrometer 
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bottom plate of Figure 16 the lead from this plate in 
the 3-4 tube [joes to the tungsten re-entrant lead at the 
top of the picture. Since HD ions in the 3-4 tube are 
least in number their current is measured by the FP-54 
amplifier. The grid lead from this amplifier is shovm 
in Figure 19 as the bottom re-entrant lead; hence the 
connection from the upper collector place is brought to 
this lead. Thus the leads from the collector plates 
in the 3-4 tube are actually crossed. This is shown 
diagrammatically in Figure 20, 
Figure 20. 
J 
I ^ 
4. Spacinp; of collector slits in hydrogen mass spectrometers 
In the construction of the collector end of the hydi'ogen 
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mass spectromtsters exact x)lacemerit of the two exit slits 
presented a problem. Since the percentaj^e difference 
between the masses of the Ions being collected is 
great the distance betv/een the slits is relatively t;reat. 
In order to maintain sone kind of symmetry the collector 
was designed with the slits spaced on cither aide of the 
point v;here an ion of mass half way between the masses 
of the ions actually collected would come to focus® 
Thus in one tube this arrangement represents a hypo­
thetical ion of mass 2.5; in the other tube an ion of 
mass 5*50 
In the diagram in Figure 21 the linos OBM and OCN 
represent the boundaries of the magnetic field arranged 
symmetrically to line OP, Point A is the source of 
ions and line AOP the line upon v/hich refocxising of the 
ions occurs. All ions leaving A possess the same energy. 
Prom the figure 
AO = OE 
BO s OD = s radius of 
where represents an ion of intermediate 
mass to those being collected. 
GO = rg - radius Mg 
where Mg represents the ion of heaviest 
mass being collected. 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
p 
I  
Figure 21 
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HK s = radius of Mg, vvliero represents 
the ion of lightest mass being collected. (54) 
OG 5 Pg - r^ (55) 
HO = ~ Tg (56) 
EP s OP - OE (57) 
JE = OE - OJ (58) 
According to the Law of Sines, for the triangle OGG, 
sin got « ain cj:-
^2 " ^ 2-^1 (59) 
sin (j) = ^2~^1 
Similarly 
^2 
sin 2 (60) 
sin & a sin 2 cK 
• o c ~ "  — ( 6 1 )  
or 
sin (I80'«2o(- - (b ) J. sin 2 
^2 (62) 
00 = Tp sin (l80-2oC - (b ) 
^ 3in 2oL ^ (63) 
In the triangle OOP 
Angle OOP » 90° + 4^ 
Angle COP « 
Angle OPC = 180° - 90° -oC - cj? 
Again according to the Lav/ of Sines 
sin (180° - 90° -o<. - 4^) _ sin (90° + ci> ) 
00 OP ^ (64) 
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From (63) and (64) 
OF at rg aln (180° « - 2oL ) sin (D0°+- cj^ ) 
sin 2 oC sin (lOOo - 90° - oL ~ cjj ) (65) 
For* the triangle ODE 
sing> _ sin 90° 
OE (66) 
OE 3 
sin Q (67) 
Prom (57) (65) and (67) 
EP B ^2 (180 - cjj - 2oL ) 3in(90 +c!fJ) -
sin 2b^ sin (180-90 -oC -c)3 ) sin© (68) 
NoviT consider triangle OHK 
sin ^  - sin 2 
^1-^3 ' ^3 
sini^ = 
^3 
Similarly 
sin V - sin 2 Q 
__ ^ 
or 
(72) sin (180 - 2 & ^ 'P) jj sin 2 O OK rg 
OK s sin (180 - 2© -*4^) 
, sin 2 © (73) 
In the triangle OK J 
Angle KGJ a oC 
Angle OKJ a 90° - i-p 
Angle 0 JK = (180 - 90 -t- - o<) 
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As before 
3in (90 -t-V) _ 3ln (180 - 90+ <4^ - oL) 
0r~^ OK ^ (74) 
From (73) and (74) 
OJ = Tg sin (180 - 20 - ^ ) 3in (90 -l^) 
sin 2 O sin (180 - 90-v -oC) (75) 
From (58), (67), and (75) 
JTS = rg " - 4^) 
Equations (68) and (76) thus give the distances 
from point E at v/hich the two ion species will come to 
focus on line AOP, 
It may be well to emphasize at this point that while 
the above development v;as done for the symmetrically placed 
magnetic field v/here angles MOP and PON are equal to 30° 
it is a simple matter to do the same for the general case 
by following closely the same reasoning as employed above« 
In the case of the mass spectrometer tubes constructed 
for measurement of the hydrogen Isotope ratios the follow­
ing parameters v;ere uaed. 
r^ = 5,00 cm,, set in the design for ion of mass 2.5 
sin Q 
(76) 
in the 5-2 tube or inass 3.5 ion in the 3-4 tube 
© = 30° 
a 60° 
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For the Hg"*" , HD"'" tube 
rg s 5,48 cm., the radius of the HD 
In the nagnetic field 
Tg s 4,47 cm», the radius of the 
in the na^^netic field 
These values are calculated from the relation 
iS. = 4.82 X 10-^ r^ Q 
the v/orking equation of single focusing mass spectrometers 
using electrical acceleration and raagnetic fields as 
arranged In the described machines. 
For the IID'*' , tube 
Tg = 5,35 cm. I the radius of the in the 
magnetic field 
r^ s 4,63 cm., the radius of the HD"'" in the 
magnetic field 
In both mass spectrometer tubes values for rg and r^ 
are given for simultaneous collection of the respective 
ions. 
By calculation the distances JE and EP for the HD, Hg 
mass spectrometer are 2.01 and 1.99 centimeters respectively. 
Similarly for the HD, Dg mass spectrometer these distances 
are 1.38 and 1.46 centimeters respectively. The sums of 
these two sets of distances are actually used in the design 
of the collector end of the tube. In the case of the 3-2 
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tube from center to center the distance between the tv/o 
slits are 4 centimoters while for the 3-4 tube this 
distance is 2.9 centiniotera as aeon in Figure II. 
5. Main vacuvim system 
The envelopes of both hydrooen mass spectrometers are 
evacuated by means of a tv/o stage mercury diffusion pump 
(H, S. Martin, M40050, 150 ram. iDunip lead) backed by a 
mechanical pump (Welch Duo Seal 1400B), Di^y ice-
trichlorethylene slush is used to cool the cold finger. 
Four hundred milliliters of inercu.ry are used to fill the 
diffusion pump boiler which is heated by an 18 ohm 
(A.Vi(,G, 22 Chromel A) fin^jer type heater. The heater is 
operated using an auto transformer. About 250 watts 
(approximately 65 volts applied to heater) are necessary 
to operate the diffusion pump at optimvun speed. The vapor 
tube from the boiler to the jets is insulated using a layer 
of aluminum foil covered by tv/o layers of asbestos paper 
around which is v^rapped a double layer of 1 inch x l/l6 
inch woven asbestos tape. Aluminum foil is wrapped 
around the outside of the asbestos insulation. By insu­
lating in this manner lower heater temperature is required; 
this has the advantage of longer heater life v/hich becomes 
quite important when the \init is to rim constantly for 
long periods of time# 
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iVti ion j,au20 is used as a vaouuin Indicator. The ion 
gauge tube is a Ty^je 507 (National Renearch Corpox\otion) • 
Tlie circuit employed with this tube is an adaptation of 
the N.R.C, circuit publiahed in an instruction booklet 
for their Ion Gauge Control Unit, H.R.O, Type 706. No 
vacuum indicator is used for pressures above 5 microns 
(0,005 milliraeters of mercury), Experienoo han shown that 
the sound of the backing pump and satisfactory operation 
of the diffusion pump indicate when a pressui^e less than 
5 microns is being obtained. 
6, Gas sample handling system 
Since the mass spectrometers are designed to handle 
only samples already in gaseous form, a means of handling 
gases (31) has been devised. Essentially the apparatus 
includes a gas burette and .manifold with facilities for 
evacuation of the burette and manifold; for lowering the 
mercury column and for raising the coluirin. The same gas 
handling system is used for both the 3-2 and 3-4 hydrogen 
mass spectromater tubes. Provisions are made for intro­
ducing samples into either of the two tubes by capillary 
leaks. Figure 22 is a diagrammatic sketch of the system 
while Figure 23 Is a photograph of the actual apparatus. 
The manifold is sot up to take four separate sample 
bulbs. Standard taper ground glass joints, sise designated 
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Flgiore 23. Gas sample system 
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as 7/25, make interchanElni^ the bulbs a simple matter. 
The types of sample bulbs laaed is amply shown in Pl;^iire 23, 
In order to limit space, two millimotor capillary glaaa 
tubing was used in the fabrication of the raanifold. 
The burette itself consists of a 25 millimetor glr.KS 
tube to which is attached at the upper end a closed end 
manometer with a ran^ie of 0-15 centimeters of mercury 
pressure. The burette may be evacuated by means of a 
laercury diffusion pump v/hich in turn is backed by a 
mechsnical pump (Welch Duo Seal 1400 series). In addition 
to the manometer, a thermocouple vacuum gauge (R,G.A, Type 
1946) is used to indicate pressure in the burette. This 
set up indicates v/hen a satisfactory vacuum is obtained 
v/hen samples are pumped from the burette and manifold after 
completion of an analysis. When the filament current of 
the gauge is 70 milliaiiperos a reading of 158 microamperes 
on the thermocouple output meter Indicates that the 
pressure in the system has fallen belovir one micron of 
mercury. The control circuit for the gauge is described 
in a later section. 
To lower the mercury level in the burette a means has 
been fiirniahed whereby the space above the mercury in the 
burette reservoir may be evacuated. Connection with the 
five liter vacuum reservoir may be made by opening appropriate 
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stopcocks. This vacuum reservoir naod only bo evacuated 
occasionally durlaj bho tiiae uiiiilyaos ara beiiii^ luade. To 
raise the laercui^y level, the pressure in the space above 
the mercury in the- buret be reservoir loay be increased by 
means of a rubber pressure bulb* 
Tlie capillai'v leaks consist of 20 inch lengths of 
capillary cop^-er tubing, inside dlainetox* 0.006 inchca, con­
stricted at the end near tlie mass spectrometer by iieans 
of a claiap (24), V/ith gas pressure of several ccntimebars 
of mercury in the soiuple iiianifold the pressure in the 
mass spectrornetex' pump load will rise about 0»001 micron 
and in the ion source to several times tliis figure. The 
purpose of the 20 inch length of capillary tubing is to 
prevent back diffusion of gas fractionated at the con­
striction where a combination of both viscous and molecular 
flov/ takes place. The choice of the proper capillary 
diameter and length insures that the mass flov/ velocity 
will be greater than the back diffusion velocity. Hence 
the gas entering the mass spectrometer will be representa­
tive of the gas in the sample manifold. V/hile this pre­
caution Is not too imi)ortant in the case of isotope analyses 
v/here the percentage difference of the adjacent masses is • 
small, it is Important in gas analysis where a complex gas 
mixture consisting of constituents of different viscosity 
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and widely varying r^ olec^ilar v/eight is introduced into the 
maos spectromater. The composition of the ^ as stream 
entering the maclilne v/ill depend upon the pressure behind 
the leak and the aBiount of any one constituent will boar 
no simple relation to the actual amount of this constituent 
in the sample manifold unless a capillary as described 
above is used. In the case of the hydrogen isotopes 
where the perconta(;je inasa difrsrenco in larr-e this effect 
is also important. 
The length of capillary tubinjj; is coiled and housed 
under a protective cover. The two leaks may be observed 
in Fiii^'ore 23 to the left of the gas burette. Connections 
are made from the capillary to the glass sample siJ'stem 
and gas inlet tubes of the mass spectrometers by Kovar to 
pyrex graded seals. 
To opei'ate the sample system a bulb containing the 
gas sample is connected to the manifold by means of a 
standard taper joint. A light coating of Apiezon H 
grease is, first applied to the inner joint of the sample 
bulb. By opening the manifold stojjcock the space up to 
the bulb stopcock is evacuated. If the sample is to be 
introduced into the 3-2 machine the stopcock leading to 
the capillary leak should be open while that leading to 
the leak of the 3-4 machine be closed. The manifold is 
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evacuated to leas than one i;iicron (0.001 mllliifieters of 
mercury). Then the capillary leak stopcock and the stop­
cock leading to the vacuvim train are closed, 'i'he stopcock 
of the sample bulb is then carefully opened to allow the 
sample to enter the manifold and burette, A sample pressure 
of about 5 to 10 centimeters is sufficient for analysis 
in both the 3-2 and the 3-4 mass spectrometers. The 
saraple bulb stopcock is then closed and as a precaution 
against a leaky seal at the standard taper joint the 
manifold stopcock is also closed. The stopcock to the 
capillary leak is then opened and the analysis of the 
sample nmy be made. 
During the introduction of the sample into the mani­
fold and burette the tv/o-v/ay stopcock on the bui-etto 
mercury reservoir should be opened to the atmosphere. 
If it is desired to decrease the pressure of the sample 
in the burette the gas may be expanded by lowering the 
mercury level. This is accomplished by opening the tv/o-
way stopcock to the vacuum reservoir. Should it be 
desired that the sample pressure be increased the two-
way stopcock should be first opened to the atmosphere and 
then closed. The pressure bvilb stopcock should then be 
opened and the bulb pumped so as to raise the Hg level 
in the burette until the- desired sample pressure is 
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obtained. This is very useful when the sample voluaie is 
smal1• 
After an aiialysis has been completed the sample Liay 
be puniped froiu the raanifold and burette, A word of caution 
is hov/ever tiraoly. If the aamplo pressure had to be 
increased by raising the mercury level in the burette it 
absolutely necessary that the t\70-way stopcock or the 
burette reservoir be opened to the atmosphere before 
evacuation of the manifold. If thj.a precaution is not 
taken the manifold, manometer and capillary leak will 
fill up v/ith mercury necessitating ejctensive dismantling 
of the apparatus in order to clean out the mercury. Since 
mercury amalgamates v/ith copper it may necessitate replace­
ment of the capillary. 
7. Electrical Circuits 
"7®-* Acceleratinf.': volta5T,e supply and emi sslon regulator 
The ion accoleratiniv voltage supply and the electron 
emission regulator (22) for the electron g-m in the 
source are mounted on the aai.ie chsssls. For the former 
a conventional vacuum tube rectifier and filter is eiuployed. 
The output voltage is stabilised at 450 volts by means of 
three VR150 c:aa discharco tubes. Bocauso of the v/ide 
collecting slits and the raanrier in which ion ratios ar'e 
determined it is not necessary to resort to more elaborate 
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volta^je regulation. The upper part of Fi.^ure 24 ahov/s 
diagrammatioally the circuit in use. The voltage dividing 
system used to supply potentials to the various source 
electrodes appears in the upper ri^ht corner; it la 
evident that the focus plates both carry a variable 
potential with respect to the shield* Grounding ono 
of the focus plates by tiarowins switch sweeps the ion 
beaia aside in the soviroe. Potential for the repeller 
plate in the source which is variable from sliield to 12 
volts above the shield potential is obtained from 
potentiometer in the power supply of the emission 
regulator. A dummy plug connects the power supply to 
the voltage divider to serve in case of failure of the 
pov;er supply in which case batteries may bo used. 
Transformer Tg of the emission regulator (See bottom 
Figure 24) is e.'tiployed as a conventional power transformer 
complete v/ith rectifier and filter as well as four VR-75 
gas discharge tubes to obtain stable voltages for the 
various electrodes of Transformer Tg, however, is 
used in an unconventional manner. Tubes Vp -v^nd Vg, 
type 45, are connected across the Mgh voltage winding as 
half wave rectifiers. The five volt v/lndlng is used to 
supply current to the filament of the mass spectrometer. 
A resistance is placed in series with the primary of the 
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List of Purbs for the Hxgh Voltuge aud liniission Regulator 
R, ^5 5000 ohms, 10 v/att X, t-. 
1000 oliMS, adjustable, 10 v;att 
o 
5000 oliins, adjustable, 10 watt 
200,000 ohraa, 1 T.vatt 
o 
R_ „ 50 olims, 5 watt 6, 7 
Rq 25000 ohms carbon potGntlonetor 
Rq t ^ 10000 ol:im3, 1 v/att 
^ f J. u 
Rll 2000 ohms carbon potentiometer 
R^g 3 ohina, special shunt to raake.Mg a 0-10 milliamcter 
R. ^ - r- 0.1 me^ohiiis carbon potentiometer 
X OI X o 
R^^ 0.3 me,i_-ohrtis, 1 watt 
%G-25 steps 10000 ohBis each 
Rgg 10000 ohms, General Radio, 314A 
R 150 ohms, 50 v;att potentiometer 
27 
R 50 ohms, 50 watt adjustable So 
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^2, 3 
V_ 6SJ7 5 
V6.g VS-76 
"10-12 
14^ 0-10 aiffiiieter, A.G. 
Mg 0-1 milliameter, D.G* 
7 
'i'hordarson, T74R28 
Thordarson, T13R04 
Thordarson, T15K13 
3P3T 
SPOT 
SPDT 
TPDT 
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transformer. Thus, whenever tubes V and V are drawing 
^ 3 
a large current due to their grids being more positive 
than normal, the drop in the resistance in series v/ith 
the primary villi be larger than normal and hence the 
filament current of the spectrometer v/ill be less than 
normal. By means of Vg, type 6SJ7, any slight change 
in the total emission of the filament of the mass 
spectrometer will be ai-;\plifi0d and appear as a large 
change in the grid potential of Vg and V^, The circuit 
thus acts in such a v/ay as to make the electron emission 
of the mass spectrometer filtiment remain at any pre­
determined value} this value may be adjusted by varying 
resistor Rq« Under normal conditions total emission 
is held at 5 milliamperes. Trap current v/ill be about 
500 microamperes. To operate the emission regulator 
RgS is varied until the operating range for the circuit 
is reached. This will be approximately 50 olims for a 
tungsten filament, 25 mils wide and one mil thick such 
as is used here. With Rgs properly set Rg^ may he 
varied over a range without appreciably effecting the 
emission. For total emission of 5 milliamperes the 
filament current is about 4.5 amperes. 
The middle left panel of Figure 25 shows the panel 
arrangement for the ion accelerating voltage supply and 
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Figure 25. Front panel of the hydrogen 
mass spectrometer 
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emission regulator. In the upper loft corner of the panel 
from left to right are placed the two focus controls 
and R;j_5 and the repeller control ^ ^.l' them is the 
fine and coarse adjustment of the shield potentiometer 
followed by the sv/itch whereby ions are swept aside 
in the source. In the lower left corner is shov/n the 
off-on switch Sg for the power supply with a red pilot 
bulb above it. On the right aide of the panel are 
contained the controls for the emission regulator. The 
tv/o meters at the top are the filament and emission 
current respectively. Below the filament current meter 
is the filament curi'ent control To the right Is 
the emission control Rq and the meter switch Sg whereby 
either total eiriission or trap cui'rent may be read on the 
0-10 milliameter, Mg. A filament selector switch 
which switches on either the 3'!-2 or 3-4 tube filament 
followed by and Sg to the right makes up the bottom 
rov/. In the lower right corner are two fuse holders. 
The above circuits are used with both 3-2 and 3-4 
tubes as has been already indicated in the case of the 
filaments. Tv/o octal plugs on the back of the chassis 
connected in parallel using the pin numbers appearing in 
Figure 24 are used to supply source potentials to the 
both tubes simultaneously. For the sake of simplicity 
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only the filaments are selectively controlled# 
7b. FP~54 aiiiplifi er 
Before discussing the circuit itself it is well to 
consider some of the oleiiientary principles upon wMch 
operation of the circuit and electrometer tube depend# 
The circuit employed for this amplifier is that of 
Dubridge and Brown (32), using an PP-.54 Pliotron. Other 
single tube circuits are described in the literature (33, 
34, 35) but this one v/as chosen for simplicity and reli­
ability. 
The essential feature of this circuit is the connection 
of the space cliarge grid. Since this grid operates at a 
positive potential it collects electrons and its current 
may be four to five times the plate current. If the fila­
ment emission changes for any reason the currents to the 
plate and space charge grid will change in about the same 
ratio. Hence one may be balanced out against the other so 
that the galvexionieter is unaffected by filament emission 
instability. 
Upon reference to Figure 26 it is evident that the 
voltage drop, je, across the galvanometer is given by 
provided the current through the galvanometer is small 
compared to Ip and Ig, (R^^ is small and is merely for 
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Figure 26. Diagrammatic simplification of the FP-54 
electrometer amplifier, 
fine adjustment.) Since for operation the galvanometer 
current should be zero, e = 0 and 
This is the first condition to be satisfied. Obviously 
once it is satisfied the galvanometer current will I'emain 
zero in spite of emission fluctuations which chanj^e Ip 
and Ig. 
In addition it is also desirable that _e be independent 
of battery voltage changes and hence Ij^. If it is assumed 
that 
(78) 
(79) 
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it follows that 
dit r" ^ , V 
^ o a-Lf (BO) 
as the second condition to be satisfied for neutralization. 
In order for both conditions to hold for* a fixed value of 
K^/R^ it is necessary that curves vs. and vs. 
be straight lines which intersect on the axis; Dubridge 
and Brov/n (32) found this to be the case for a typical PP-54 
Pliotron. WMle the actual curves v/ei'o not straight lines 
there are fairly flat sections in both. Neutralization was 
achieved by operating the filament at a current v/here both 
cvirves are essentially flat, 
'while eciuabions (78) and (80) give conditions for 
balance in terms of tube characteristics it is not 
necessary to determine these to balance the circuit. 
Actually to balance the circuit Rg is adjusted to give a 
filament current of 90 milllaraperes, the rated value for 
the tube. Then Rq is adjusted to bring the galvanometer 
to approximately zero. Connections should be so made that 
s-s Ro_ decreases the galvanometer deflection also decreases. 
With.the Ayrton shunt set for lov/ sensitivity , slowly vary 
by changing Rg in such direction that the galvanometer 
deflection is decreased. The galvanometer tends to go 
through a fairly flat minimum; if it goes off scale it 
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should be brought back by adjusting Rq. If the value of 
at the minimum is more than 3 or 4 per cent from the 
rated value for the tube shift the tap on R2 to a nevj 
position Olid repeat until this criterion is satisfied. 
Then with the shunt at full galvanometer sensitivity make 
the final adjustment for minimum by adjusting Rg and finally 
bring the galvanometer to zero by adjusting R^, The circuit 
is then ready for operation. It may show a drift for 20 
to 30 minutes until thermal equilibrium of all the compo­
nents is established. 
In the actual circuit used in these laboratories 
values for the several resistors are different from 
those of l>ubrid|;^e and Brown. The changcs were made in 
order to make best use of the materials on hand. All 
electrode potentials are maintained at the snrie relative 
values within themselves and do not exceed the manu­
facturers' maicimvmi reconmended ratings. 
The upper portion of Figure 27 shows In diagraminatic 
form the PP-54 amplifier circuit. Resistors Rj_ and Rg 
are 40000 and 2000 megohms respectively. Two sensitivity 
ranges are made possible by closing or leaving open the 
switch S^, A grovinding switch is also incorporated in 
the control grid circuit in order to be able to check the 
inherent amplifier stability should this bo desired. The 
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Figure 27« PP-5^ and feedback amplifiers 
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Li at of Parta of the PP-54 and Peed-Back Amplifiers 
40,000 niegohms, Victoreon Hi-Meg 
Rp 2,000 rnegohnjs, I.R.O., PH-1 
R, 20,000 megolxms, Victoreon, Hi-Meg 
O 
«4 44.4 ohms special wire woiind 
"5 55.5 ohms special vjire wound 
6000 ohms precision wire wound 
3000 ohms precision v/ire v/ound 
1000 ohms micropot 
20000 ohms micropot 
•^0 10000 ohms precision v/ire v/ound 
''u 
7000 ohriis precision v/iro v/ound 
^12 2000 ohms precision wire v/ound 
^3 1000 ohms precision wire Vi'ound 
^14 500 ohms precision v/ire wound 
^5 250 OhKlS precision v/ire v/ound 
200 ohma precision v/ire wound 
^7 50 ohins precision v/ire v/ound 
5000 ohms 1 v/att 
^19 10000 ohms 1 watt 
^20 22000 ohms 1 watt 
^21 50000 ohms 1 watt 
^22 120000 ohms 1 v/att 
50 ohms , General Radio , 214A 
02 
100000 olnna mloropot 
10000 ohifts microiJofc 
500000 ohms, carbon poteutlometor 
20 olffiis, 5 watt 
150 ohins, 5 viatt 
1 megolim, 1 watt 
3 megoiims, 1 watt 
15000 olrima, preciaion wire v/ound 
1 ohm decade resistor. General Radio 510A 
10 ohms decade resistor. General Radio 510B 
100 oiiiris decade resistor. General Radio 5100 
1000 ohms decade resistor. General Radio 510D 
10000 ohms decade resistor. General Radio 510E 
40000 ohms procision wire v/ound 
PP-54, General Electric Pliotron 
959 
135 
6J5 
110 V, to 6.3 V. 1 amp. filament transformer 
80 mh. radio frequency chokes 
0.1 microfarad 450 volts 
0.01 microfarad 450 V.D.C, 
0-100 milliamperes, D.C, 
0-1 milliamperes, D.C. 
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G Leeds and Northi'\:ip b'^pe 2500B ;;j;alvCinomeber, 
sensitivity 0,0005 microamperes/millimeter, 
rosiatance 480 olims, C.D.R.X. 8000 oluiis 
6 contact, double wafer, non shorting 
S SPTT 
2 
SPTT 
o 
Special switch in PP-54 housing 
3g Special sv/itch in PP-54 housing 
Sg SPDT 
S„ SPST 
7 
Sg 11 contact single wafer 
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PP«-54 tube is mounted in a special housing which may be 
evacuated. A five terminal press seal by means of a 
graded glass seal to Kovai* metal v/hlch is in turn soft 
aoldered to the hoiising as shov/n in Fii^ui'O 28b allows 
entry of the filament, plate, screen c^id and sensitivity 
switch leads. The control r^rid lead into the housing is 
a I/B inch brass rod insulated from tho brass aide tube 
of the housing (see Figure 20a) by polystyrene or hard 
rubber insulators, Pij^ure 28b shows the arrangement of 
the grounding sw5.tch while Figure 2Ba shov/s the arrange­
ment of the sensitivity sv/itoh« Flexibility and vacuxim 
tijvhtnoss of the switches is affoi'ded by Sylphon bellows. 
A hard rubber plate 3/0 of an inch thick is used to 
mount the base su^jporting structures and to in3\ilate them 
from the grounded housing. The PP-G4 tube is mounted on 
spi'ings soldered to the tube base pina. In order to shield 
the tube from stray magnetic fields as well as from 
electrostatic fields the main body of the housing is 
constructed from mild steel.. Pl^^ure 28c shows a top viev;' 
of the housing with the cover removed. Connection from 
the tops of tho two grid resistors to the control grid 
is made with Litz wire. 
Tho entire grid lead from the collecting plate of the 
mass spectrometer to tho FP-54 tube is in an evacuated space. 
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Figure 28. Special housing for the PP-5i|- electrometer 
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Connoctlon of the amplifior housing to the t^jlasa tube, 
by which entry is tntide into the raass aiDoctroEieter 
envelope, is by means of a Sylphon bellov/s fitted with 
adjustment screws which prevent collapse of the bellov/s 
when it is evacuated. Seals between bellows and housing 
and bellov/a and envelope are made vacuum tight by first 
taping with Scotch electrical insulating tape and then 
painting with Glyptul varnish. The section of the j^rid 
load not sM.elded by the bellows or amplifier housing side 
arm is carefully shielded using aluminum foil. The glass 
siii-'faces are first washed with 95^ Ethyl alcohol and then 
wrapped v;ith the foil. Care is taken to be sure the 
foil shield is groimded. 
The galvanometer iiaed in the PP-54 aiuplifler lias a 
sensitivity of 0.0005 microamperes per milliraeter on a 
scale placed one meter from the mirror. However in 
IJractlce the scale is mounted 1.5 meters from the mirror 
thus increasing the galvanometer sensitivity to 0,00033 
microamperes per millimeter on the scale. The scale 
which is one metci'' long and graduated in millimeters is 
shovel in Figure 25. 
A special mounting is used for the galvanometer in 
order to overcome difficulties due to vibrations transmitted 
throughout the building. In order to correct for horizontal 
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vibrations a simplified version of Mueller's modification 
of the Jijliua siispension is omployedj the essentials of 
which are described by Strong (37). A new method for damping 
the oscillations of the suspension was devised in these 
laboratories in v/hich four vanes moving in an oil bath 
damp oscillations more quickly. The suspension made 
of brass, is set on a copper sheet over sponge rubber 
one inch thick vrtaich absorbs vertical vibrations. Figures 
23, 29 and 30 show different views of the mounting while 
Figure 31 is a dimensioned drawing of the stime. 
Figure 89, Galvanometer moimting 
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Figure S0» Arrangement for momting the 3-4 
hydrogen mass spectrometer tube showing the 
moijnting for the galvanometer of the FP-54 
amplifier in the backgroiind. 
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Plgiire 31- Galvanometer moimting 
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7c. Feed-back an.pllf3.er 
Tlie feed-back aniplifier follov/s the design of Roberts 
(28)• Essentially there ure tlir-ee stages of amplification 
with a cathode follower foi'» tho output. In order to make 
the amplifier as nearly bnttery operated dh possible 
miniature tubes are used in the amplification stages# 
Pilc-iricnt ciirrent Is supplied fron a twelve volt stox->ace 
battery which nlso aupiilies power for the PP-54 oriiplifier. 
Plato potGutials are till supplied from a 90 volt B-battery. 
•4-0 Mil NliCKK-L 
(c 
4-a Miu TuMqsTH-VJ 
) 
Figure 32. 959 electrometer tube housing 
The first sta^e of the siriplifier (see bottom of 
ilgure 27) makes use of a 959 tube connected as an 
electrometer. Grid number three of this acorn type is 
well insulated with a £rid current of 10"^^ to 10"^^ 
amperes which wakes It suitable for use as an electrometer. 
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The Lube ia laooiited in a ve^ular douijhnut shaped acorn 
tube socket which is in tixm fitted to a inale 45/50 
standard taper i^round joint. A five terminal 
press seal allows for entry of loads to the tube. Grid 
resisoor Rg is contained in bhis r-roecial tube housinf^ 
which is illustrated in Figure 3S, Leads made of heavy 
wire froiu the prc3s seal to the filament and screen grid 
terminals support the socket. Other connections within 
the housiiig are ciade with flexible v/ire, A shielded cable 
serves to connect the electrometer tube to the remainder 
of the amxjlifiei' which is housed in a cliassio along v/ith 
the Fr-S-i controls and the decade slide wire. The second 
and third stages of airtplification of the feed-back ampli­
fier make uae of the riij.niature tubes type 1S5, A 6J5 
tuoe is employed for the cathode follower; a separate 
transforraer supplies its heubcr current. 
The feed-back amplifier is operated as follows. 
Vn'ith no ions xallin^^ on the col?.octor plate, which is 
connected to the thii'-d grid of the Gloctroiaetoi* tube, 
resistors ^ 24* ^25 ^26 adjvistcd until the drop in 
R32, the cathode resistor of the 6J5 is preciseljr equal 
to the potential of the 45 volt battery E^, This may be 
easily determined by observing iiieter Mg, the output meter 
in the slide wire cii-'cuit. For a more sensitive moans of 
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balancing tne amplifier Sg may be switched to the 
3 position v/lth bhe grid of the FP-54 ungrounded. Under 
these conditions the PP-64 araplifler is used merely as a 
zero balancing device. After this prollminai'y adjustment 
has been made the amplifier is ready for current measure­
ment purposes# 
Controls for both PP-54 and feed-back amplifiers along 
with those of the decade slide v/lre are located in the 
soine clmssis. The lov/er right panel of Figure 25 shows 
the positions of the various controls indicatod diagram-
matically in Figure 27. 
Across the top of the panel are the controls of the 
PP-54 aoiplifler. From right to left they are the Ayrton 
shunt, coarse zero adjustment, on-off sv/itch, coarse 
balance, Rg, the filtmient current meter IV^, fine balance, 
Rq, the PP-54 selector and the filament cvirrent control Rgs* 
The feed-back amplifier controls are in the middle 
row along with switches Sp and S , Prom left to right 
" 3 
they are Sg, the off-on switch, coarse balance Rg^* 
output meter Mg, fine balance Hg^ and Sg. Rgg is adjusted 
Internally within the chassis# Below the off-on switch 
of the feed-back amplifier is a 2-3; 3-4 amplifier 
selector. Since the amplifiers for both the 3-2 and 
3-4 hydrogen tubes use a comi;ion control chassis it ia 
necessnry to have some means of swl telling from one set to 
the other# The bottom row on the panel indicates the „ 
controls of the decade slide wire# 
Ion current ratios are determined by a null method 
(39) which in principle depends upon Introducing a portion 
of the output of one amplifier into the grid circuit of the 
other in order to balance out the effect of an Ion current 
falling on the collector of the second amplifier. Actually, 
the output of the amplifier measuring the greater ion 
currant is applied to a decade slide wire in exactly the 
same manner as the potential is supplied across the slide 
wire of a potentiometer. Then by tapping off a portion of 
this potential and introducing it in opposite polarity into 
the grid circuit of the amplifier used to amplify the 
least ion current the effect of this current may be 
balanced out. The second amplifier is used only as a 
device for determining the null point. 
As an Illustration using the circuit in Figure 27 
assume Sg is tvirned to the 2 position and a current due 
to H2 ions of 2 X 10""^^ amperes la Mtting the mass 2 
collector of the 3-2 tube. Since R_ is 2 x 10^® ohms 
o 
the drop across the resistor is four volts. Meter Ivlg 
would indicate fotir volts because the output of the 
feed-back amplifier is almost precisely equal to input. 
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a fact which v.lll be shown to be true in subsequent 
sections of this thesis. Hov/ever, the above four volt 
output is opposite in polarity to the input voltage; it 
follows that by setting Sg in the 2 position any fraction -
of this voltage may be fed into the grid circviit of the 
PP-54 amplifier. The fraction may be such as to be 
exactly equal to the potential drop across or the 
R2 combination if it is to be used# This is a true null 
method. For example if the intensity of the ion currents 
should both double the output of both the feed-back 
amplifier and the PP-54 electrometer amplifier wovild 
double. As a consequence of the increase of the feed-back 
amplifier output a signal twice as great would be fed 
into the PP-54 grid circuit as before the ion current 
intensities changed. This would balance out the output 
of the PP-54 amplifier due to the doubly great signal 
being received. Thus the system not only serves as a 
null method but also automatically compensates for 
changes in ion intensities which may occur during an analysis. 
The validity of the null principle Diay be proved by 
examination of Figure 33 v/hich is a schematic diagram of 
Figure 27. Consider first the lov/er part of the figure. 
An ion current falling on the mass 2 collector gives rise 
to a voltage drop across Rg 
f"e:e:o l-.ack amf'uif^fcir 
g,a1 Ki -
p- P -  A  m f'ui f 1 El r 
c o  
Figure 33. Schematic diagram of the FP-Slj. and feedback amplifiers 
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VDC = Ir ^3 (SI) 
3 
vrfhore Ir> represents the ion current# 
"s 
If G is the voltage amplification of the feed-back am­
plifier 
^DA ~ "^DC " "^^DA (82) 
Solving 
and 
^DA " 1-f (i (85) 
^AC " - ^ DC (i (84) 
AS G is very large, approximately 1000 for the amplifier 
employed, 
^AC = ^ DC (85) 
It should also be noted that the signal which on input 
was positive with respect to ground has been inverted 
to one which is negative, Since the Internal rosist^ince 
of the amplifier as seen by the output terminals is very 
low one may connect a conventional voltmeter across these 
. terminals to measure the output voltagej a 0-1 milliameter 
in series with approximately 50000 ohms constitutes such 
a meter. If a current of 10"® amperes flows through 
^DO = \c -
The meter v/ould indicate 0.4 milliamperes. The current 
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amplification for this particular arrangement would be 
^ = 4 loS 
1 X 10"® 
Observation of the upper part of Figure 33 will show 
that if point B is made coincidental with A the PP-54 
amplifier will fiinction on the usually "ati'alght deflection" 
method. However if B Is moved the proper distance up from 
A the voltage drop ^AB can be made precisely equal to 
v/here I_ is the ion current to mass 3 collector. That is, 
^1 
the PP-54 acts as a null instrument to indicate when 
1 (86) 
The feed-back amplifier provides the potential for the 
potentiometer ABC as a dry coll would in a conventional 
potentiometer. However, there la the important distinction 
that the voltage V^q is automatically proportional to the 
current falling on mass 2 collector. Thus the balance 
point B is independent of variations in the ion ctirrent 
Intensities provided both ctirrents vary in the same way 
at the same time. 
To find the ratio of and 
rt- R 
1 3 
\ \ (87) 
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Since V.„ - R.rjl and V.^ = in wMch I is the current AB AB AC AC 
in the slide wire it follows that 
Rg/R^ - 1/2, the nominal value for the resistor ratio, 
(Rg = 20000 megohms J Rj^ s 40000 megohms) since R^q = 50000 
ohms the ratio would be given directly in parts per hundred 
thousand. 
However, by way of precaution, it should be noted that 
in the actual potentiometer used, ^  is made up of five 
decade units and a fixed resistor R^ plus the meter 
resistance (about 30 ohms). All iinits below a thousand 
ohms are plain resistors hence the total resistance in 
series with the meter will depend upon the particular 
sotting of the dials. If Rg/B^ = l/2 and R^ = 40000 ohms 
a dial setting of 9753.1 would indicate the 5/2 ratio to 
be 9753 parts per hiindred thousand# However a simple-com­
putation shov/s that this should be 
Since the additional 753.1 ohms in the. circuit resulted 
in a reading 1.6^ too Mgh it is apparent that a correction 
which in the case of t?ie 3-2 tube would be the ratio 
in the 3-4 tube It would be the HD^/D^ ratio. Where 
9753.1 
50753.1 * ^ ^  9600 parts per hundred thousand 
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can be made which la about ifo for each 500 ohms in the 
hundred position. However, in the case of hydrogen 
where measurements are affected by the "pressure effect," 
"memory" and apparatus diocritninations due to the large 
percentage mass differences it would be good if 1% 
accuracy can be obtained. 
At this point It is well to examine v/hether it is 
necessary that the feed-back amplifier bo balanced during 
analyses. From Figure 27 it is apparent that the output 
voltage, AC, is the difference between 45 volts and the 
drop across Rgg* Thus, when no Ion cvirrent is falling on 
the collector one ordinarily adjusts the resistors in the 
959 plate circuit so that However, since the 
PP-54 is used only as a null instrument and the zero point 
is determined by sweeping both Ion beams aside in the ion 
source it is not necessary that the feed-back amplifier be 
balanced even approximately. To demonstrate this first 
assume the feed-back amplifier to be in perfect balance, 
i.e. with no ions falling on the collector, Vac - 0-
Next allow ions to strike the two collectors and adjust 
point B until the FP-54 aiaplifier indicates a balance, 
that is, = 0. The true ratio of ion currents is then 
given by reading the position of point B, Let x » ^AB 
for this condition. Thus = X 
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Next assurao that prior to meaauriuiv t}x0 :lon current 
ratio the feed-back niiiplifier waa not precisely balanced, 
thet is, there exists on output voltage even before 
Ions strike the colloctors. Again allow iona to strike 
the collectors and adjust point B until shutting the ions 
off or on results in no change in the PP-54 galvanometer 
R 
reading. Ldt y s AB for this case. The potential at 
lb' 
AC I^oint F may then be written 
For Ions striking collectors 
Vp X = y 
For ions off 
= V V9^ 
F ^ AC 
But these tvjo quantities are equal under the conditions 
of balance 
hence I R s v V „ 
\ 1 ^ 'AO (91) 
However, it v/as shown that 
R = X V^_ 
1 ^ (92) 
Thus 
X = y 
Prom the above discussion it is evident that the ion current 
ratio determination is Independent of the feed-back amplifier 
balance although it is necessary to point out that should the 
( 0 9 )  
(90) 
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degree of unbaltaico bo too fj;roat it will bo impoasible to 
operate the circuits because the light spot reflected fi'om 
the galvanometGr will not remain on the scale. 
7d. Ionization. p;au?-e circuit 
To determine the pressure in the main mass spectrometer 
tube a hot cathode type ionization gauge is used. Tube 
designation of th© gauge is type 507,'"" V/ith a plate 
potential at -20 volts imd a grid potential at 150 
volts with respect to the, cathode tMs tube has an ion 
currexat with dry air of 100 micro amperes at one micron 
of mercury pressure. In the published data (40) on the 
tube the calibration curve obtained by plotting plate 
current against pressure is a straight line between 1 
and 0,001 microns. Prom data on other ionization gauges 
(41) there is little reason to doubt thait this linearity 
is extendable to even lov.fer pressures, 
A vacuum tube voltmeter is used to determine the 
jTiagnitude of the ion current in the gauge. In the volt­
meter circuit the two sides of a dual triode, type 7P7, 
serve as two arms of a balanced bridge. The degree of 
unbalance caused by a signal from the ionization gauge 
plate to the grid of oxie side of the 7F7 is measured by 
a 0-100 micro ammeter which Is in turn calibrated in terms 
'ir 
Sold by the National Research Corp., 70 Memoi'-lal Drive, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
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of pressure. A ran^e switch is provided that covcrs the 
entire pressvire range from 5 Tnicrons to 0,0001 microns. 
Reference to Figure 34 will indicate that regardless 
of what ion current is being received by the plate in the 
ionization gauge, the grid potfjntial of the iialf of the 
7P7 tube vrfhich receives the signal will vary over the same 
volt ago range, \vhen the cux'rent becoiuea so small for one 
grid resistor as to make the voltnictor insensitive, sv;itch-
iian; to the ne>rt highest step increases the value of the 
resistox' by a factor of ben; a consequent increase in 
sensitivity occurs. 
One minor change has been mado in the circuit as 
shown on Figure 34. A DPDT switch is inserted into the 
grid and filament circuits of tvro icnlzv^tion gauges 
in such a mtuiner that the one control circuit servos 
gauges for both S-5 and 3-4 mass spectroineter tubes. 
Other electrode potentials in both gauges are supplied 
simultaneously. 
In the upper right corner of Figure 25 is shov/n the 
panel for the ionization gauge circuit. The tv/o meters 
measure the grid current and degree of bridge uabalanco 
respectively. To the left of the grid current :r;eter is 
the grid current control. Below this is the control 
sv/itch for normal operation or for outgassing the grid; 
• a 
r • H _ 
Figure 3h* Ionization gauge control circuit 
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bhe line switch is at the bottom. Proin left to right 
along the bottom of tho panol., after the line sv;itch# 
is tha line pilot light, zero set, zero control, range 
switch and the sv/itch already mentioned above that enables 
either the 2-3 or 3-4 ion gauges to be operated, Belov/ each 
meter is a fuse of appropriate size which is cormected in 
series with the luater. 
Procedures are given below for- opei'atiiig the circuit 
after tho type 507 has been installed aiid all connections 
iaada. Since both ends of the grid are connectod to terminals 
in the base of the ionization tube it may be heated elec­
trically for purposes of outgassing. With tho ran^o switch 
in position and the control switch in the out|:j:as position 
turn the p,rid current control countorcloclcv/ise until the 
control relay is energized; then slowly turn it clockwise 
until the grid of the gauge shows a dull red glow. Allow 
the outgassing to take at least 5 ninutes. A longer time 
may be required in some cases in which it may be necessary 
to outgaa the plate along with the grid. 
After the grid has been outgassed, switch the control 
to normal; the range sv/itch should still be in the 
position. Adjust the plate meter to zero using the zero 
control. Again turn the grid current control counter-
clockv/ise until tho relay is engaged, theii clockwise until 
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the ,^rld current meter indicates 5 rnilllamperos. vVhen 
switching rro/n outr.as to normal operations tho control 
rolay drops out; this la a safety feature to prevent 
damage to meters, ionization {jauge filament or both. 
Pressure Is rend on the plate meter which has been 
calibrated according to the following formulae. 
P inm. Hg 2 Ran^Q settlui;]; x mlcroanperes x 10"^ 
P micron Hg - RBiige setting x raicroaiiiiierGS y: 10"^ 
Maintenance of thi.a circuit in i^eneriil involves only 
chan£;lng tubes, 'fube types 5W4 tuid VR150 liay be changed 
without plterlng the Miplifier characteristics of the 
vacuum tube voltmeter, Changing tube type 7F7 will 
oonorally x»eqaire re-baltincing the circuit. This nay be 
done by switchino the rtm^e sv/itch of Figure 24 to the 
number 1 or ad .just position. The loniEEtion gau^^e cord 
should be removed. Resistor Ry, which is found on the 
back of the chassis is then adjusted to ^ivfj fvill scale 
reading on the plate meter. Tho ranoe sv.'itch is svjitched 
to the 2 or X5 position and the gero balance control 
adjusted to ^ive a zei-'o reading on the plate meter. Then 
the above adjustraents are repeated. Generally two such 
cycles of adjustnients are required to balance the vacuum 
tube voltmeter. 
Should trouble arise and all tubes check "good" on 
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the tvibe tester, a.nd/or if chan^jin^j tubes does not rerr.edy 
the trouble check the ionization cord for continuity. 
If all leads v/.i.thiu the cord are continuous repeat the 
balancixi(3 aa indicated above and then plug the cord into 
its socket# V/ith the sensitivity switch in the X5 or 
X 0.01 poaition if a plate r.-iviter reading greater than 2 
per cent of full r:cals deflection is obtained the cord 
is faulty and should be replaced. For other trouble the 
circuit should bo c}ie.ckGd in the electronics shop. 
7e. Tneruiocouple rr.aut^a oircuit 
In oi'der to indicate when a sample is evacuated from 
the gas sample system a thermocouple vacuum gau^^e is in­
corporated into the vacuum train. Although it is of 
libtle interest to kviow the exact pressiu'-e in the saitiple 
laanifold it is of considerable interest to knov/ when the 
pressure has fallen belov/ soir^e laaximura value, 'liie 
therniocouplo (;;au;^e used in tMs application is tube type 
1946 manufactured by the Radio Corporation of America. 
The control circuit for this gauge is illiistrated 
diagrammatically in Figure 35. 
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TnER. MOC-OUPUE; QAuqe: CIRcu\T 
Figtire 35 
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> H. A.y 
The upper left panel of Figure 25 illustrates the 
arrangement of the controls. The two meters are the 0-200 
microampere and 0-100 milliampere meters respectively, 
Belo^ the former is the line sv/itch with the 20 ohm 
filaineut control to the right. To operate the gauge 
a filament current of 70 iiiilliamperes is required. A 
vacuum corresponding to one micron or less is indicated 
by a reading s^QQ-ter than 158 microamperes on the thei'mo-
couple output meter. 
7f. Battery charf^er 
A Mallory, Type 12AC-.5, battery charger has been 
dismantled from its case and built up on a panel v/hich is 
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located behind and belovir the raaln panel of the inatriiment. 
The panel may be seen in Figure 39 attached to the center 
support of the iron frame which contains the entire 
instrument. 
As Indicated in Figure 36 the a.c, line voltage is 
reduced to 18 volts by means of a transformer. This 
18 volts is then rectified using a CuO rectifier. Meter M 
ia merely an indicating meter to show the relative charging 
rate. The line switch is mounted on the pvuup control panel 
in the _5 position. A red pilot light distinguishes it 
from the pump switches. Switch S is a current limiting 
device which protects the batteries from dari\age due to 
too great charging rates. 
7g. General wiring 
All electronic circuits receive their line pov/er from 
convenient receptacles placed on the back of the main frame. 
Both xinregulated and regulated line voltage receptacles 
are found there. The latter obtain their power from a 
2 K.V.A. Sorenson alternating current regulator with the 
output voltage set at 112 volts. Both lines are fused 
with plug~in type fuses. 
The vacuum pumps of the 3-2 tube, the pumps for gas 
4 
sajuple system and the battery charger are all permanently 
v/lred in place. Switches and pilot lamps for the various 
Ill 
RE-CTI F'l El-R 
18 v. a.cl 
1 
To BA.TTe.v3V 
13atte:F2V CHAT^G,E.T^ 
MavL-L-O Type: ^aAC-'=> 
Figiire 36 
i 
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pumps and charger are shovm on the pump control panel in 
the lov/er left corner of the photograph in Figure 25j 
from left to right tho controls are those for (l) the 
sample diffusion pump, (2) sample backing pvunp, (3) the 
3-2 tube backing pump, (4) the 3-2 tube diffusion pump, 
and (5) the battery charger. The controls for the gromid-
ing switch of the 3-2 PP-54 grid and for sv/itching the 
2000 megohm resistor in parallel with the 40000 megohm 
grid resistor of the 3-2 PP-54 amplifier are shown to 
the right of the battery charger switch. Controls for 
similar switches in the 3-4 PP-54 amplifier are not on 
the panel because of lack of space. These must be 
operated by going behind the instrument. For a similar 
reason the switches controlling power to the 3-4 mass 
spectrometer tube backing and diffusion puaijps are operated 
from behind the instrviment. 
General arranKement of apparatus 
The ai-rangement of tho circuit control panels has 
already been shown in B'lgure 25 v/hich is a front view 
of the instrument# Other views of the instrument are 
found in Figures 29, 30, 37, 38, 39» 
How the 3-2 mass tube is mounted in the angle iron 
frame in relationship to other pc.rts of tho instrument is 
illustrated by Figure 37, In tMs figure Is also seen the 
115 
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Figure 57. Rear view of the hydrogen mass 
spectrometer 
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5 liter glass biilb, svirrounded by a vd.re safety screen, 
v/liich serves as the vaciAura reservoir for operating the 
gas sample burette. 
Figure 30 illustrates the mounting of the 3-4 mass 
tube which is separate from the liiain frane and shows its 
position relative to the main frame. Above the 3-4 mass 
tube frame can be seen the special galvanometer mouxating# 
A closer view of the mounting which Is constructed from 
brass is shov/n In Figure 29. While this figure is a 
photograph of the galvanometer raounting used In conjunction 
with the larger mass spectrometer to be described in a 
later section of this thesis, the mount is identical to 
that used with the hydrogen mass spectrometers. The 
can belov; the movable table upon vvMch the galvanometer 
sets, contains oil in wMch are suspended four fins at 
right angles to each other} their purpose being to damp 
oscillations of the movable table. The entire mounting 
is electrically grounded to eliminate the effects of 
static charge. 
The positions of the backing pumps and the sample 
system diffusion pump are shown In Figure 38, A rear view 
of the battery charger is indicated just to the right of 
the diffusion pump. Still another view of the instrument 
is presented in Figure 39, It is felt that careful study 
Figure 38. The left side of the hydrogen mass spectrometer 
Figure 39, Lower front view of the hydrogen mass spectrometer 
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of the photographs alluded to in this section of the thesis 
v/ill indicate more clearly the relative positions of parts 
of the hydrogen mass spectrometers than several pages of 
text. For this reason no more attempt will be made to further 
describe the machine. 
9, Operation 
9a« Vacuum systems 
Before turning on either the backing pumps or the 
diffusion pumps several points should be checked. The 
oil level in the backing pvunps should be correct. In 
the V^elch pumps (Type 1400) employed in these laboratories 
this corresponds to a point midway between the center lines 
of the oil level gauge which is found on the side of the 
pump case. 
The mercury level in the diffusion pumps should be 
such that the top of the re-entrant tube which constitutes 
the inner part of the boiler is covered. Water should be 
running through the diffusion pump condenser in a steady 
stream. 
When the foregoing points have been checked the 
mechanical baclcing pumps of both the gas sample system 
and the 3-8 mass spectrometer tube can bo started by-
throwing the number 2 and 3 switches on the pump control 
panel. Starting the backing pvimp for the 3-4 mass 
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apectrometGr tubo requires throwing a awitch located 
directly in the line cord to the rriotor of the pvimp. After 
about fifteen minutea if the system being evacuated is 
clean and tight a good rough vacuum will have been obtained. 
Before turning on the diffusion puinpo the pressure may be 
checked by applying one or both of two simple methods of 
determining relatively low pressures. 
Since no pressure gauges are contained in the itiass 
spectrometer tube systens which give readings for pressures 
above five microns (0.005 millimeters of mercury) the 
methods just alluded to are at best only crude approxima­
tions. When bhe Welch backing pumps are operating on a 
tight system, e:<cept for a characteristic clicking souxid, 
they run q\xLetly. A bubbling sound Indicates either a 
leak in the system being evacuated or a low oil level in 
i 
the xjuiap case. If addition of 50-100 milliliters of oil 
to tho latter does not remedy the noisy condition then a 
leak may be suspected. Further check on the j^resaure 
can be 3.iade however by observing the color of tho gas 
discharge when a high frequency spai'k is brought up to 
any part of the exposed glass envelope or piomp leads. 
Soon after the backing pump has been turned on tho charac­
teristic pink glow of nitrogen should appear between the 
sparking electrode and ground inside the vacuim system. 
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Aa evactiation proceeds and tho prcjssuro coiitinuea to 
drop In a ti^iht system, the pink glow ci'^^^'^ually disappears 
until only a slight greenish-blue riuorascence on tho glass 
walls can be observed. Should the pink glow continue along 
with a noisy backing purap there is definite cause for 
suspecting a leak v;hich should be found and remedied 
befor'e proceoding further. If no leak is suspected the 
diffusion puicip may be turned on by throwing sv/itches 1 
for the sample system and 4 for the '5-2 mass tube diffusion 
pmip. The 5-4 mass tube diffusion pimp may be turned on 
by throwing the sv/itch on the autotransforiuer v/hich supplies 
power to its heater# For best operation the mass tube 
diffusion XJVimps require pov/er dissipation of about 250 
watts (65 volts across the heater ternaaals) by the 
heaters while thu gas sample system diffusion pump only 
requires about 125 vmtts (43 volts across the heater 
terminals). These values may vary a little for individual 
pvunps axid especially v/hen new heaters are installed; 
however, they do present a reference point from which to 
vjork whan trials are made at various autotransforrsier 
sebtings to determirie optimum purap operating conditions. 
After the diffusion pi.unp heater has been on at optimum 
voltage for approximately one hour the pu::^ should be 
operating and the vacuuia low enough so that the ion gauges 
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crxi be turned on. 
In order to include operr.ting details peculiar to the 
evacuation of the ^ ns sample system it is necoaaary to 
depart froi;: the .foregoing general• discussion which applies 
more directly to evacuation of the r.iass tube cnvolopes# 
Since an ordinary mercury manometer is attached to the 
gas burette it may bo used to observe the initial stages 
of the evacuation of the sample system. Included in the 
vacuum liiie however is a thermocouple type vacuum gauge 
(RCA 1S46) wMch is used to indicate more precisely the 
degree to v,'Mch tho manifold and burette have boen evacuated 
between gas analyses. The themocouple gauge is operated 
by applying a d,c. curi'ent of 70 mill.iariiperes to the fila-
iMont of the gauge. Observation of the pressure is made 
by I'eadlng the thermocouple output meter which has been 
calibrated In terms of gas pressure. A reading of more 
than 158 microamperes Indicates that the pressure has 
droj)psd below one micron (O.OOl millimeter of mercury) 
which is the maximum tolerable residual manifold pressure# 
When the gas sample system is being evacuated for the first 
time after having been open to the atmosphere for more than 
a few hours or even a fev/ minutes on a very humid day it is 
v;oll to pump on the system with both backing and diffusion 
pvunps operating for at least 3 to 5 hours before cooling 
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the cold trap with dry-ice-trichlorethylene sliiah. Because 
of the raany stopcocks in the systom a "bake out" period is 
impossible. However no real difficulty seeus to arise due 
to exchange between the hydrot'^en of v/ater held on the ^rlass 
surfaces of the sample system and the gas sample provided 
the differences in isotope concentrations of consectitivoly 
analysed hydrogen samples is not too [jreat. It is diffi­
cult to prove this statement because of the ujany additional 
factors which may complicate the inattor# Perhaps it is 
move correct to say that the \Tfaole apparatus behaves all 
right as long as the isotope concontrntions of the samples 
do not differ [greatly. Hov/ever since the sample handling 
system does contribute to the possible difficulty it is well 
to at least call it to attention here. In order to obtain 
lowest possible pressxiroa in the mass tube the spaco be­
tween the stopcock leading to the capillary leak and the 
leak must be opened to the sample vacmua system. 
Returning to the soneral discussion coricorninc 
evacuation of the mass spectrometer tube envelopes both 
backing and diffusion pumps were operating. It is not 
possible to obtain low pressures in the envelope unless 
the wliole apparatus is "baked out." The baking process is 
necessary in order to break down the silica gel-like-water 
combination which forma on glass surfaces. For piri^posos of 
hakiai^ the envelopes of the raasa spectrometers, resistance 
I'nrnaces have been woimd about the tubea so that when the 
furnace is diaslpating foxir watta of power per square inch 
of aurface a temperature of 350-400° C, is produced which 
is 3uitable for decomposition of the watar-silica gel 
combination. A <320 volt autotranaformor mounted in a 
portable cart (acje Pijjure 39, lower right) fitted v/ith a 
voltKietor and an ammeter facilitates ;;;ettinjj power to the 
"bake out" furnace. To avoid severe electrical ahock the 
furnace conuectiona rshould be made before the line plug 
of the autotronsforrrier is connected to the 220 volt line. 
nlien all electrical connections have been made the auto-
transformer should be adjusted so that a total of about 
800 v/atts (4 amperes at 200 volts) are being dissipated 
by tlie furnace® After the furnace has been up to temperature 
and has been operatin^^ for three to four hours (A longer 
period iviay bo necessary when the mass tube envelope is 
being evacuated for the first tirae after being open to 
ths atiT-osphere for an extended tirae.) the pressure as 
deteraiined on the ionization gaiAge should drop bolow four 
microns. If this value is not obtained the baking time 
should bo ejitended. If the pressure is bylov/ four microns, 
the ionization gauge-, the exposed parts of bhe .'uass tvibo 
envelope and the pujinp loads should be carefully torched 
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using the brush flame of the glass blowing torch or the 
clear blue flame of a large bunsen burner. When the hot 
glass just begins to produce the yellov/ sodium color in 
the flame the temperature of the glass is in the proper 
range. Care must be taken at this point not to overheat 
the glass so as to cause strains to develop. It is necessary 
that special care be exercised in torching the ionization 
gavige since it is made of Nonex glass vrtiich has lower 
strain and softening points than does pyrex glass. Also 
care should be exercised when torching the pump leads near 
the ring seal into the cold trap. As a precautionary 
measiire it is better to stay completely away from this 
ring seal. 
After the torching of the exposed parts of the system 
the ionization gauge control is turned to the outgas 
position and while the grid is hot, dry-ice-trichlorethylene 
slush is placed about the cold trap. The grid may be 
normally "outgassed" for 5 to 15 minutes although some­
times a longer period is required. Proper outgassing of 
the grid has been obtained when fvirther heating causes no 
change in the pressure us indicated by the ionization 
gauge, V/hen this has been achieved the ionization gauge 
control is turned to normal operation and the grid current 
control adjusted until a 6 milliampere grid current is 
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obtained. Baking is continued until the pi'essuro drops to 
0.003 to 0.004 microns (3 to 4 x lO"® luillimeters of mercury); 
v/hen this pressure is reached the baking furnace power 
dissipation is reduced to about 400 v/utts and baking 
proceeds at this lower temperature until the pressure 
drops to about 0,001 microns (1 x 10"® millimeters of 
mercury); the bake-out furnace is turned completely off 
and the 220 volt autotransfoi'mer disconnected first from 
the line and then from the furnace terminals in order to 
avoid possible serious electrical shock. When the mass 
tube envelopes cool to room temperature the pressure will 
drop below 0.001 microns. Pressures as low as 0.00002 
microns (2 x 10~® millimeters of mercury) as measured by 
the ionization gauge have been observed in the mass 
spectrometer tube envelopes. 
. Amplifiers 
During the time required for evacuation of the mass 
tube envelopes (which may take 24 to 40 hours) and the gas 
sample system, the storage batteries which supply the 
electrode potentials in the PP-54 amplifier along with the 
filament ciirrent of the tubes in both amplifiers should be 
checked to determine whether or not they are fully charged. 
The amplifiers operate with minimxira drift when these 
batteries are in the relatively linear part of their 
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discharge curve. Practically speaking, this is from 95^ 
to 70% of full charge. The batteries Kiay be re-charged 
should they be found discharged too much, by throv/ing switch 
niiniber 5 of the pump control panel. A red pilot light 
distinguishes the battery charger sv/itch from the pump 
swi tches. 
In the feed-back amplifier, the radio "B" batteries 
which supply electrode potezitials to the various tubes 
should have at least 90/^ of their rated potentials. 
Similarly the battery wMch supplies the -45 volts to 
the secondary electron shield should not be below 905^ of 
its rated potential. Best results have been obtained 
using Burgess "Super B Batteries" (No. 20308) which give 
long life under constant use. 
The FP-54 and feed-back amplifiers are turned on 
aft ex* the bake-out fui-nace on the mass spectrometer tube 
has been turned off; otherwise instability of the aiiipli-
flers results and it has been found tliat no time ia saved 
by the longer warm up period of the amplifiers. The 
feed-back amplifier ia balanced by adjusting the coai^se 
adjustment so that the output meter in both high and low 
sensitivity positions reads zero. The PP-54 aiiiplifler 
is adjusted using the coax'se balance control so that the 
galvanometer light spot is on the scale; it is necessary 
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to turn on the high voltage pov/or supply in order to light 
the galvanomoter lamp# The Itmp is focused until a thin 
line appears on the translucent galvanoiaeter scale. Both 
anipllfiera ai^e then allowed to come to themal ecixiilibrium. 
VVhen the drift of the FP-54 amplifier has been reduced to 
less than 1 millimeter per minute with the vaiiometer 
shunt in ^  position, it is ready for use. V.'hiie drift in 
the feod-back aiaplifier is not so readily observed on its 
output meter it may be observed by switching the FP-54 
output sv/itch to "full." In case the light spot of the 
galvanometer moves off the scale it can be brought back 
l)y first adjusting the coarse feed-back ainplifier balance 
and then the fine balance# Generally the feed-back 
amplifier drifts more repidiy than does the PP-54 amplifier; 
however, this drift usually settles down to less than one 
millimeter per minute with the galvanometer shunt on #1 
position in about eight hoLirs. In terms of ion cixrrent 
this rate of drift would correspond to an ion current of 
10"^® amperes. 
li/tien the amplifiers have reached a steady state, the 
pov/er supply to the emission regulatox» is turned on using 
filament switch 1_. The supply is allowed to viarm up for 
about one minute and then the mass spcctrojneter tube 
filament turned on using Switch 2. The emission control 
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is then adjusted so that tho emission current roads 0.5 
inilliamperes when tho meter switch is turned to emission* 
Actually the total omission is 5 railliaraperos since this 
raoter is shunted in such a way th£it the current is ten 
times that observed on the dial. Trap current should be 
200 microaiiiperos to one milliampero; adjustment of the 
smali source magnet to give a maximum trap current is 
riade by trial and error movement of the Kngnot in the 
region of the sourc^. 
The mass spectrometer tubes after evacuation to 
pressures of loss tjaan 1 x 10"® raillimetora of mercury 
are no\i ready for oi)er!:!tion. With the appropriate ampli­
fiers v^ormed tip to '.steady operation the filament selector 
is switched to v/hetover tube is to be used and the filament 
turned on by throwing 3v;itch 2. The omission is adjusted 
aa indicated above and a search is made for the particular 
ion currents to be jiieasured-in each tube. To illustr'ate 
this procedure assume that a sample of ordinary chemically 
prepared hydrogen is allowed to pass throut;h the capillary 
leak Into the 3-2 mass tiibe and the ions switch turned to 
on. Tho ion acceleratini^ voltage is varied until tho 
current duo to ions falls on the near collector plate 
to be amplified by the feed-back axoplifiere Since the magnet 
field strength for tho 3-2 machine is about 765 gauss the 
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ion accolerating; volta;_:o, is about 2Q0 volts, thia being 
obtained by settinj^ step 8 on the coarsc and 2,0 on tho 
fine ion voltap;e controls. The focus and rcpollor electrodes 
are adjusted to give ruaximura ion currcnt intensities to 
the collectors. For the 3-2 tube these are loft-focus 
32, right-focus 29 and repeller 43. A maximum reading 
due to HD"^ ions will also be observed on the galvanometer 
of the FP-54 amplifier v/hen the ion acceleration voltage 
is 280 volts. To balance the effects of one ion curx-ent 
against the other the FP-54 output switch is turned to 
the tap position and the decade divider adjusted until 
the galvanometer gives the zero reading. Since the sero 
reading may drift a little d\iring the deterniinstion it is 
well to switch the ion currents on and off during the final 
balancing oioeration in order to precisely detenaine the 
zero reading. With ions off the galvanometer v/ill seek 
the true zero position on the scale; approachiiig this zero 
from both sides during a detemiination gives a bettei* value 
for the ion ratio. 
The ratio of the valiies of the grid i*esiators in. the 
electrometer tubes in both the feed-back and FP-54 amplifiers 
must be known in order to calculate the ratio of the ion 
currents. Nominally the value of Ri/R^ (see Figure 27) 
is two but since It varies slightly from day to day it is 
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woll to determine its value dally. The ratio way be 
determined experimontally by allowing the same ion current 
to first fall on one collector and then on the other. 
By a suitable awitclilng arrangement it is possible to 
have the current as collected by each collcctor be aiuxJlified 
by the staae amplifier. In the apparatus in these labora­
tories the PP-54 amplifier is employed for this purpose. 
The ion current due to formed from the residual Ug 
molecules left in the mass spectrometer after a sample 
has been evacuated from the gas suraple manifold is used. 
In the 5-2 tube for examjjle this ion current is made to 
fall on the number 3 collector plate by increasing the 
ion accelerating potential to 408 volts wiilch is obtained 
by a setting of 11 on the coarse and 2.8 on the fine ion 
voltap;e controls. A series of observations is ir^de of the 
deflections of the galvanometer when the ion current is 
alternately turned orx and off in the source. The magnitude 
of these deflections is proportional to R^. In the 
apparatus in theae laboratories these deflections vdll be 
from left to right from the zero point on the galvanometer 
scale. The same ion current is then made to fall on the 
number two collector by decreasing the ion accelerating 
voltage to 280 volts, ilov/ever the FP~54 output switch 
is turned to the full position by means of v/hich the signal 
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being collected by the number two collector is fed through. 
Rg directly into the grid circuit of the PP~54 amplifier. 
However because this sit^nal is nov/ opposite in sign to 
that normally received by the PP-54 ang)lifier the gal­
vanometer deflections will bo from right to left. Since 
the incoming signal is directly proportional to the mag­
nitude of Rg the ratio of the average values of the two 
series of galvanometer deflections gives tho grid resistor 
ratio. To get a good statistical value for the magnitude 
of deflections due to the manner in v^hich the ion current 
Yjas collected at least ten observations are generally 
required in each series. How the grid resistor ratio enter 
into the calculation of tho ratio of two ion species from 
the reading of the decade is Illustrated in an example on 
page 100• 
It is significant to point out that the above method 
for determining the resistor ratio is subject to an error 
due to the effect of the different ion acceleration 
potentials upon ion current intensity. Generally the ion 
current intensity falls off as the accelerating potential 
decreases thus a resistor ratio as determined according to 
the above method v/ill be high. For tracer v/oi^k where 
interest centers only about changes in isotope abundance 
ratios knowledge of the absolute value of the ratio of the 
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size of the grid resistors is not Important. Hov/ever v/here 
absolute grid resistor ratios are desirable it is probably 
easier to calibrate the machines by analyzing hydrogen of 
knovm deuterium content and to calculate the factor (which 
is the grid resistor ratio) by wliich the reading from the 
decade must be multiplied to give an absolute HD'^/Hg'^ 
ion ratio for a gas sample being analyzed. However since 
the grid resistor ratio changes slightly from day to day 
it is necessary to knov/ what the magnitude of the changes 
are. For this reason a check on the resistor ratio must 
be made on every day the machine is used for making 
analyses. 
Table II gives the source electrode settings for 
maximum ion intensity in both the 3-2 and the 3-4 mass 
spectrometer tubes. 
Table II 
Source Electrode Settings 
Tube Left Pocua Right Focus Repeller 
3-2 32 29 43 
3-4 53 46 57 
Table III summarizes the data necessary to determine 
the resistor ratio in both 3-2 and 3-4 mass spectrometer 
tubes• 
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Table III 
Ion Voltages for Resistor Ratio Determination 
Ion to Ion to 
Tube Near Collector Far Collector Voltage Coarse Pino 
3-2 , 280 8 2.8 
3-2 408 11 2.8 
3-4 ^ 209 8 5.0 
3-4 400 11 1.1 
3-4 Dp"^ 2 148 5 0.0 
3-4 D+- 208 6 5.2 
In the case of the 3-4 tube usually residual ions are 
used in the determination of the resistor ratio. Hov^ever 
data for ions are Included since the occasion may 
arise where residual gas high in molecule concentration 
may have been lately analyzed in the tube. 
Table IV summarizes the data necessary to collect 
appropriate pairs of ion species in both the 3-2 and the 
3-4 mass spectrometers. 
Table IV 
Ion Voltage Required for Simultaneous 
Collection of loxis in the 3-2 and 3-4 Tubes 
Tube Ion Voltage Coarse Pine 
3-2 280 8 2.8 
3-4 208 6 5.2 
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10. Hydro;:en analyses 
When hydrot^eu (jua at low pressures is boiubarded with 
electrons n uertuin nuivioer* of 11^ ions are formed (42, 43), 
The process is a secondary one presumably taking place 
through a collision of an ion with a neuti'al laolecule. 
Thus the number of H ions formed should vary aa the square 
o 
of the gas pressure in the apparatus while the number of 
4-
HD ions shou3.d vary linearly with the pressure in analyses 
of samples vi/ith high protium content. Since both types of 
ions appear at the 3 position in the mass spectrometer, 
which cannot resolve the sli^jht mass diffei^ences between 
the two ions, a distinction between the tv/o tyi^cs of ions 
can be made only if the ratio of the 3/2 ion intensities 
is plotted as a function of pressure. In the 3-2 mass 
tube the ion intensity is very nearly proportional 
to the pressure# According to Blealcney and Gould (43), 
if a plot of the 3/2 ratio as the ordinate is made against 
the output of the feed-back amplifier as the abscissa, 
a straight line relation should be observed the intercept 
on the ordinate being the HD/H,, ratio. The problem does 
not arise in the 3-4 mass tube since the ions, which 
would appear in the mass six position, are not collected. 
In samples of high deuterium content the probability of 
Hg ions being formed ia so small that their presence has a 
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negligible effect upon the ion intensity in the mass three 
position. 
In his original work Bleakney (42) found the D/H 
ratio in a sample of commercial electrolytically prepared 
hydrogen to be l/30,000« Another report by Nler and co­
workers (22) on the analysis of a sample of electrolytically 
prepared hydrogen gave the value 1/20,000 for this ratio. 
Separation of the isotopes occurring during preparation by 
electrolysis accounted for the apparent discrepancy. The 
value 1/20,000 for the D/H ratio in ordinary laboratory 
tank hydrogen has been also reported by other workers^44)« 
Figure 40 shows a plot of the 3/2 ratio against pressure 
(H ion intensity) as obtained for a sample of commercial 
tank hydrogen using the 3-2 mass spectrometer constructed 
in these laboratories. The HD/H ratio is 9.8/100,000 
from which a D/H ratio of approximately 1/20,000 is 
obtained which is in good agreement v/ith results of 
similar determinations previously reported. Also shown 
in P'igure 40 is the effect of 20 per cent air impurity in 
the sample. Although the intercepts are in good agreement 
it is clear that if all samples are analyzed at only on© 
pressure for purposes of merely comparing the relative 
results, it is necessary that the samples be pure. The 
effect when only nitrogen is the impurity is similar to 
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Figure 40. Analysis of tank hydrogen. 
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that vjhen air is tho impurity. 
The mass spectrometer has a "memory" for previous 
samples when different samples are analyzed. The effect 
of the "memory" is that the spectrometer v/ill not immedi­
ately give the correct HD abundances, lifhen the concentra­
tions of isotopes in a series of samples do not change 
over a wide range the "memory" effect is iiot significant, 
Pl{j;ure 41 shows that the introduction into the machine 
for a short time of a sample with an I£D concentration 
40 times that of tank hydrogen does not have any notice­
able effect upon the normal HD/H ratio. 
An appreciable "memory" exists in the machine for 
greatly enriched gas samples. A sample v/hose HD/Hg ratio 
as determined by the machine was 0,0331 was allowed to 
run into the machine for about 30 minutes. The san?)le 
manifold was evacuated and a series of analyses made on 
commercial tank hydrogen; each analysis w^as made on a 
fresh portion of•the tank hydrogen. Several determinations 
were made during one afternoon and evening and then tank 
hydrogen was allowed to run into the machine overnight. 
The following morning tank hydrogen v/as again analyzed 
using the same procedure as above. The results of this 
ejcperiment are shown in Figure 42, It is clearly indicated 
that the machine has an appreciable "memory" vAien samples 
1.37 
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Output of the feedback amplifier in ma.a. 
Figure 41, 3/2 ratio versus Hg ion intensity for the 
analysis of tank hydrogen after a sample with 40 
times the HD content ran into the machine foE ten 
minutes. 
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Figure 42. Analyses of tank hydrogen after a sample 
whose HD/Hg ratio was 0.03306 was allov^ed to run 
into the machine for thirty minutes. 
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are analyzed that differ widely in their iaptopic concen­
trations# However for experiments in v/hich small changes 
in isotope concenti'ations take place the memory does not 
have an appreciable effect upon analytical results obtained 
from the machine. 
It should be emphasized that the iuachine, v/hen 
operatii^g properly, will ^ Ivq consistent roaults for the 
same samples provided the "memory" effect is minimized. 
Table V summarizes the data obtained on three different 
samples analyzed over extended periods of time. 
The data in the table clearly shov/ that the mass 
spectrometer may bo rolled upon to yield reproducible 
results, an indication that changes taking place in the 
apparatus from day to day are too 
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Table V 
Results of Analyses over an Sbctended Period 
of Time on Three Hydrogen Samples 
Sainpl e DG-1-31 Sample IIS-6-111 Sample HS-6-152 
Date HD/lIg Date Atoms /^D Date Atoms ^ D 
7-20-49 0.03290 8-22-49 10.16 10-15-49 10.65 
7-20-49 0.03270 10-5-49 10.15 10-15-49 10.58 
10-6-49 10.12 
7-20-49 0.03330 10-7-49 10.33 10-17-49 10.74 
7-21-49 0.03290 10-8-49 10.23 10-17-49 10.62 
10-17-49 10.71 
7-21-49 0.03350 10-14-49 10.23 10-20-49 10.65 
7-26-49 0.03280 10-15-49 9.96 10-21-49 10.62 
7-27-49 0.03290 10-18-49 10.13 10-21-49 10.62 
7-27-49 0.03320 10-22-49 10.67 
8-1-49 0.03240 10-23-49 10.71 
Average 0.03295 Average 10.16 10-24-49 10.63 
Average 10.65 
Results obtained from operation of the 3-4 mass 
spectrometer tube have not been as extensive as those 
obtained with the 3-2 mass tube. With the same sample 
manifold being used for both tubes it is necessary that 
the deuterium content of the water held on the glass 
surfaces be in equilibrium v/ith that of hydrogen gas held 
in the manifold, otherwise analytical results are in error. 
Since the main experiments described in this thesis were 
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made with gases of i-'elatively low deuterium content, 
no extensive use was ii\ade of the 3-4 mass tube. However 
a series of analyses were "made when the tube was set up 
using a sample of tank deuterium tjas as obtained from 
Mr. R, Reuchle of these laboratories. Five different 
analyses on this sample indicated the deuteriiua content 
of the gas to be 99,6 =h 0^2 atoms per cent deuterium. 
Since tliis result did not indicate any serious difficulties 
Y/ith the 3-4 tube further trials were put off until the 
time would present the necessity of making them. Since 
operating details and difficulties encountered v/lth the 
3-4 mass spectrometers are completely reported by Nier 
and Stevens (44) and by Dean and Tnodo (45), it was not 
felt necessary to make extensive tests on the 3-4 mass 
tube set up in these laboratories except for deteraiining 
local idiosyncrasies which are usually only of minor 
importance. 
10a. Errors in ion current intensity measurements 
One of the greatest causes of error is the improper 
adjustment of the focus and repeller electrodes in the 
sources of the mass spectrometers which may cause 
discrimination against ions of different masses," The 
possible extent of tliis error may be demonstrated by 
electrically connecting the two collector plates by placing 
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a small permonont ma^jjnet In the vicinity of the collectors 
so that the steel shorting wire connected to the near 
collector plate liiakes contact v^ith the bar on the far tf 
collector plate. The ion-accelerating voltage is then 
changed so that ions first fall on one collector and 
then the other. The ratio of the collected currents as a 
function of the potentials of tho foctis and repeller 
electrodes is shown In Figure 43« It is observed that the 
ion-repelling voltage is not as critical as far as dis­
crimination is concerned; however, if the focusing elec­
trodes are improperly adjusted vor-y largo errors raay 
arise. This is not surprising siiice an ion boaia will 
not pass symmetrically through the defining slits if 
the focusing electrodes are not properly adjusted. Since 
the mass two and mass tliree ions have a slightly different 
trajectory (46) in the source which will act as a spectrom­
eter itself so that there v/ill bo a selection before ions 
enter the analyzer. Optimxim settings for the focus and 
repeller electrodes have been tabulated in Table II of 
this thesis. It is interesting to point out that these 
are also the settings for maximum ion current intensities 
besides those for least discrimination in the source® 
The effect of ion-repelling voltage on the "pressure 
effect" is also of some interest. A sample was analyzed 
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using different ion-repelling voltages. Prora the data 
plotted in Figure 44 it is evident that a low ion-repeller 
electrode voltage favors the formation of ionsj 
increasing the voltage decreases the number of ions 
o 
formed. However, as is indicated in the figure there is 
a voltage range in v/hich this effect is at a minimum; 
further increase in the electrode voltage causes the 
effect to increase. In practice it is best to operate 
the mass spectrometer tubes with the ropeller voltages 
at about 5 volts. 
C, Mass Spectrometer of Range 1-75 Mass Units 
The growing interest in the use of isotopes as 
tracers in chemical and biochemical problems at lov/a 
State College introduced the problem of assaying Isotopic 
mixtures. Although radioactive isotopes are available 
for most elements some Important ones, such as nitrogen 
or oxygen, do not have radioactive isotopes with decay 
periods long enough to make them suitable as tracers# 
In order to assay those stable elements a mass 
spectrometer of greater mass raiige than the hydrogen 
machines, v/hose construction and operation have been 
already described in this thesis, was needed. Considerable 
experience had been gained with the 60° sector type mass 
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Figiore 44. 5/2 ratio versus Hg ion intensity for 
several values of ion repelling voltages. 
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spectrometer in the work with the hydrogen machines so it 
was decided that the larger machine would also be a 60° 
sector type. In 1940 Kier (23) described a sinple mass 
spectrosicter of 15 ceatiTfteter radius; an ezamplo of 
v/liich is set up in the Dactoriology Departaient of Iowa 
State Colic,j,e. This iriachlne has a single collector and is 
battery operated. Hov/ever during recent yeai's there have 
been nany Inprcvements in the mass spectroiietric art and 
a mij-iiber of new instr^aments have been described (47-50), 
In 1947 (24) Nler describod another r;iachlne which 
incorporated the two-collector design,previously discussed 
in the description of the hydrogen machines, applying it 
to the elements nitrogen, ojcy^on and carbon. The instru-
inent could also be used for other elements found in the 
range of 1-75 mass units or for making gas analyses in 
general. 
The mass spectrometer built in these laboratories v/as 
patterned after the 1947 Nler designj several changes Vfere 
made to make bottor use of materials and equipment on hand. 
While the Nier design describod an all-metal mass spec­
trometer tube the tube employed here is part metal and 
part glass. A different magnet was used and several 
changes were made in the electronic circuita« 'The entire 
instrument is mounted in a compact angle iron frame. The 
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only utilities required for operntion are water for the 
diffusion pump condenaors and 110 volt alternating 
current foi' the electronic circuits. 
The ovitline of the description of the conatruction 
of this inachlne is similar to that for the hydrogen 
naachines. Since general theoretical considerations have 
already been taken up in the beginning of tMs thesis 
there is no need to repeat them. 
The mass spectrometer tube is part metal and part 
glass. The deviation froK the fill motal design of 
Nier (24) was raade in order to xoalie use of what materials 
were already on hand in these laboratories. An old style 
mass spectrometer tube had been obtained from a war or^oess 
properties list# Tl-iis tube had a six-inch radius copper 
analyzer with both collector and source ends enclosed in 
glass envelopes. Evacuation of the wass apeotronieter 
tube was effected through the collector end; the collector 
end of the analyzer tube was perforated to facilitate 
pumping. Hence, evacuation of thii source end v/as by way 
of the analyzer. 
One serious difficulty with mass apactromoter tubes 
in v/hich the collector end Is onclosed in a glass envelope 
is the problem of shielding. Various devicoa have been 
employed to overcome this dlffictilty^ coating with Aquadag 
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being by far the most satisfactory. However ideal shield­
ing for the collector end of a mass spectrometer tube would 
be to have the envelope made of metal? this was done in the 
tube built in these laboratories. The glass envelopes v/ere 
removed in order to make use of the analyzer of the old 
style mass spectrometer tube. One end of the analyzer 
happened to be perforated, the other end was not. The 
perforated end was used to support the mass spectrometer 
source which was surrounded by a new glass envelope. To 
the imperforated end of the analyzer tube v/as soldered a 
length of tv/o-inch stainless steel' tubing. The collectors 
of the mass spectrometer were then set into this stainless 
steel tube as shown in Figure 45 which is a schematic 
drawing showing the.mass spectrometer tube. Evacuation 
took place from the source end. Connection of the cold 
trap and two-stage mercury pump was by meuns of a glass 
pipe blov/n into the wall of the glass envelope surrounding 
the source. Figure 46 is a photograph of the assembled 
tube. Parts of the resistance furnace used to bake out 
the tube are seen in place on the analyzer. 
1. Ion source 
The general source construction is similar to that of 
the hydrogen laaas spectrometers. The principal difference 
"Type 304 v;hich is non-magnetic. 
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is that the ion accelerating system has been made more 
complex. Tv/o viev/s of the assembled source appear in 
Figure 47, while Figure 48 indicates how electrical con­
nections are made to the source components. As in the 
case of the hydrogen machines, electrons emitted from a 
hot tungsten ribbon pass through the ionizing region and 
are caught on a trap, A magnetic field of about 150 gauss 
produced by two Alnlco poles fitted to an iron yoke colllmates 
the electron beam. 
An ion repeller plate was omitted in the source of the 
mass spectrometer since it was learned (51) that its 
absence did not greatly affect its operation. In experi­
mental design of sources the repeller is Included in order 
to have one more degree of control over the ion beam. It 
was omitted in the design in these laboratories for the 
sake of simplicity. 
As was the case in the hydrogen mass spectrometers 
alignment of the ion beam in the source is achieved by the 
inclusion of two half plates J, and J , to which different 
2 
variable voltages may be applied. The system acts as an 
ion-focusing lens. Three slits are employed to better 
collimate the ion beam. These are found on plate S which 
is the lower plate of the shield and plates and 
both of which are grounded. The slit in plate G is the 
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exit slit of tiio source from which the ribbon of ions 
passes into the copper analyzer tube# 
Two more elements are added to the source in order 
to sweep the ions aside in the source so as to determine 
the galvanometer zero v;hen analyzing a gas sample. These 
additions are the deflect plates Gg and D; Gg is always 
grounded. Vilhen D is also grounded the ion beam v/ill pass 
through the exit slit. However, the ion beam will be sv^ept 
aside in the source by applying a potential to D about one-
fourth the magnitude of the sMeld potential. Figures 49 and 
50 give detailed descriptions of the elements of the ion 
source, while Figure 51 is a photograph of the component 
parts. 
To seal the glass envelope which surrounds the source 
to the copper analyzer a copper collar v/as flrat made from 
one-fourth inch copper plate and bored with a hole such 
that the collar slipped tightly over the analyaer. The 
collar was soldered in place just beyond the pei'forations 
in the source end of the analyzer using higli melting 
(m.p. 1300° P.) silver solder. To this collar v/as then 
soldered a Kovar metal cylinder, 1 7/8 inches in diameter 
to which a length of 48 millimeter pyrex tubing had already 
been sealed, by means of a graded seal. The joint from 
copper collar to Kovar cylinder was made using low melting 
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(m»p, = 1175° P.) silver solder. Two different types of 
silver solder v/ere employed in order not to imsolder one 
joint while malting miother# 
2« Mass analyzer 
The mass analyzer tvibe is a one-inch copper tube 57.2 
centimeters long which is bent in the raiddle along a 15 
centimeter radius. One end of the tube is perforated 
with many one-eighth inch diameter holes. The bent portion 
of the tube is flattened to about 5/8 inch, 
VVhilo the analyzer used in these laboratories was 
not constructed locally, for the sake of completeness a 
brief description of how it may have been done is iiicludod, 
A length of hard-drav/n copper tubing several inches longer 
than the length mentioned above is annealed for about 8 to 
10 inches in the center. The tube is filled with dry sand, 
capped at. both ends, and bent impirically about a form with 
a 15 centimeter radius, A special bending tool similar to 
those used for tubing bends of smaller radius could be 
constructed but unless several tubes are to be made the 
extra expense v/ould not bo warranted. The bent tube is 
compared to an accurately made scale-drawing of the mass 
analyzer. After the bending operation has been satis­
factorily accomplished the bent section is pressed between 
tv;o trapezoidal shaped plates which closely resemble the 
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shape of magnet pole pieces. Sevei'al readjustiiients of the 
bend in the tube riiay have to be luade aftex" the flattening 
operation as tho tube has a tendency to straighten. The 
finished tube should precisely follov/ the outlines of the 
scale drawing previously prepared. 
The copper tube should then be cut off squarely, 
exactly 28.6 centimeters from the center of the arc of 
the bend to form tho source end of the tube, A copper 
button, into which are drilled the line-up holes for the 
source, is silver soldered onto tliis end. The button also 
is slotted in order to allov/ the ion beciDi to pass ond 
contains threaded holes into which the captive screws, 
wMch hold the source to the analyzer, are screv/ed. For 
about four inches tho end of the analyzer tube is perforated 
with many holes in order to facilitate evacuation of the 
analyzer and collector. 
The collector end of tho laaas analyzer tube is cut 
off squarely 23,0 centimeters from tho center of the arc 
of tho bend and a closely fitting copper collar soldered 
in place using high melting silver solder. To this is 
next soldered, using low melting silver solder, a length 
of non-magnetic stainless steel tubing the exact dimension 
of v/liLch should be such as to allow 12,7 contiiaeters between 
collars A and B of Figure 52 wliich shows the arrangement 
Figure 52, Collectors 
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of the elements of the mass spectrometer collectors. 
3. Golloctors 
A serloxjs difficulty (51) arose vvith the collector 
system as originally designed by Nier (24). For some 
unknov/n reason after extended periods of operating the mass 
spectrometers the number one collector no longer would 
function properly. An apparent gradual change in the 
collector surface due to constant Ion bombardment seemed 
to have been the reason. Also considerable rebounding 
of ions striking the flatplates v/as experienced. For this 
reason the desi^^n of the ion collectors in the mass 
spectrometer built in these laboratories v/ent back to the 
old Faraday cup type collector (51). The use of grounded 
rings placed on either side of the number one collector 
has been obviated by the cup type design. 
The collector assembly is supported by tv/o l/4 inch 
Inconol posts fastened to bottom plate B. Spacing between 
the various elements is maintained by accurately ground 
pyrex glass spacers. In general, the scheme is similar 
to that employed in the constriiction of the source# 
Niclirome V sheet is used throughout except where already 
noted, Tvrenty-five mil sheet is used for all plates while 
the collectors are made of ten mil material. All connections 
are made by spot welding. 
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Electrical loads exiber the collector envelope by means 
of [jlass reentrant seals which are in turn sealed to Kovar 
metal. Silver solder is employed to inalce Kovar to monel 
metal seals. Moael metal used to shield the collector 
leads does not affect the collection of Ion currents despite 
the fact that it ia iria(rnctic. 
To the end of the moael rietal tube, through wiilch the 
ion collector loads pass, is silver soldered a sylphon 
bellows which allov/a direct connection to the iron con­
tainer which houses the first stages of the ion current 
amplifiers. The entire path of the ion collector leads 
are thus vjoll shielded# 
4, Vacuum system of the raass spectrometer tube 
The nass spectrometer tube is evacuated employing the 
same pumps used with the hydro;^on mass spfsctrometers, A 
Type 507 ionization gau^^e is used to determine pressuro# 
The control circuit for the gaui^e is identical to the one 
used in the caso of the hydrogen machinos except for the 
raarmer in which the circuit components are moujited on the 
chassis. 
To aid in outgassin;^ the iviass spcctrometGr tuba an 
electric resistance furnace has been wound around all the 
parts of the tube except that part of the analyzer passing 
between the poles of the magnet. Dissipation of about 
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4 vmtts per squaro Inch (5 amperes flowing in the realstance 
wire) gives a satisfactory baking ten^aratui''e. Since the 
portion of the copper analyzer between the pole faces is 
heated by conduction a small section of the furnace at 
each end of the "bare" part dissipates about 6 watts per 
square inch. A fevj hours of baking followed by an hour or 
two of opersition with the filament turned on reduces the 
residual peaks to a level satisfactory for analysis, Tiie 
pressure as measured by the ionization gauge will be about 
2 X 10""^ millimeters of mercury. 
5. Electro-mar^net 
The mass spectrometer tube in the instrument was 
mounted so that a line drav/n betv/een source exit slit and 
collectoi* slit is vertical; this necessitated having the 
magnet in a horizontal position, Piijure 53a shov/s how the 
magnet was mounted to fulfill the above requirement. The 
yoke of the magnet was welded to two half-inch steel plates 
v/liich were in turn welded to an angle iron frame. This 
frame was set into another frarae to which were attached four 
wheels that run on two tracks which nake it possible to 
wheel the magnet to and from the mass spectrometer tvibe. 
Leveling and side adjustment screws make it possible to 
precisely adjust the position of tho magnet Vifith rcspect 
to tho analyzer. Figure 53b shows the magnet in place. 
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Ordinary mild steel, SAE 1020, was used to construct 
the yoke, cylindrical poles and pole pieces. None of the 
dimensions are critical. The choice of 3 15/16 inch 
stock for the cylindrical poles was xaade ivierely because 
4 inch inside diameter brass tubing v/us used for the 
spools on which the coils v/ere wound. 
Each coil was v/ound v/ith 14370 turns of number 24, 
Pormvar''^ insulated copper v/ire. Connected in series they 
have a resistance of 1085 oluas at room temperature. A 
current of 145 milliamperes produces a field of 2300 gauss 
which is sufficient to collect nitrogen molecule ions having 
an energy of 2000 volts, while a current of 160 milliamperes 
produces a field of 2800 gauss sufficient to collect 2000 
volt COg ions. Power for the magnet is obtained from an 
electronically regulated supply, details of v/hich are 
desci'ibed in a later section of this thesis# 
6. Gas sample 37;stem 
The gas sample handling system for the mass spectrometer 
is the same as that used with the hydrogen machines. Some 
minor changes have been made but they concera only the manner 
of mounting or convenience of operation. An all metal vacuum 
reservoir, used in conjunction with the lov^ering of the 
•ts-
Pormvar is a special synthetic varnish used by the Anaconda 
V/ire and Cable Company, 
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burette mercury level, has replaced the five liter glass 
bulb used in the earlier design. The entire apparatus: 
burette, manifold, pump loads, manometer, and vacuum 
reservoir, is mounted in an angle iron frame which is 
situated at the right end of the mass spectrometer v/riting 
desk. All stopcocks and burette operating controls are 
conveniently placed so that the instrument operator need 
not move from his place to make any adjustments on the 
sample system. The general location of the sample system 
Is illustrated in Figure 54 wMle Figure 55 is a close-up 
view of the complete sample system. 
Two different types of capillary leaks are employed 
with the mass spectrometer. One of the leaks is a molecular 
flovrioak designed according to the suggestions of Honig (52). 
A known volume of gas at a pressure measured on the manom­
eter of the gas sample system is allov/ed to expand into a 
larger volume. The gas is then fallowed to pass from the 
large volvime container through a small orifice into the 
mass spectrometer. A 5.05 cubic centimeter volume of gas 
at 10.0 centimeters of mercury is allov/ed to expand into 
a 10500 cubic centimeter container where the pressure will 
be 0.048 millimeters of mercury. At this pressure the mean 
free path of a COg molecule, for example, is about 2 milli­
meters. To insure molecular flow according to the laws 
Figiire 54. Front panel of the mass spectrometer showing also 
the position of the gas sample system. 
Figiire 55, Gas sample system 
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dlscovored by Enudsen (53, 54) the orifice diameter should 
be smaller than 0.1 millimeter. It turns out that in order 
to limit the rate of gas flow from the reservoir so that the 
rise in pressure in the region of the source is not greater 
c: 
than 10" millimeters of mercury and to keep the pressure 
drop in the reservoir during a ten minute period"®^ to less 
than one per cent, an orifice 0.025 millimeter in diameter 
satisfies all requirements, 
Honig demonstrated that with such a gas inlet scheme 
the intensity of ion currents in the mass specti'ometer was 
proportional to the pressure in the reservoir as long as 
molecular flow conditions prevailed. However the fact 
remains that the composition of a gas mixture in the 
reservoir will change slowly due to the different flow 
rates of its components. This follows from the lav/s of 
ICnudsen that state tlaat the rate of molecular flow of a 
gas depends inversely upon the square 3?oot of its moleciolar 
weight. To illustrate this effect take the extreme case 
of a mixture of equal parts of butane (M s 58) and hydrogen 
(M = 2). After a period of time during v/hich a change of 
one per cent occurs in the reservoir pressure the now compo­
sition of the mixture in the reservoir will be 51«1 per cent 
butane and 48.9 per cent hydrogen. Thus it ia apparent that 
^'Ten minutes is the average maximum time required for an 
analysis. 
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gas analyses over wide maaa rantjea nmst be perfomed as 
quickly as possible and with the gas reservoir being as 
largo as possible. 
The second leak into the mass spectrometer is the 
viscous flow leak already described in tho section of tliis 
thesis dealing with the gas sample system of tho hydrogen 
machines. Appropriate stopcocks make it possible to use 
either type of leak. 
For isotope analyses the viscous flow leak is satis­
factory since tho ion species concerned ordinarily occupy 
adjacent positions in the inass scale. Vifhen r.iany samples 
are encountered this type of leak also has the advantage 
of being rapl^y pumped out between samples. 
The molecular flow leak is most advantageo\i3ly used 
for general gas analysis. Its main disadvantage for isotope 
work is the fact that the large reservoir may require as 
long as 20 minutes to evj._cuate after an analysis is com­
pleted. Tho ten liter reservoir is pictured in Figure 56. 
A thermocouple vacuum gauge, R.O.A. 1946, is used to indicate 
when the reservoir has been evacuated to loss than 10""® 
millimeters of mercury pressure. Tho control circuit 
employed for this gauge has already been described in tha 
discussion of tho hydrogen mass spectrometer gas sample 
system. 
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7. Electrioal circuits 
The mass spectrometer employs vacuum tube circuits to 
perform all electrical operations where direct current is 
involved. Except for two batteries in the feed-back ampli­
fiers and a battery used to supply a negative potential 
for the secondary electron shields in the collector end of 
the mass tube, the machine is line operated. Because of 
the nature and use of each electronic component of the 
machine it is best to describe the design, function and 
operation separately. 
7a, HlKh voltage supply and volt ay; e divider 
With the exception of several minor changes made in 
these laboratories the circuit for the Mgh voltage supply 
follows closely that described by Hler (24), which in turn 
is an adaptation of the design of Hunt and Hickman (55). 
The essential feature of the design is the use of a triode 
as part of the load resistor in a conventional rectifier-
filter power supply. Varying the potential applied to 
the grid of this triode varies the voltage drop across the 
tube. The varying grid potential is obtained by amplifying 
changes in the output voltage of the high voltage supply 
and feeding the output of the amplifier directly into the 
grid of the triode in such a manner that when the high 
voltage supply output becomes more positive than some 
L_ 
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predetermined value, tho tsrid of the load triode also 
becomos more positive, thus the voltaj^e drop across the 
triode decreases. Should the hi^jh voltage output decrease 
In value the circuit operates in such a manner as to 
increase the voltage drop across the triode. With an 
amplifier of high enour^h very good voltage stabilization 
is possible. In the circiiit as it appears in Figure 57 
the output voltaga is stabilized to better than one part 
in 10,000. With 155 volts applied from the magnet supply 
to the grid of the maximum voltage applicable to the 
shield of the mass spectrometer is 2150 volts. 
Changes made in the original Hier circuit involve 
the use of a 35T type tube in place of the lOOTH as tho 
load tube and the use of a 6SN7 type tube instead of a 
6SIi7 in the amplifier circuit. Also, since in these 
laboratories an ionization ^ auge was used invstead of the 
Pliilips gaugQ for determining mass spectrometer tube pres-
sui'e, the control circuit for the Philips ^auge was omitted. 
The voltage divider employed Y>rith the high voltage 
supply is essentially the some as in tho original Nier 
circuit. Tap switch gives 500 volt steps, gives 
50 volt steps and Rgg continuous subdivisions of 50 volts. 
In order to better cover the entire voltage range from 
0-2150 volts an- additional stop vms added to S so that a 
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List of Parts for tho Hicti Voltage 
Supply and Potential Divider 
4 msaolmis (four 1 laegolim, 1 watt in aeries) 
Rg 50,000 ohms, 50 watts 
Rg, 7 megolHiis (four 2»2 mogolim, 1 wutt in series) 
Rg 330,000 ohms, 1 watt 
Rg 4 megohms (four 1 mogolirii, precision wire wound in 
series) 
300,000 ohms, precision vrire wound 
Rg-R-j^g 500,000 ohms, precision wire wound 
^14~^24 50,000 ohms, precision v/ire woimd 
Rgg 100,000 ohm potentiometer. General Radio Type 314A 
Rgs-Rss 500,000 ohms, 1 watt 
^36, 37 ^ megohm, 2 v/atts 
Rgg 1 megohm carbon potentiometer 
0.5 microfarad, 3000 volts 
0„ _ 1.0 microfarad, 600 volts 
M ^ o 
2.0 microfarads, 2000 volts 
Cg 0.1 microfarad, 2000 volts 
Cg 0.1 microfarad, 600 volts 
Grj 2.0 microfarads, 2000 volts 
C_ 0.1 microfarad, 2000 volts O 
Cg 24 microfarads, 2000 volts (six 4 microfarads in 
parallel) 
H Relay, thermal time delay, SPST, (50 seconds) 
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4 contact, 2 wafer non-ahortlng tap switch. 
Sg 11 contact, 2 wafer tap switch 
Sg 11 contact, 3 wafer tap sv/ltch 
SPDT toggle switch. 
Sc- General Electric SP4T special high voltage svdtch 
converted to give required switching arrangement 
6SN7 
Vg 1616 
Vg 35T (Eitel and McCullougti) 
6SN7 
V5, 6 VR 150 
Tn Type 13336 Kenyon Transformer Co., New York, N, Y. 
(2500 volts, 50 m.a.) 
Tg P 6133 tStancor 
Tg P 6135 Stancor 
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50 volt overlap ooii!''! be had v/licn chanr^in^ from one 500 volt 
step to another. 
ThR source electrodes of the mnss spectrometer other 
than the r.hleld obtain their potentials from the voltage 
divider controlled by sv/itch Both fine and coarse 
o 
focus adjuatments are derived froi;i tMs dividei'. l^'our-
tenths the value of the shield potential is applied to 
the deflect electrode from a point between R^g and 
switch provides a rieans for grounding this electrode. 
Meter M, a 0-100 micro ammeter in series v.'lth resistors 
Rp0 through constitutes r 1000 ohms per volt voltBietsr. 
While nominally the sum of resistpnces is 25 megohias 
actually the value is about 26,5 raegohms. Thus a reading 
on the meter of 81 microamperes indicates 2150 volts. 
Provisions are made in the voltage dividing circuit 
v/hich enables the mass Rpectrum of a particular saaiplo to 
be scanned automatically by continually varying the 
potential applied to the shield# This is accomplished 
by charging a 24 microfarad condenser, Og to 2150 volts 
and then allowing it to discharge through the Mgh voltage 
voltmeter. Since the actual resistance of the voltmeter 
is 26.6 megohms the RC time constant is 638 seconds. This 
rate of discharge is slow enough so that a 2.0 second 
recording potentiometer has ample time to get to the top of 
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any current peaks when the source exit and collector slits 
are as wide os those employed in the mass spectrometer. 
Sv/itch Sg of Figure 57 provides a means of charging con­
denser Cg and then discharging it through the 26,6 me{|ohm 
resistor. 
The panel of the high voltage supply is pictured in 
Figure 54. In the upper right corner is the condenser 
scan switch Sg, Along the center of the panel is the 
high voltage meter M, the fine shield control R and the 
~ 25 
line switch. Along the bottom is the coarse focus control 
Sg; the raediura shield control Sg; the coarse shield control 
S^; the fine focus control pilot light and the deflect 
switch S^. 
On the back of the chassis are connections for shield, 
focus, deflect and ground electrodes in the source; a plug 
for connection to Cg which is not contained in the chassis; 
a plug for making the shield connection to the emission 
regulator, fuse holders for both line and high voltage 
secondary of the transformer and the 112 volt alternating 
current line plug. All connections and plugs are plainly 
labeled. 
7b. Electron emission regulator 
The emission regulator is both a source of power for 
the mass spectrometer filament and a controller for the 
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electron emission from the filament. The circuit of the 
regulator ia similar in principal to that used to control 
electron emission in the hydrogen machines. The actual 
circuit einployed was adapted from one published by Nier 
(24) which vms based upon the design of Ridenour and 
Lampson (56), Total emission from the filament is 
regulated. The circuit adjusts itself so that the voltage 
drop across (R^ + Rg) of Figure 58 produced by the emission 
current equals the drop across the voltage regulator tube 
Vg, The emission can bo varied by changing R^, Resistors 
R^ and R^ are adjusted to put the regulator in the 
operating range. Viftien R2 is properly set small changes 
in R_ do not affect the emission. Potentiometers R^ and 
1 6 
R^q are "ganged" together in a "put and take" manner and 
enable the electron accelerating potential to be adjusted 
between 7 and 75 volts. This feature is convenient in 
special applications such as the study of appearance 
potentials or for separating ions of the same mass but 
having different efficioncy of ionization curves. 
The entire circuit must bo well insulated since it 
operates at potentials up to 2150 volts above ground. 
Regulation of the circuit is such that a line voltage 
change of 5 volts on either side of 112 volts does not 
change the electron emission by more than one part in 200. 
-1 
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Figure 58• Emission regulator 
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List of Parts for Ekiilssion Regulator 
150 ohm, 50 watt, potentiometer 
Rg 250 ohm, 50 v/att, potentiometer 
Rg 5000 ohm, 25 watt, adjustable 
R^ 500000 ohm, 1 watt 
Rg, Rg 500 ohm, precision 
R0, Rj^q 5000 ohm potentiometer. General Radio 214A 
Ry 150,000 ohm, 1 watt 
Rq 0.5 megohm carbon potentiometer 
^11' ^ 2 Wire wound shunts for meter M of such size as to 
convert M to 500 and 200 Uiicroamperes respectively 
^15 2000 ohm precision 
^14 20,000 ohm, 1 watt 
8-8 microfarad, 600 v« 
Cg, Gg Ool microfarad, 600 v. 
P6013 Stancox*, mass spectrometer filament supplied 
from 6.3 volt winding 
Tg 1:1 isolation transformer, P6161 Stancor, 115 v» 
60 cycle to 115 v»j secondary insulated to 5000 v., 
200 volt-ampere capacity 
Tg T19P98 Thordarson 
P6013 Stancor 
L T20C54 Thordarson, 15 henry, 60 milliamperes 
6AS7 
Vg 5U4G 
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^3 6SJ7 
V.-V 4 8 VR-75 
VR-150 
A 0-10 amperes, a,c» 
M 0-100 microamperes. (3.« c 0 
^1 SPST toggle switch 
^2 DPST tosLjle switch. heavy duty coniiocted in parallel 
^3 DPDT toggle switch 
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The panel for the circuit appears on the right just 
above the galvanometer scale in Figure 54. Across the top 
is the filament current meter A; the filonumt control, R^j 
the electron acceleration potential control and the emission 
current meter, M. Along the bottom of the panel is the 
line switch, the emission-trap switch S^J the filament 
switch Sg; the emission control Rq and the line pilot 
light. On the rear of the chassis are tihe filament, 
shield, trap and line connections along with the 5 
I / 
ainpere line fuse and the 1/4 ampere fuse in the cathode 
circuit of the 6AS7. Control Rg and tho 5 arapero fuse in 
the iiiass spectrometer filament circuit are located witliin 
the chassis. 
70. Amplifiers and pov/er supply 
Two inverse feed-back amplifiers are employed for 
measuring ion currents falling on collectors 1 and 2 of 
the mass spectrometer. The design of these amplifiers 
is basically due to Nier (24). Incorporated in the design 
is the VX41A electrometer tube used as the input stage, 
followed by three additional stages of amplification plus 
a cathode follower for the output stage. Over-all gain 
of the amplifiers, v/hich appear diagraramatically in 
Figure 59, is about 5,000, 
Several modifications on the original design (24) 
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were made in thefje laboratories. One of the oliaiigea 
involved the manner in which the filaraexit current and the 
plate and screen potentials were applied in the VX41A 
tubes. Another involved the way in which the cathode 
heater current was applied in subsequent stages of ampli­
fication in the amplifiers while yet others Involved 
shielding the voltai];s regulator tubes and applying a 
capacltancQ across the pair of voltage regulator tubes 
employed in each amplifier. It was found that these last 
tv/o changes helped to further reduce random oscillations 
in the amplifiers. 
In the original Nier aiuplifiers tho filaments of the 
VX41A tubes were heated by direct current obtained from 
the electronically regulated power supply wMch supplies 
all electrode potentials for the various tubes employed. 
However, in the laboratories instead of using special 
shunting resistors a series of voltage-dropping resistors 
were used# Inclusion of a variable resistor in tho series 
made the current in the VX41A tube filament readily 
adjustable. To supply plate and screen grid potentials 
a part of the series of resistors was employed as a 
potentiometer. Examination of Figure 59 will Indicate 
exactly hov/ these changes were made. Comparison v/lth the 
circuit diagrams of the aitipllfiers in Nier's article will 
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Figure 59* Feedback amplifiers 
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List of Ports for the Aaipllflers 
«1 40000 meg, Victoreen 
^2 41000 mog, Victoreen 
3 8 1 meg. 1 watt 
«9< «10 7,5 K, 10 watt 
^11 ^12 5K, W.W. Precision 
^3 «14 20K, Precision, W.W, 
^15 ^16 lOOK Precision, W.W, 
RI7 
^18 35K Precision W.W, 
^19 ^20 lOK Precision, W.W, 
^^21 ^22 15K Precision W.W, 
%3 ^24 IK Micropot 
^25 ^25 IK GR214A 
^27 ^28» ^33* ^34 300 W.W, 
^29 ^30 3K carbon pot, linear taper 
^31 ^32 20K W.W. 
^1' ^ 2 VX-41A (Victoreen Instrument 
V ^8 6SJ7 
^9' \o 6J5 
^11-^4 • VR-.76 
Ci, °2 100 fd variable condenser 
°3' °4 .02 fd 
0,7 0,15 fd 
°6 0.1 fd 
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6.3 v., 1 a. 
6«c> 3 
SPST (Ganged) 
SPST 
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show the obvious advantages of the scheme employed in 
those laboratories. The advantages are more apparent 
when it Is recognized that each individual VX41A tube 
varies in characteristics enough to make replacement and 
readjustment in case of tube failure a real problem. 
Cathode heater current in the second, third, and 
fourth stages of amplification along with the cathode 
follov/er outpvit stage v/ere supplied from line operated 
transformers. Instead of twelve volt tubes six volt tubes 
were used v;hich liiade it possible to use readily available 
6.3 volt transformers. To eliminate possible interaction 
between stages due to transformer coupling, the heaters 
in the second and third stages of amplification in each 
of the two amplifiers employ separate transformers, while 
the heaters in the remaining tubes in both amplifiers v;ore 
supplied from a third transformer. Detail of the scheme 
appears in Figure 59. Since the alternating current lines 
are regulated at 112 volts using a Sorensen electronic 
regulator no trouble due to line fluctuations was 
experienced. 
The amplifiers receive all direct current potentials 
from an electronically regulated power supply wMch will 
deliver 250 volts at 250 milliamperes with an a.c, ripple 
of less than 0,002 volts. Stability of the supply is such 
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that a change in lino voltage of 5 volts on either side 
of 112 volts produces a change in the output voltage of 
about 0»01 per cent. 
A distinct feature of the power supply, which is shovm 
diagraimuatically in Pit^ure 60, is the way in which two 
separately variable output voltages are available, one for 
each of the amplifiers, without any observable impairment 
of the regulation. To accomplish this tvra cathode 
follower output stages are employed in which the control 
grid potential is obtained from the cathode resistor used 
as a potentiometer. By changing the position of the movable 
tap on the cathode resistor a range of output voltages 
from 150 to 260 volts may be obtained. 
Operation of the amplifiers may best be described in 
a series of steps which should be carried out in the order 
in which they are presented,- All connections from the 
povjer supply to the amplifiers are made along with con­
nections to the line voltage mains. The batteries in the 
amplifiers should be connected as indicated on the terminals 
of the battery cable. Since the VX41A electrometer tubes 
are housed in a separated shielded container situated at 
the collector end of the mass spectrometer, the cables 
connecting the electrometer stages to the remainder of 
the amplifiers are plugged into the proi:ier receptacles on 
^000 S 
s-' 
>< x >< 
I I 
Figure 60. Amplifier power supply 
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List of Parts for the Amplifier Pov/ar Supply 
%-4 100 ohms, 10 watt 
^5 220 K, 1 watt 
^6-7 5 K, 10 watt 
^3, 10 330 K, 1 watt 
^9 500, 10 watt 
%1 100 K, 1 watt 
%2-13 35 K, carbon potontioraetor 
^14 15 K, 1 watt 
^5 82 K, 1 v/att 
%6, 17 68 K, 1 watt 
S SPST 
T U.T.C, Special Sorios S«42 
L Thorciarson, T20C56 
co
 5R4 
^3-6 6B4 
co 6SL7 
^9 VE-.75 
V 10, 11 6Y6 
°1, 2 2 irifd. paper 
°3 0.15 Bifd,, 600 V.D.C, 
•^4, 5 40 mfd., 450 V.D.C, 
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the back of t}ao aniplifior chsnsis. Tne ariii)lirier output 
leads ahov.ld bo connected to the approprlato receptacles 
on the back of the main panol. 
The power supply is iiert turned on and the output 
voltfif;,es adjiisted to ttbout 225 volts. The heater curi-ent 
switch v/hich controls the trsaisformors vised to heat the 
cathodes in the second, third, fourth and output sta^jes of 
the amplifiers is then turned on. The filjuiient current In 
the VX41A tubes is adjxiatod to botv;eon 7 and 8 millianpores. 
After the powfir supply has v/nmed up enough so that this 
filament omu'ent is steady the electrometer plates sv/itch 
should be turned on, 
Aftei'' a period of several rnimites the output meter 
sensitivity switch should be snapped to the 2 position. 
If a positive voltage is observed with no ions f&llinc 
on the collectoi' of the mass spectrometer the co8.rse and 
fine balance controls are adjusted in an effort to zero 
the £iEplifi9r. Should this not bo possible with these 
controls, the appr-opriate output control of the pov/er 
supply is adjusted so as to bring the amplifier output to 
approiciniately hoi>o, B'iner adjustment then follows using 
the amplifier fine balance control. The output meter 
sensitivity sv/itch is then snapped to the 3^ position and 
a re-examination of the balance of the anplifler made. 
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To achieve final balancing, the fine balance control should 
be adjusted so that further turning no longer causes an 
increase in reading on the output meter. The power supply 
control is then adjusted so that the amplifier output 
meter reads just below zero. lixact balancing to aero 
follovvs using the fine balance control. With this zero 
adjustment made for both amplifiers they are ready to 
receive ion currents. 
Generally it takes about eight to ten hours for the 
amplifiers and power supply to reach a steady state after 
they have been turned on. It v/ill be necessary to repeat 
the zero adjustment of the omplifiers from time to time 
until they reach equilibrivun. When the steady state is 
obtained the stability of the amplifiers is ± 0.2 milli­
volts for number one and i 0.1 millivolts for number two» 
Short time fluctuation for both amplifiers as recorded 
with the 2-second Brown recording potentiometer are of the 
order of 0.01 millivolts. Drift from the zero over a 
period of about 8 hours is less than 3 millivolts. 
The second panel from the bottom in Figure 54 pic­
tures the amplifier panel. In the top row are the number 
one VX41A filament meter< the heater switch, and the 
number two VX41A filament meter. Along the middle line 
are the fine and coarse balance controls for number one 
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aiiipllfler and the coarse and fine balance controls for 
muaber tv/o arapllfiGr» At bho bottom in the center of the 
panel is the electrorr.eter plate switch. 
On the bf.ck of the amplifier chassis are connector 
plugs for the cables to the olectromntor sta^jiesj to the 
90 volt batteries J to the power supply; for the tv;o anpli-
fior outputs; and the alternating current line which 
supplies the heater's transformers. 
The amplifier power supply panel is pictured in the 
upper right of Figure 54. On the panel appear the lino 
sv/itch, pilot light, number two and number one output 
controls. On the back of the chassis are plu^js for cables 
to the amplifiers and the alternating current supply. 
power supply 
An electronically regulated pov/er supply is used to 
supply power for the magnet coils and as a variable but 
v^ell regulated source of potential for the bias of one 
of the grids of the 6S1I7 control tube of the liigh voltage 
supply. The circuit for the power supply apx^ears in 
Figure 61. 
The supi^ly delivers tv/o separately regtolatcd outputs# 
Regulation of t]-.'.e potential supply for grid bias of the 
Mgh voltage supply is such that a change of lino voltage 
5 volts on either side of 112 volts v/ill affect the output 
1 
1 J_ 2 
V, 
X 
X X 
v io 
Figure 61. Magnet power supply 
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List of Parts for the Magnet Power Supply 
R,-R 
1 4 
10 olTCia, 10 vmtts 
CO 1 LO 20 ohms, 10 watts 
^9* \o 20 olima, 10 watts 
^12 1 megohm, 1 watt 
470000 ohrag, 1 watt 
\4 12000 ohi'.is, 1 watt 
^15 22000 ol-una, 1 watt 
^16 15000 ohms, 1 v/att 
\7 100000 ohms, 1 v/att 
^18 47000 ohms, 1 watt 
^19' ^ 20 82000 ohras, 1 watt, l/2 watt 
^21 
39000 ohms, 1 watt 
^22 20000 ohm carbon potentiometer 
^23 240000 ohms, 1 watt 
24 27000 ohras, 1 watt 
^25 10000 olm carbon potentiometer 
^26 20000 ohms, 2 watts 
^27 3900 olims, 1 w^att 
^28 2000 ohm carbon potentiometer 
^29 12000 ohms, 1 watt 
^30 1000 ohms, 100 watts 
^31 1000 ohms, 100 vmtts, potentiometer 
;l9O 
2 fd, 600 V.D.C. paper 
0.075 fd, 600 V.D.C, 
0.1 fd, 600 V.D.C. 
12 fd, 450 V.D.C. electrolytic 
16 fd, 450 V.D.C, electrolytic 
TR1024a, Red Arrow Electric Corp,, Irviriijton, 
Nev; Jersey 
T-19F98, Thordarson 
T-21P10, Thordarson 
Meter, 0-300 milllamperes 
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voltage by less than ono part in 10,000# This output voltage 
is variable from 130 to 165 voltg without effect on the 
regulation# 
The output of that part of the potirer supply vfhioh is 
i 
applied to the magnet colls' la ao regulated that, foi' the 
same line voltage change alx'eady mentioned, the outpxit 
voltage is affected by about one part in 10,000. The 
supply vrf.ll deliver up to 400 volts at about 400 milll-
amperes. In practice Rgg is adjusted so that the maxiraum 
current that can be applied to the raagnet coils is 300 
milliamperes. It ia expedient to do tliis since meter M 
is only a 0-300 roilliameter• Switch S allows for two 
o 
ranges of magnet coll currents, a high range from. 150 to 
300 milliamperes and a low range from 0-165 milliamperes# 
The panel for the magnet supply circuit is pictured on 
the upper left in Pigxire 54, Across the top is the magnet 
coil current meter M} the plate voltage sv/itch and the 
high.-lov^ switch S^, Along the mid line of the panel is 
the pilot light, the line switch, the line fuse and the 
magnet power control back of the chassis are 
the line, magnet axid grid voltage for the high voltage 
supply connections along with the control R-gg* '-l^he magnet 
voltage control Rgg and the high voltage supply grid 
potential control Rgg are v/ithin the chassis. 
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7e. Main panel 
The output of umpllfiers 1 mid 2 is led to the main 
balancing panel shown diagraimna tic ally in P'ifjure 62, The 
components of the panel are arranged so that both ion 
cui'rents raay be measured on ordinary panel milliameters 
in case rapid readiiii^js are required. For nore accurate 
work either output may be raeasured on a galvanometer having 
a one meter scale. For precise determinations of tho 
ratios of ion currents, a fraction of the output of one 
amplifier may be balanced against that of the other and 
a null measurement achieved; or the output of each ampli­
fier may be balanced against an accurately measured 
fraction of the voltage of a battery# 
This balancing system differs from that employed with 
the hydrogen machines. The slide v/ii'e is composed of 
and take" units thus assiiring a constant resistance regard­
less of tho setting of the movable tap. To explain how 
the balancing syst&m functions consider Figure 63 which 
is a simplification of the circuit in Figxire 62. 
Resistor represents the put and take decade tanits 
while Rg represents the resistor Rg^ of Figure 62. R^^ 
and R2 have values of 111,111.1 and 100,000 olir^s respective­
ly. R]_ is broken up into two parts R^ and R^^ by the moving 
tap. Because R^ and Rg are approximately the same magnitude 
O u t p u t  z  O U T F'U T " ! 
TiZ TR. FeiolR^zTRi-vlt^ wI'R'.el 
l i o e  B r < s ^ 4 - 3 - 2  
F?. 1 
so 
ro 
o 
H 
Figure 62. Main panel 
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List of Parts for Main Panel Circuit 
"l- ''g 50 otim precision wire v/ovmd 
150 " tj II II 
R5, Kg 250 " II II It 
Ry, Rq 500 " tt II It 
^9» %0 1500 ohm 
II It II 
%!' ^12 2500 " 
rt II tt 
^13' ^ 14 5000 " 
II It It 
R15' RI6 15000 " It n It 
%7' ^ 8 25000 " 
It It If 
^19 80 ohm spocial wound 
R20 100 " precision wire v/ound 
^21 500000 ohm 
11 11 It 
^22 50000 " M II 
tt 
^23 5000 " 
It tt It 
R 500 " It It tt 
^25 1 ohm decade resistance unit (Shallcro 
^26» Rg? 10 " " II It ^ It 
^28» ^29 100 " « 
It It ( II 
^30' ^ 31 1000 o]im " 
It It ( It 
^32> ^33 10000 " " II It ^ It 
^34' ^ 35 100000 ohm decade 
tt H ^ It 
Ml, Mg Meter" 0-1 millitUiiperos d.c, adjusted 
resistance to 50 olima 1 per cent 
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S^, ^2 ^ position, 2 circuit, non-sliox'ting tap switch. 
83 6 position tap awitch 
S4, 35 11 position, 1 wafer ahortlnc tap awitch 
G High nenaitlvity :;;;alvano:n.etcr, Gonernl Electric 
CataloE No. 32G231GR9, sensitivity 0.015 micro-
£rn.pGrc3 per ram. reslatc.nce 20 oIki,':, Gxtornal 
critical dajnping resistance 106 ohms, period 2.6 
seconds. Instrument is set on vibrationlens 
mounting the same as with the ^ ^Jilmanometer of 
the hydro/ren Eiass spectrometers. The I'lirror is 
1.5 meters from the translucent scale, thus the 
effective full ^alvanorieter sensitivity is 
0,010 microampere per milllmetGr on the scale. 
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Figure 63• Schematic diagram of the 
balancing circuit. 
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each amplifier has a similar resistive load across its 
output. The V0ltai30 drop acroas R2 will bo 
® ^2^2 (93) 
Across R^the drop will be 
% • Vi (94) 
At the state of balance no current v/ill be flowing in the 
galvanometer circuit, thus the voltages at points A and B 
will be the same hence 
(95) 
Hovirever, the ratio of the two voltages and Eg is 
equal to the ratio of ion currents falling on the 
collector plates in the mass spectrometer so that 
% -
^ (96) 
or 
Eg ^ R ^ R 
% " "a + X ' % (97) 
The actual voltages obtained as output from the ampli­
fiers would be the some for a given ion current if the 
two amplifier input resistors were the same. However, 
since these resistors are very large and subject to 
manufacturing difficulties the ratio of the tv/o must be 
determined experimentally. This is done simply by 
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allowing the some ion current to fall first on the number 1 
collector and then on the number 2 collector. The ratio 
of actual output voltages of the amplifiers gives the grid 
resistor ratio. Thus if the two output voltages were 
s 5,0 volts and Eg z 5,1 volts the araplifiei* grid 
resistor ratio would be 
SL^ 5i. - j. q^gg 
For example if a sample of nitrogen v/aa being assayed 
29 28 
for the Ng /Ng ratio and a value for of 1580 ohms 
was necessary to bring the galvanometer back to the zero 
reading, the ratio of the two nitrogen molecule species 
would be 
H 29 
inSti 
"2 
Because of the possible errors which may be introduced 
the correction for the discrepancy in amplifier input grid 
resistors must be applied. Since the ratio of the two 
grid resistors varies from day to day it is best to 
determine it daily before making any isotope analyses# 
The main panel is pictured on the lower left of 
Figure 54, Across the top of the panel from left to 
right are the units, tens, himdreds, thousands and ten 
thousands decade unit controls. Below these are the number 
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one output meter, the tenths decade unit and the number 
two output meter* Along the bottom is the ;;alvanometer 
selector switch Sgj the balance selector switch S-j^; the 
number one output meter sensitivity switch S^; the number 
two output meter sensitivity switch and the j-alvanometer 
multiplier sv/itch Sg. In the center of Figure 54 is 
the galvanometer scale. The galvanometer is mounted on a 
special mountine similar to the one already described in 
the discussion of the hydrogen mass spectrometers. On 
the back of the chassis are located the connector plugs 
for the output cables of each amplifier} the galvanometer 
cable; the 22.5 volt battery cable and the ground con­
nection, 
'''f• Ionization gauKQ control. 
The circuit used to control the type 507 ionization 
gauge used as a vacuum indicator on the mass spectrometer 
is identical to the one used in conjunction with the 
hydi-ogen mass spectrometers. Operation of the circviit 
has already been adequately covered under a previous 
heading in tMs thesis. In order to consei've space, how­
ever, the components of the circuit were all included on 
a five inch panel. This panel appears below the amplifier 
panel in Figure 54. On the left side is the p.rid current 
meter wMle on the right is the plate current meter. 
20 C. 
Between the two meters are the zero adjustment for the 
vacuum tube voltmeter; the zero set swltchj the grid 
current control; the outojas and normal operations sv/itciij 
the line switch, pilot lamp, fuse holders and the ranf;e 
sv/itch. Connections for the line cable and the ionization 
gauge cord are on the back of the chassia# 
7g. TheiTOocouple gauj;;e 
Vi/lien the molecular leak is used for gas analyses it 
is essential to know v/hen the 10 liter sariple reservoir 
has been evacuated to a pressure less than on© micron 
(O.OOl rmn. of Hg). A thermocouple vacutuii gauge fulfills 
the required sensitivity and so one (Type 1946 R.C.A,) was 
incorporated into the molecular leak system. The control 
circuit used with the type 1946 thermocouple gauge is 
exactly like that already described in the discussion of 
the hydrogen mass spectrometer gas sample system. The 
only change made for the larger mass spectrometer circuit 
is the separation of the filament current and thex'-mocouple 
output meters. Only the latter is on the front panel of 
the machine® Its location is Indicated in Pigm'e 54 just 
to the left of the gas sample manifold. 
7h. General wiring 
Both regulated and uni'egulated 110 volt line voltages 
are used to power the electi'ical components of the mass 
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spectrameter. Duplex outlets carrying the regulated line 
ourront are located on the froine of the machino at points 
convenient for attaching line cables to the various 
electronic circuits. 
Both backing and diffusion pumps are operated from 
the unregulated line. An entry receptacle on the frame 
makes it easy to connect the cable froni the 110 volt 
mains to the i.iacMno, The various pumps receive their 
povifer from a distribution panel provided with switches 
and pilot li^^jhts. No fuses are u.yed but rather circuit 
breaking switches (Heineman Circuit Breaker Co., Trenton^ 
Now Jersey, Catalogue lie. 0131, 5 aauperos, 110 volts a.c.) 
are employed on the distribution panel, Tlie panel v/ith 
sv/itches labeled according to the pujnp it controls is 
found on the left side of the mass spectrometer frame. 
General arrantenent of the components of the mass 
spectrometer 
It is not necessai'y to make an extensive description 
of the manner in which the different parts of the mass 
spectrometer are arransedo The many photographs already 
presented in this thesis give a much better description 
than could be presented in several pages of manuscript. 
In constructing the machine the author has made every 
effort to keep the entire unit as compact as possible. 
Design of the many components always had compactness 
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as a goal whenever It did not Interfere v^lth the general 
utility and ease v/ith wlilch the machine might be main­
tained. Figures 64 and 65 are two additional viewa 
v/hich show the left side of the mass spectrometer. 
9. Operation 
9a. Vacuum system of the mass spectrometer tube 
and sample system 
Before turning on either the baclcing pumps or 
the diffusion pmps several points should be 
checked# 
1. The level of oil in the backing p\iirp should 
be correct. 
2» The level of mercury in ,the diffusion pump 
should bo above the top of the inner tube 
of the boiler. This is readily chocked by 
removing the boiler heater and observing 
the height of mercury in tho boiler. A 
mirror facilitates making this observation. 
3. Water should be flowing through the diffusion 
pump condenser. 
After the above points have been checked the 
backing pump for the mass spectrometer tube can bo 
started by tlirowing the switch marked M.S. BACKING 
PUMP on tho side of the frame. After about 15 minutes 
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Figure 64, Left side of the mass spectrometer 
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Figiffe 65. Rear-left view of the mass spectrometer 
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of pumping. If the syateni is clean and tl^jht a 
good enough vacuvun should be obtained so that the 
diffusion piomp may be turned on. Hov/ever two 
checks on the vacuum obtained using only the backing 
pump are applied before turning on the diffusion 
pvuup. Usually Welch. Duo-Seal mechanical pumps run 
quietly when a good vacuum is being obtained. If 
the pump used on this luacMne makes a bubbling 
sound either the oil level is low or there is a 
leak somewhere in the system. The former is simply 
tested by adding oil. Usually not more than 100 
milliliters is necessar'y to quiet the pump. If 
noise persists then e leak may be suspected which 
should bo found and remedied. 
A second check on the vacuum being obtained is 
to use a high frequency spark discharge. The Tesla 
"leak hunter" is applied to any part of the glass ;• 
system so that a gas discharge may bo observed. 
Soon after the backing pump is turned on the charac­
teristic glow of nitrogen shovild appear. As the 
pressure within the system falls the pink glow will 
gradually disappear until only a slight greenish-
blue fluorescence on the glass walls v/ill be observed, 
iTiis indicates that the systeDi is tight and the 
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diffusion pump should be turned on by throwing the 
switch marked M.S. DIPFUSION PUMP located on the 
side of the frame. The diffusion pump heater 
should bo dissipating about 250 watts of energy for 
best operation of the piamp. As a safety measure a 
thernioswitch is attached to the copper cooling v/ater 
exit tube from the diffusion pump condenser# This is 
set so that a rise in temperature of about 10° P, 
causes the current to tho hoater to be cut off. If 
enough water is going through the condenser th3.a 
v/ill not happen® Hovirever since tho v/ater pressure 
in the laboratory fluctuates through quite a range 
a constant check must bo made on the flow of vmtor 
through the condenser in order to keep the diffusion 
pump operating. 
After the diffusion pump has been turned on for 
about an hour it is safe to operate the ionization 
gauge. The ionization gauge control circuit is 
t\irned on and about five minutes allov/ed for the 
tubes to warm up. Zeroing of the plate c\Arrent 
meter is then accomplished by adjusting the zero 
adjust control. By turning the p;rld current control 
counterclockwise as far as it will go the relay is 
closed. (The range svd-tch should be in the X5 
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position.) Turning the Krid current control clock­
wise until the f'rid current meter reads 6 milli-
amperes puts the circuit in operation. The reading 
obtained from the plate current meter is then con­
verted to pressure vising the formula: 
Pjjjjji, « RANGE X microamperes x 10"® 
With no refrigerant around the cold trap the pressure 
in the systGrii should be abovit 4 x 10"^ millimeters 
of mercury or bettor. 
In order to obtain the lov/est pressxires possible 
in the mass spectrometer tuba the sample system should 
also be pumped out so that the pressure behind the 
capillary leaks is low. It is generally good policy 
to start the evacuation of the sample system at the 
same time that evacuation of the mass spectrometer 
tube is started follov/ing a procedure similar to 
that which has been already described in detail in 
connection with, the discussion on the hydrogen mass 
spectrometersB 
To further aid in obtaining pressures of less 
than 1 X 10"° millimeters of laercury in the mass 
spectrometer tube all gases both adaorbed and chemi­
cally bovind to parts of the system must be removed. 
Heating the mass spectrometer tube, the punning leads. 
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and the ionlzatioia gau^ie tube to about 125° C, 
roriiovQS most adsorbed gases and water from the 
metal parts of the system. However water is known 
to react with glass (57) to form a layer of silica 
gel on its surface. The glass must be heated to 
over 350° 0, under vacuum to remove the water from 
this surface layer. A furnace wrapped around the 
mass spectrometer tube which dissipates 4 watts per 
square inch of surface will maintain the temperature 
between 350° C. and 400° C, The portable autotrans-
foiBier uaod in these laboratories for mass spectrometer 
tube baking is connected to the terminals of the 
furnace, the line switch turned on and the curront 
in the furnace coils adjusted to 5 amperes. This 
gives the povirer dissipation requisite for adequate 
baking# 
V/hen an evacuation of the mass spectrometer is 
being made aftor the tube has been opened to the 
atmosphere for an extended period of time the length 
of baiting time may be about 4 to 5 hours without 
refrigerant around the cold trap. Refrigeration is 
omitted during the initial bake-out in order not to 
freeze water in the trap. Before refrigerating the 
cold trap all exposed surfaces of the mass spectrometer 
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tube and the piuiiping system which are not heated by 
the furnace must be carefully torched. The ioniza­
tion gau^e control circuit should be switched to 
the outKas position. After the torching, the cold 
trap is refrigerated using either liquid nitrogen 
or dry-ice-trichlorethylene slush. For most v/ork use 
of the latter is sufficient. Baking continues with 
the cold trap refrigerated until the pressure in the 
tube falls below 5 x 10"® millimetors of mercury. 
\.^hen tills pressure is obtained v/hich is usually 3 to 
8 hours after the cold trap has beexi refrigerated, 
the current in the furnace colls aromid the mass 
spectrometer tube is reduced to about 3.5 amperes 
which reduces the power dissipation to about 2 watts 
per square inch. Baking continues at the new furnace 
temperature until the pressiire falls below 2 x 10~® 
millimeter of mercury. Then the baking is stopped. 
The pressure in the mass spectrometer tube will fall 
below 1 yi 10"^ millimeters of mercury when all parts 
are cooled to room temperature if the baking has been 
done properly# 
It is essential that the sample system bo 
evacuated as well as possible in order to attain 
lov/est pressures within the mass spectrometer. This 
Is accomplished by allowing both sample backing and 
dirfusion pumps to run v/ithoiit the cold trap being 
refrigerated for aevoiuil hours# It is xiot possible 
to bake the sample system because of the many greased 
stopcockB. However the vacuum roqxiireiuonts are not 
as stringent as with the kuxss spectrometer tube, 
experience indicating that it is sufficient to merely 
refrigerate the sample system cold trap after 3 or 4 
hours of pxtmping after wiiich time the pressure usually 
falls below 1 x 10*"® millimeters of mercury. 
9b. Electronic circuits 
1. The amplifi ers 
Operation of the amplifiers has already 
been described in the section of this thesis 
dealing with a description of the amplifiers 
and amplifier pov^er supply. It is sufficient 
to re-mention here the order in which events 
take place in order that the circuits be 
placed in operation. 
For quickest stabilization of the ara.plifier-
power supply combination it is best to turn on 
first the heaters of the amplifier tubes. This 
is done to minluiirse the effect of the momentary 
liigh voltage aui'ge that accompanies the warm-up 
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period of tlae power supply. After "both pov/er 
supply and heaters have been turned on for about 
10 minutes the electrometer plates switch is 
thrown to the ON position# Balancing of the 
amplifiers thon proceeds as has already been 
described in a previous section of this thesis. 
2• Magnet supply 
In order to minimize the effects of high 
voltage surges during the warm-up period of 
the magnet supply before throwing the line 
sv/itch to the ON position check should be made 
that the plate voltage switch is in the OFF 
position. One minute after the line sv/itch 
has been turned on the plate voltage switch 
may be txirned on. 
Current to the coils of the electromagnet 
is controlled by adjusting the ma^gaet pov/er 
control. A 0-300 milliameter indicates the 
magnet current. Two ranges of control are pos­
sible a low range of 0-165 milliamperea and a 
high range of 150-300 milliamperes. The magnet 
supply circuit after being turned on requires a 
period of about one hour to come to thermal 
equilibrium. A slight drift in the output voltage 
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is observed during this time. 
3, Emission regulator 
The emiaaion regulator controls the current 
supplied to the filament of the mass spectrometer. 
After the raass spectrometer tube has been evacu­
ated so that the residual prossxxre due to air is 
leas than 1 x 10"® ram, Hg the filament may bo 
turned on. The line switch of the eraission 
regulator is tlirowii and the circuit allowed to 
v/arm up for at least one minute and then the 
filament sv/itch Is turned on» Resistor R2 v/liich 
is situated on the chassis should be at its 
maxim-um value. With the filament turned on. Kg 
should be adjusted imtil the total emission 
current is about 190 to 200 microamperes. This 
may be determined by turning the emission current 
meter control switch to emission. The value of 
the reading observed on the 0-100 mlcroameter 
emission current meter times five gives the 
total emission current. Further adjustment of 
the current applied to the filament may be made 
using the filament current control If Rg 
is adjusted properly R^^ may be vai-ied through a 
relatively large rimge v/itbDut affecting too 
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greatly the total emission current. 
The magnit-ude of the electron current to 
the trap may be determined by turning the eraisalon 
current meter control switch to the trap position 
and then observing the value of the reading on 
the emission current meter* Trap current is tv^o 
times the actual value of the reading obtained 
from the meter. V/hen the source magnet which is 
used to collimate the electron beam in the source 
is properly adjusted the trap current should be 
from 60 to 70 microaimperes. 
4. High voltage supply 
The high voltage supply is the sovirce of ion 
accelerating potential. After both magnet supply 
and emission regulator have v;armed up the line 
switch of the high voltage supply should be 
turned on. This energizes all of the tube fila­
ments in the supply along vdth the heater of the 
thermal delay switch v/hich after about 50 seconds 
turns on the current applied to the primary of 
the liigh voltage transformer. If all the sMeld 
controls are turned to their lilghest positions 
the hir.h voltage output meter should register 81 
microamperes which corresponds to a potential of 
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2150 volts being applied to the sMold in the 
source of the raass spectrometer. 
To obtain niaxiimun ion currents from the 
exit slits of the soui'ce, proper adjustment of 
the focvis electrodes is necessary. In the luacliine 
in these laboratories tliis may be had vfith the 
coarse focus control in the IJL position and the 
fine focus conti'ol set at 63» 
During r.iass spectrometric analyses it is 
often necessiitry to precisely determine the position 
of the zero of the ion current measuring devices. 
This raay best be done by preventing the passage 
of ion currents through the mass spectrometer 
tube. Under this condition the measuring devices 
used to estimate the output of the amplifiers 
should return to some mark of reference or zero 
position. That the zero position must be 
measured from time to time is necessary due to 
the inherent tendency of all direct current 
amplifiei'G to drift. In oi'der to prevent the ion 
current from passing through the mass spectrometer 
tube the simplest expediency is to uni'ocus the 
beam in the source. This is simply done by 
applying an unsymmetrical potential between the 
deflect electrodes in the source v/liich sv/eeps the 
Ion beam aside thus preventing it from passing 
through the source exit slit# By throwing the 
deflect switch to the ions off position this is 
accomplished. 
5, Main panel 
After all the foregoing requirements have 
been fulfilled the mass spectrometer is ready 
for use as an analytical tool. To determine the 
ratio of isotope abundances in a sample of nitrogen 
uyed in a tracer experiment for example, a portion 
of the sample should be introduced into the mani-
} 
fold of the sample system in a manner similar to 
that already described in conjunction v/ith the 
gas sample system of the hydrogen mass spectroin-
eters. The stopcock to the capillary leak should 
be opened and the sample pressure adjusted to 5.0 
centimeters of Hg.. Under the electron emission 
conditions already described with the electron 
acceleratinf^ potential set at 75 volts the ion 
S3 
current due to Ng ions will be represented by 
an output of about 10 volts on the number one 
amplifier output meter* By properly adjusting 
the shield potential the ion current due to 
29 + Ng will pesis throu^jh the slit in collector 1 
and be received by collector 2. Output of 2 
amplifier will be from about 20 to 250 mil11-
volts depending upon the degree of onrichment 
29 
or depletion of the Ng concentration used in 
the tracer experiments. The exact setting of the 
fine shield control for the peak current to 2 
collector is beat observed by turning the 2 
sensitivity switch to the 1 position and the 
^-alvanometer selector to the ^  posltlono Using 
a r!;alvanomGter shunt value of appropriate sensi­
tivity the ion current peak may be observed by 
the deflection of the galvanometer light spot on 
the scale to a maximum point, When the current 
29"^ due to Ng ions is falling on tho 2 collector 
28 + 
the current due to Ng ions v/ill bo falling 
upon the 1 collector. Both currents v^ill be 
amplified by the appropriate amplifiers. 
To make use of the null principle v/hich has 
already been discussed in sn earlier section of 
tills thesis the p;alvanomoter selector switch is 
turned to the ^  balance position. Because the 
main panel is symmeti'ically arrmiged any one of 
four different balancing procedures may bo 
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follov/ed. V/lth the Ijalance selector in the 1 
position the output of nvirabor one mplifier may 
be balanced against a portion of the potential 
of a 22.5 volt battery. The 2_ position allov/s 
the same thinis to be accomplished usinj^ the output 
of the nvirabor two saiplifier. Position 3_ allows 
the output of number two araplifier to be balanced 
against a portion of the output of the nxunber 
one amplifier while position 4 reverses the 
situation with regards the two amplifiers. 
For isotopic mixtures in which the relative 
abundance of the li^jhter isotope is greater than 
tlaat of the heavier isotoiJe v/hich is ^ ^enerally 
the case in tx'acer experiments involving oxyi^en, 
nitrogen or carbon, position ^  of the balance 
selector is employed. Thus when the null prin­
ciple is being employed to determine the ratio 
of abundances of two isotopic species of nitro­
gen, oxygon or carbon the ion accelerating poten­
tial is set so that the ion cm'rent due to the 
less abundant isotope falls on the number tv;o 
collector. Then v/ith. the ;'.",al vanome fc or a el ec tor 
set at balance and the balance tielector in the ^  
position tlie decade resistors on the output 
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circuit are varied \intil a balance is acMeved, 
The zero or balance point is readily found by 
turning tho ion bean off and on by moans of the 
deflect switch in the hir.h voltar.e supply. 
The values of tho null point on the decade 
resistors and the ratio of the two {£rid resistors 
in the first stages of tho amplifiers are the 
necessary data needed to calculate the ratio of 
isotopic abundances. An example of how to 
calculate this ratio was discussed in the section 
of this thesis devoted to the main panel. 
10. Performance of the mass spectromotor 
Isotope abimdance analyses have been made for the 
elements nltrot:;en and carbon with the iviass spectrometer. 
For the former, nitrogen gas and for the latter, carbon 
dioxide, was employed for Introducing the i so topic m3.xtures 
into the machine. Generally speaking the performance of 
the machine in these laboratories follov?s closely that of 
the mass spectrometer described in 1947 by Nier (24). Since 
many of the design parameters are identical, results obtained 
closely resemble those described by him. 
A series of analyses have been made on tank nitrogen 
in conjunction with some abimdance ratio determina­
tions made for fi'Ir, Ralph Barclay ojid Mr, Richard Sweet of 
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tlae Blocheraiatry Division of the Cheinlstry Department at 
Iowa State Collo^jje. Results of the tank nitrogen analysis 
are expressed In Table VI, 
Table VI 
Tank Nltro^jen Analyses 
Date Decade Heading ^l/^2 
7-20-49 4 :40 050 0.903 0.00753 
7-20-49 4 ;55 p»m. 850 0.983 0.00753 
7-20-49 5 :30 p.m. G50 0.905 0.00755 
7-21-49 850 0.983 0.00753 
8-2-49 890 0,94 0.00748 
8-2-49 880 0.94 0.00745 
8-3-49 870 0.95 0.00745 
11-1-49 861 0.98 0.00760 
11-2-49 867 0.96 0.00750 
11-4-49 885 0.95 0.00757 
11-13-49 862 0.99 
Avei'age 
0.00760 
0.00753 
It is clearly Indicated from the data in the table, 
that during a day's operation the machine may be relied 
upon to produce consistent results, Tlie case indicated for 
the day 8-2-49 is probably an extreme case since on I;hls 
occasion a slight adjustment of the position of the source 
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mfsgnet was rifido botv/een 1;ho tv/o niinlyaes listed. Even in 
this case however tho difference betv/een the two values 
obtained would not introduce aifjnificant errors into most 
tracer experiments. It is also significant that analytical 
results obtained with the raechine over a period of five 
months do not deviate from tho average of all observations 
listed in the table by more than about one per cento 
Normal carbon dioxide was assayed for its 
abundance ratio. During tvra days on which determinations 
were made no significant difference in the analytical 
results were observed ps may be seen in Table VII, 
Table VII 
Decade Divider Readings Showing Analytical Reproducibility 
for Tank Carbon Dioxide on Two Different Dp.ys 
7-25-49 7-26-49 
Decade cl3/cl2--' Decade q13/O12^' 
1375 0.0112 1377 0.0112 
1374 0,0112 1378 0.0112 
1375 0.0112 1376 0.0112 
1375 0,0112 1379 0.0112 
1375 0.0112 
1374 0,0112 
'^This ratio was calGulf..:ted using a resistor ratio ^ /Rg = 
0,983, The apparent ratio thus obtained was 
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corrected for COO and for the amo\mt of 44 peak 
under the 45 peak by 0.0008 (58) and 0.0002 (24) res­
pectively. 
In order to check whether or not the mass spectrometer 
had a "memory" for samples of abnormally liiah content, 
a sample of ixLtrogon gas v/ua obtained from Mr, Barclay 
containing 7 atoms per cent excetjs This v;as allowed 
to r\in into the laachliie for thirty minutes and then v/as 
evacuated from the sample manifold until the intensity of 
284-the ion current due Lo Ng ions formed from the residual 
nitrogen in the mass spectrometer tube v;as observed as an 
output of about 30 millivolts from the number tv/o uriplifier. 
(Under conditions dtu'lng analysis of nitrogen samples the 
peak due to Ng" ions would cause aii output of about 10 
volts from the number two amplifier.) A sample of tank 
( 
nitrogen was analyzed as soon as the background fell to 
this value which was about five rainubes after the start 
of evacuation of the gas from the sample manifold. No 
"memory" effect was ob sei'ved. 
To determine the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer 
to small changes in isotopic concentrations in gases, two 
nitrogen samples v/ero analyzed whose concentrations 
differed slightly. To accomplish the determination on© 
sample v/as admitted into the manifold at a pressure of 
5.0 c en timet ei's and a balance vi^as made in the manner 
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previously discussed in this thesis. For this sample a 
decade reading of 1220 was obtained froin which the 
ratio (R1/R2 " 1«04) was calculated and found to 
be 0.00573. Tank nitrogen was then added to the sample 
until the pressure doubled. The manifold pressure was 
adjusted to 5.0 centiraeters} a new balance was Biade and 
a decade value of 1170 v/as obtained. Prom this value an 
ratio of 0.00555 vms calculated. Thus for a 3.1 
15 3»4 per cent change in the N /W ratio the difference between 
the two decade values was 50 ohms. A five ohm change on 
the decade caused a change in position of the light spot 
on the galvanometer scale of one millimeter during the 
balancing procedure. Thixs when achieving a balance on 
the machine,assuming the balance point con be adjusted 
to within± one millimeter of the true balance point on 
the galvanoraeter scale, a change in isotope abundance 
ratio of i 0.3 per cent should be detectable. 
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III. STUDY OP THE KINETICS OP THE REACTION 
BETWEEN URANIUM, Hg, HD AND Dg 
A. Introduction and Historical Review 
To test whether or not the hydrogen mass spectrometers 
could be applied in physical chemical research it was decided 
to examine the reaction between xiranium metal and the three 
different isotopic constituents of hydrogen gas; namely Hg^ 
HD and Dg. For pxirposes of clarity from now on only mix­
tures of these constituents will be referred to as hydrogen. 
When the opportunity arises to refer to a particular 
molecular species the symbols will be used. Should it be 
necessary to refer to the individual isotopic atoms the 
names protium and deuterium or the symbols H and D will 
be used. 
It has been reported (56)  that equilibrium in the 
reaction between uranium and hydrogen is attained very 
slowly. Thus under suitable reaction conditions it should 
be possible to determine the reaction rate of only the 
forward process in the reaction between metal and gas. 
Such an experiment may be performed if it is possible to 
observe the changes in concentrations of the constituents 
in hydrogen after the gas has been allowed to react with 
uranium for a short period of time. An apparatus in 
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which the experiment could be performed may conceivably 
be a large thermoatated vessel containing hydrogen gas 
a section of v/hich contains uranium mutal. Some Itind of 
shutter interposed between the metal and gas that prevents 
reaction betvv-een the two would make it possible for the 
reaction to be allowed to proceed only at the discretion 
of the experimenter# Such a device presents insur­
mountable experimental difficulties in addition to the 
errors that would invariably be introduced due to 
Insufficient opportunity of all the hydrogen molecules 
in the vessel to react with or even come in contact with 
uraxiium metal during the course of the experiment, 
A more feasible method, one which lends Itself 
readily to experiment, for cai'rying out the reactions 
would be to allow hydrogen to pass over uraniim metal 
in such a way that the gas molecules have a chance to 
react with the metal for a short time and then are 
transported from the point of reaction to a place in 
the apparatus where no reaction can occur. Such an 
apparatus v/ould consist mex'oly of a gas reservoir 
conaected to a tube in which the reaction takes place 
to which is connected another reservoir into which gas 
moleciiles, which had an opportunity to react but did not, 
pass. Thus if a gas molecule did not react with the metal 
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it lacked the necessary energy required to take part In 
the reaction. Prom an observation of the rates at which 
the reactions took place at various temperatures the activa­
tion energy for the processes could be calculated. 
To insure that each molecule of gas had a chance to 
react with metal the motal surface should be very large. 
This requirement is beat met by subdividing the metal in 
order to got a high specific surface. Uraniun metal is 
easily converted into a fine powder by first foming and 
then decomposing the hydride. By having a greet excess of 
powdered motel, available for reaction the processes v/ov.ld 
be best described as reactions of first order. Thus in 
the experiments described in this section of the thesis 
an attempt is made to keep the metal bo hydrogen ratio 
in terms of moles on the order of 1000 to one, 
A difference in the reactivities of the Hg, ED and 
Dg Y/ith uranium observed in the course of the experiments 
may be expected to be due essentially to the difference 
of their zero-point energies (57). Since the zero-point 
energies differ for each molecular species of hydrogen 
as the square root of their reduced i.iasses the ratios 
of the reaction constants, k2_ for Hg, kg for HD and kg 
for Dg may be expected to vary inversely as the square 
roots of the reduced masses. Hence k^^/kg Y;ill be 
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2 / 4^ /2 or 1«15; k^/k v/111 be 12/ 1 or 1,415 and 
3 
kg/kg v/111 bo J3/2 / 1 or 1.22, Experimental diffi­
culties may be expected to introduce slight differences 
in these ratios. Should the differences be groat it 
becomes necessary to determine the extent of other effects 
such as adsorption upon the rate constants. Inhere is one 
brief mention in the literature (56) of a study of the 
kinetics involved in the reaction between uranium and 
hydrogen. Tlie reaction rate was obsorvod at 357° 
centigrade by following the doci'-ease of the hydrogen 
pressure as the gas roaotod with uranixua. A rate 
constant was calculated for the initial rate of decrease 
of hydrogen pressure. A comparison of the reaction 
rate of Dg with Hg indicated the Hg rate to be about 
four times that of Dg. A description of the experiments 
performed by the author follov/ in subsequent sections of 
this thesis. The results obtained are indicated and 
discussed. 
B. Materials 
Materials used in the construction of the apparatus 
are discussed in a later section of this thesis, The 
cheiriicals used in the experiments consisted of uranium, 
ordinary tanlc hydrogen and deuterium gas labeled 
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99.5+per cent deutei'ium. 
Uranliita 
The metal wai:; obtained in the foi'm of turnin[ia v.'hlch 
were cut Troni uranium producod by the iliaos group working 
under the Manhattan Project# While no actual analyses 
were available or v/ere nade upon tho material its probable 
constitution is that i^ivon by Speddlng, et. al, in theix' 
report (56) on the formula of uraniun iiydrlde. For use 
in subsequent oxpsrimenbs tho turnings v/cro cut into 
fine chips, washed with dilute nitric acid, rinsed v/ith 
distilled water and acetone and dried under vacuum. These 
chips were then mixed v/ith lO-mesh fused silica povjder, 
which had been carefully washed with boiling concentrated 
hydrochloric acid, rinsed with distilled water and 
acetone; and introduced into the reaction tube under 
an atmosphere of ar^jon which was kept in the reaction tube 
at all times until it was possible to evacuate the tube. 
Powdered uranium was formed by first allowing the 
metal cl'ilpa, heated to 250° G., to be coiaiJlotely converted 
to uranium hydride and then decomposing the hydride by 
heating to 450° G. while constantly evacuating the gas 
being evolved. After about two hours of such treatment. 
Isolation of the reaction tube from the vacuum system and 
heating to 600® C, produced no observable pressure change 
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In the tube. Pron this fact It was assumed that no londe-
composed hydride remained In the reaction tube. 
Hydro J-en 
Ordinary tank hydroj^en, which had been prepared 
electrolytlcully, was used as a source of H2 in the ex­
periments -under discussion. This material had been 
assayed many times usin{^ the 3-2 mass spectrometer-
with the HD/Hg ratio determined to be 0,000116 " 0.000020 
which iiives a D/H ratio of 1,2 parts in 20,000, a value 
not in variance with other reports (22, 42) on this 
ratio. Since the material is purified before being 
mixed v;ith deuterivim no other attempts v/ero made to 
purify it before it was introduced into the apparatus. 
Deuterium 
This material as supplied by the Stuart Oxygen Company, 
San Francisco, Califoi'nia, consisted of 99,5+ per cent 
deuterium gas. No fui'thei-- assay was attempted since it 
was used in mixtures with which were equilibrated and 
assayed for their H2, HD and Dg content. 
C. Apparatus 
In order to study the interactions of Ilg, HD and 
molecules with liranium metal it was necessary to have a 
means of (1) making up and storing mixtures of the gaseous 
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molecules, (2) a reaction tube contfilrilris urunlim aiid 
(3) ft I'.ieano of collecting saraplec of the gaa mlxtm^e 
after it had been allowed to react with uranium. Ihose 
ar-o the essential components of the apparatus. In addition, 
other auxiliary coKponents v.'ore necessary in order that 
the reaction betv/een the gaseous molecules and metal could 
be carried out in a manner ao that the data collected 
froiri the appax*atus could be intelligently interpreted. 
A gas flow-rate limiter along v/ith majaometera for 
measuring pressure drops in the system were included, 
A purification system was added since the vieve 
required at the highest possible purity. The entire 
apparatus had to be thorouishly evacuated at various times 
during the aicperiments so a liigh vacuum, train with its 
auxiliary pressure iiioasuriuj;^ devices v/as also included. 
Description of the apparatus in its entirety, v;hich is 
depicted dia£-rai:jjnatlcally in Pii^ure 65 and pictured in 
Figure So, itil^};ht be given better by considering the 
individual components in detail. 
1. Reaction tube 
The reaction tube consists of 19 millimeter outside 
diameter thin-walled Vycor iiiade by sealing two Vycor-to-
pyrex evaded seals together. It is best to make this 
seal in an oxy-hydro[^en flame, Hovvever, because minute 
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bubbles invariably form at the point where Vycor is 
fused to Vycor, to get the seal vacuum ti^^ht it was 
found necessary to run a bead around the point of aeal 
using Vycor rod about one-sixteenth of aii inch in 
diameter. The Vycor section of the tube is about 30 
centimeters long® 
Because the uranimn metal used in the experiments is 
in a finely divided state having been px'opared by decom­
position of the hydride, it was necessary to devise some 
means of keeping the pov/derGd ivietal in place# Glass 
v/ool, asbestos fiber and powdered fused silica were tried 
for this pui'poae. Powdered fused silica^ that would pass 
a 10 mesh screen but which would remain on a 20 mesh 
screen, proved moot satisfactory for both confining the 
powdered metal within a limited region of the tube and 
allovdng the hydrogen gas to pass readily tln-ough the 
tube. A detailed description of the filling of t]ie tube 
is found in Pigm-'e 67. 
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x v| » 'v -si^n/v^ 
A» 30 grams Uranium, 1^ grams 
10 mesh fused SlOg, 10.5 cm. 
B. 10 mesh fused S102, 8 cm. 
0. Pyrex glass wool, 8 cm. 
Figure 67.  Diagram of the reaction tube indicating the 
manner in which the filling was arranged. 
2* Hydro .-•en a a 3 reservoir 
The reaorvoir in v/hich pure Do and wore 
mixed and stored consists of a two liter bvilb into 
which v/ns Introduced a palladium filament for the pxirpose 
of equilibrating the D2 and Eq mixture to produce the 
equilibrium concentrations of H2, ID and Dg molecular 
species. It was first assumed that heating the filament 
to above 600° C, would cause the reaction between Hg and 
Dg molec\iles on the palladium metal to proceed in such a 
manner that the equilibrium concenbrations of Hg, HD and D 
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would be quickly produced. Hov/ever, final equilibrium was 
vei'^y alow v/ith this device as shown in t'lgure 68. After 
four hour£5 the value of the HD/lIg ratio gave no indication 
of becoming constant. Because another means of equilibrat­
ing the gaseous mixture offered better possibilities the 
U3G of the hot palladium filament was abandoned. Conditions 
more favorable for establishing the equilibrium iii the 
gas mixture raay have been found using the filament but no 
study w£.s made to establish them. While Imowlodge of 
these would be desirable it was felt that v/hatever 
information coulu be gained would apply to the pfarticvilar 
apparatus employed iij theue laboratories. 
2• G-as-flow lifiiiter 
The gas-flow limitor consists of foixr fine bore 
capillary tubes of different lengths arranged in the 
manner illusti-'ated Ixi Figur^e 69. This arrangement allows 
several possible gas flow rates if the gas is allowed to 
flow through each individual capillary or combinations of 
two or more. 
1 
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i 
a 
Time in hours 
Figure 68. Equilibration of a Hg - Dg mixture using 
a palladium filament at 6^0® centigrade. 
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STO T^CCCK 
Figure 69.  Gas flow limiter 
4. Gaa purification and equilibration of Hg, HD and Dg 
concentrations in gaseous mixtures 
A fused silica tube, 28 millimeters in diameter and 
3b centimeters long, filled with 137 grams of uranium 
and heated to 600° G, serves to purify the gases as they 
are first introduced into the tv/o liter reservoir. Glass 
wool plugs in each end of the tube keep fine particles from 
being carried mechanically from the purification tube. 
The tube is connected to the rest of the apparatus by 
means of graded seals to pyrex ijlass. The uranixim metal 
filling consists of turnings "cut into pieces about 3/4 
inches long. 
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After the reservoir is filled to about 760 millimeters 
pressure the temperature of the purification tube is 
allov/ed to cool to about 250-260° C, Reaction between 
the metal and hydrogen mixture takes place rapidly until 
all of the gas is consumed except that accounted for by 
the hydrogen in equilibriiam with uranixim in the above 
temperature range. In practice it is sufficient to allow 
the temperature of the purification tube to remain in 
this range for about one hour. Heating to 600° decomposes 
the hydride-deuteride foi'iaed at the lov.'er temperatui'e. 
It has been fotind that it is only necessary to allow the 
gas and metal to react once to insiu'e equilibrium concen­
trations of H2, HD and Dg, Repetition of the reaction-
decomposition cycle cauaes no changes in these concentra­
tions unaccountable for by experimental errors# 
5. Samplinp; methods 
Provision was made for collecting samples from the 
gas reservoir and from the gas stream v/hlch was passed 
over the uranium metal. A stopcock fitted with an outer 
7/25 standard taper gro\and joint was attached to the wall 
of the gas reservoir; a similar device was attached to 
the reaction tube in a position immediately after the 
filling. Si^mples from the reservoir are collected in 
bulbs whose volme is about one cubic centimeter while 
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soniples from the gas stream are collected In bulba of about 
50 cubic centimeters volume. Each sainple bulb waa fitted 
with a stopcock on each side of the bulb with the inner 
part of a 7/25 ground glass joint connected to one of the 
remaining tubes leading from the stopcocks. Thus a sample 
bulb may be connected to either the reservoir or the 
reaction tube by using the mating ground glass joints. 
Before collecting a sample in either of the two types of 
sample bulbs It Is necessary that all the space that may 
contain gases other than those of particular value in 
the experiments, including the actual space of the bulb^ 
be evacuated. A connection to the vacuum train manifold 
by means of a length of rubber tubing which serves either 
the reservoir or the gas stream sampling devices facili­
tates this operation, 
6. Furnaces 
A split-tube furnace (Hevl-Duty Electric Company, 
Type 70, 750 watts) was employed to heat the gas purifi­
cation tube. An 18 arapere, 115 volt autotransformer 
(General Radio Company, Type 100 Q, Variac) was used to 
power the furxiace. Vi/ith a reading of about 95 on the 
Variac dial the furnace temperature is about 600-650° C, 
A dial reading of about 25 will maintain the furnace 
temperature at about 250°-260° C. which is necessary for 
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tlie reaction between uranium and hydrogen to proceed at 
the optimum rate» 
The furnace used to heat the reaction tubo waa of 
apodal design and built locally. Tlic thermal eloment 
consists of 19 feet of #22 chromel wire wrapped on a 
fvxsod silica tube 22 millimeters inside diamoter for a 
length of 8 inches in such a v/ay that the temperature 
variation over about 7 Inches of the length is constant 
to less than 0.5° C, at a mean furnace temperature of 
475° C. The temperature at the center four inches of 
the furnace tube is constant to less than 0,3° 0, at 
475° C. Dicalite insulation surrounds the furnace 
tube which is contained in a galvanized tin cylinder 
the ends of v/hich are made from l/2 inch tranaite. 
OveiM3.ll length of th6 unit is 27 centimeters with a 
diameter of 7 inches. Two iron rods connected to the 
transite ends facilitate mounting on a rack using 
ordinary universal clamps. Power for the furnace is 
derived from two autotransformers (General Radio Corp., 
Type V5 Variac) the operation of which is described 
in the next section of this thlesis. 
1 i 
7. Temperature control of furnaces 
No attempt is made to control the temperature of the 
purification tube furnace other than setting the potential 
PAQ 
applied across the furnace terminals and lotting it come 
to thermal equilibrium with Its surroundings; the 
temperatures obtained in this laaiinor lie well v/ithin 
ranges suitable for the experiments. Temperature indica­
tion is by means of a chromel-alixmel thenmocouple whose 
thermal junction is placed at the center of the furnace# 
The reaction tube furnace temperature is controlled 
to ±.1° C, using a Taco Vi'est Veriti-'on indicator-controller. 
A chromel-alumel thermocouple serves as the thorrao-sensitive 
element for tho controller# In principle the controller 
is a simple on-off device; hov/ever, better temperature 
control is obtained by using the controller to operate a 
double pole double tliroviT relay which switches one of 
two voltages derived from two separate autotransformers 
to the fiarnace element# One of the potentials is adjusted 
30 that it is just low enough so that the temperature of 
the furnace slowly decreases while the other potential 
is adjusted so that the temperature of the furnace slowly 
increases. Thus the heating-cooling cycles of the 
furnace are spread out in such a manner that the furnace 
temperature varies at a slow rate over a range of 2 degrees 
centigrade. Since any particular observations being made 
take place during a maximum time of about 20 seconds, it 
is not essential that the temperature be cbsolutely constant. 
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By observing the slowly varying temper a tui'e and choosing 
the right moment, an exporinent can be run at any pre­
determined reaction tube temperature with a precision 
conservatively estimated at ±0,1° C. at a mean temperature 
of 75° C. 
Manometers 
A. full-scale mercury manometer is used to determine 
the pressure of the gas in the reservoir during the 
experiments and to servo as a means of determining the 
amounts of hydi'ogen and deuterium gas being introduced 
into the reservoir v/hon making up the gaseous Mixtures. 
The pressure chantjes dui'lnij the time hydrogen gas is 
being passed over powdered uranium metal are followed by 
a 24 centimeter closed-end /.nanometer located at the end 
of the reaction tube# 
9, HiKh vacuum system 
A vacuum system similar to that used to evacuate the 
mass spectrometer tubes in these laboratories serves to 
evacuate the reaction icinetics apparatus. This coiisists 
of a nifichanical bucking pump ('Welch Duo-Seal, 1400 series) 
in series v^ith a tvso stage Kercury diffusion pump (H, S« 
Martin Coiiipany, Type M40050 Standard). A short length of 
30 millimeter pyrex tubing serves as the manifold from 
which any part of the apparatus may be evacuated. An 
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ionization gage (Type 507, llational IvGsearcli Corporation, 
Cambridge, Mass,) was employed to record the pressure 
Within the system, While it is not necessary that the 
very lovjest possible pressures be lu&intained in the 
apparatus it is notevrorthy that no trouble was experienced 
keeping residual pressui-es ixi the manifold below 0,01 
rfiicrons (1 x 10"^ mm. of Hy), Some instances were observed 
when the manifold pressiire was of the order of 0,002 
mi crons, 
D, Exporinental Procedure 
It is perhaps bost to discuss the experimental pro­
cedure as a series of operations in the order in v/hich 
they are performed during an experiment. Mixtures of 
deuterium and hydrogen gases are made up by introducing 
into the 2-liter reservoir v/hat are essentially Hg and 
D2 gases of Imown partial pressures. The gases pass, 
prior to being introduced into the reservoir^ tlirough. 
a purification tube containing uranium metal heated to 
600° C, To. minimize contamination of the Hg and Dg 
gases due to air in the linos leading from the gas tanks 
to the purification tube, the space in the lines Is 
evacuated before opening the tank valves. A predetermined 
amount of each gas, as indicated by the pressure observed 
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with, the jnanometer, is then puriflod and allov/ed to ontor 
the reservoir. After the mixture has been made, the gas 
is equilibrated by cooling the uranium metal in the 
purification tube to 250 to 260° C, and allowing hydride 
forxnation to take place; subseqvient decomposition of the 
hydride by heating the purification tube to 600° 0, 
produces a gaseous mixture whose Hf and Dg concentra­
tions remain constant. 
By opening one or a combination of atopcocks in the 
gas-flow limiter, a portion of the gas Eilxture is then 
allowed to pass over the powdered metal, which has been 
heated to a predetermined temperature. Experience has 
indicated that the experiments with uranium are best con­
trolled using stopcock number 4 which at room temperature 
allows enough gas to pass through the reaction tube so 
that a 50 cubic centimeter gas sample at 100 millimeters 
of mercury pr-easure can be collected in about 15 to 20 
seconds. Prior to passing the gas mixture through the 
reaction tube and into the sample bulb the entire space 
that may be involved is evacuated to less tlian 0,1 micron. 
llihen enough gas has passed into the sample bulb to 
yield a pressure of 100 millimeters of mercury on the short 
manometer, the saniple bulb stopcocks are closed along v/ith 
the stopcock of the gas-flow limiter. Closing of the 
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stopcocks Is done as nearly siraultanoously as i^ossible. 
After the saniplo bulb is reiiioved from the apparatus Its 
contents are analyzed U3ii:ig the hydrogen mass spectrometer. 
For saifiples containing up to about 20 atoms per cent 
deuterium the 3-2 tube can be used by making a comparison 
of the Intensity of the HD and Dg ion currents as 
amplified by the PP-54 amplifier in addition to the 
normally obtained HD /Hg ion ratio. Dg ions are focused 
upon the number 3 collector plate in the 3-2 tube using 
an ion accelerating potential of 210 volts# From the ratio 
HD/Hg and Dg/HD the D2;HD;H2 ratio can be computed. 
To prepare the uranium metal so that it may be used 
to make further observations of the hydrogen-ux'anluta 
reaction rate it is necessary to decompose any hydride 
which, may have formed during the time of reaction. 
Decomposition is accomplished by heating the reaction 
tube to 450° C« and simultaneously evacuating the 
liberated gas (58), Vltien the pressure in the vacuum 
system manifold drops to less than 0.1 of a micron the 
reaction tube is ollowed to cool to room temperature or to 
the predetermined temperature at which the next experiment 
is to be performed. 
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E. ExperimentQl Results 
1. Anal-ytical data 
A mixture of tank hydrogen and deuterium was nade by 
first allowing H2 to pass into the reservoir until the 
pressure was 684 niillinieters of rnercury and then adding 
Dg gas until the pressujre in the reservoir v/as 768 milli­
meters. The mixture of [jas was equilibrated by forming 
and decomposing the uranium compound. A drop in pressure 
to 764 millimeters occurred due to the equilibration 
process. According to the make-up data the partial 
pressures in the mixture due to Hg and Dg were 684 
and 84 millimeters of mercury respectively. This would 
correspond to a deuterium content of 10.92 atoms per cent# 
The average of twelve different analyses on this mixture 
performed on different days was 10.65 ± 0.11 atoms per cent 
deuterixaa. The discrepancy between this figure and that 
obtained frow the make-up data which smounts to about 
-2.5 per cent may be accounted for by the small error 
Introduced into the mako-up figure by assuming the 
dexiterixim tank gas to be 100 per cent Dg; by tlie probable 
decrease in Dg"*" ion current during the analyses due to the 
"voltage effect" and by the hold-up of a proportionally 
greater amount of deuterium than hydrogen by the metal in 
the purification tube. In each of these corrections the 
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trend is in the right direction. However, no attempt 
was made to apply any corrections to the ensuing analytical 
data since the over-all experimental errors in the 
experiments probably do not warrant it. 
The equilibrated gas mixture was passed over the 
powdered metal at 27.5°, 35°, 45°, 50°, 60°, 75° and 
100° 0. In cases where it was possible, a 52.68 cubic 
centimeter sample at 100 millimetors pressure vms 
collected. Ttiis was the case except for the 50°, 60°, 
75° and 100° 0, experiments in which the pressure of gas 
in the sample bulb rose to a majcimum v/hich vms less than 
100 millimeters of mercury and then decreased v/ith 
varying degrees of rapidity, depending upon the temper­
ature of the uranium metal. However, the gas samples 
were collected at as nearly as possible the maximum 
obtainable pressure for each experiment. Each sample 
was analyzed using the 3-2 mass spectrometer expressing 
the analytical results both as atoms per cent deuterium 
and the Dg*HD;Hg ratio. Duplicate expei'iments v;ere made 
at all reaction temperatures except 35° and 60° C, in. 
which cases only single experiments wore performed. How­
ever, these v/ere done after data were collected from 
experiments run at the other temperatures. The good 
agreement of the single 35° and 60° G..experiments with 
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the others indicated that duplicates were probably not 
necessary. Details of tho experiments are sumiiiarized in 
Table VIII. 
Table VIII 
Experimental Data for Kinetics Experiments 
Reaction Reservoir Atoms % Z^p of Milli- Pinal Atoms % Time to 
Tgmp. Tgmp. D in Gas in Res. iTioles Pressure D in Collect 
C. °C. Reservoir During Hydrogen of Sample Saiiiple Sample 
Gas Experiment Used in mm, of in Sees, 
in mm. of in Exp, I.Icrcury""'' 
Mercury 
27.5 27.5 10.62 8 0.908 100 10.86 15.6 
35.0 27.0 • 10.55 9.5 1.070 100 11,17 16.3 
45.0 29.0 10.70 11.5 1.297 100 11,50 17,0 
50,0 27.5 10,67 12.5 1.353 88 11,62 18.7 
50.0 27.0 10.65 14 1.593 80 12.21 14.7 
75.0 27.0 10.60 16 1.816 62 12,90 8.8 
100,0 27.0 10.65 18 — < 5 -""-
— - -
'^'Volvaae of all samples was 52.68 cubic centirneters. 
Hot enough material was collccted to make an analysis. Due to the reaction 
between the uranium and hydrogen the value 5 millixneters represents a maxlunxni 
ivhich decreased very rapidly. No further experiments were performed at 
temperatures hij^her than 100° C, 
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As indlcabod in the tnble it vma impossible to perrorm 
any reliable experiments at 100° C» because the reaction 
between metal and gas proceeded ao rapidly that a inaximxm 
proa sure of about 5 raillimetex'a of mercury was observed 
in the sample bulb. Data fi'oia the reservoir gas and 
sample analyses apx;ear broken dovm into essential categories 
in Table IX, 
Table IX 
Breakdown of Analytical Data 
Gas 
Sample 
Analyzed HD/Hg Dg/HD 
Ratio 
Dg: 12): Hg 
Moles 
Per Cent 
^2 
Moles 
Per Cent 
HD 
Mol 3 s 
Per Gent 
% 
Reservoir 0.244 0.0457 1:21.9:89.7 0.89 19.45 79.66 
27.5° c. 0.252 0.0461 1:21.7:86.2 0.92 19.92 79.15 
35.0° C. 0.257 0.0523 1:19.1:74.3 1.06 20.25 78.69 
45.0° G. 0.262 0.0567 1:17.7:67.4 1.16 20.56 78.28 
50.0° c. 0.267 0.0573 1:17.4:65.4 1.19 20.76 78.04 
60.0° c. 0,282 0.0607 1:16.5:58.5 1.52 21.72 76,96 
75.0° c. 0.300 0.0676 1:14.8:49.3 1.54 22.73 75.73 
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From a consideration of Fi^^ure 70 vihich is a 
diagrammatic representation of tho reservoir, gas-flow 
limiter, reaction t,ube and sample collecting device, 
further Information, which is necessary to evaluate the 
exporiraental data, fs nbt?.l7iod« 
i CFO' 
Figure 70. 
The vdltimes of space in which gas may be held in the 
apparatus may be divided into the region in v;Mch the 
gas never has had a chance to react with uranium; M the 
region ia v/hlch reaction occurs and the region in which 
the gas v/hich has had an opportunity to react no longer 
can react with uranium. Tlie volumes of the free space in 
each of these regions is A to D, 41*4 cc,; D 12,2 cc. 
E to C. 47.4 cc« and C to B 52.60 cc. The total volm© 
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between points A and £ v/as detorLilned by allowing argon 
gas at a known prossure to expand from tho space ^  into 
the apace CD, Since the voliime B£ was accurately determined 
at 27,0° C,, the volurao in space ^  could bo calculated 
using the perfect gas law# The average of several such 
determinations# designed to produce a final pressure 
after expansion of about 100 luillimeters of ciercury in 
order to obviate volume corrections in the inanonoter, 
was 101.0 cubic centimeters 0.2 per cent. The free 
volumes in regions A to D, D to E, and E to _C were 
estimated from the dimensions of the reLiCtion tube and 
from liquid displacement measurements made on a replica 
which was nearly the same as the reaction tube as possible 
except for the omission of powdered urani^um in the filling. 
The estimated volumes in these regions are probably accurate 
to =t 0.5 cubic centimeters# 
By considering the apparatus broken down into various 
regions and v/ith their respective volumes determined it is 
possible to separate the amount of hydrogen used in the 
experiments Into (l) the amount that never had a chance to 
react with uranium, (2) the amount that had a chance to 
react and then passed beyond what is given as point E in 
Figure 70» (5) the amount held in the free space of region 
D to E and (4) the amount which reacted with uranium to 
2G1 
forin the hydride. The sample taken for analysis repre­
sents about 53 per cent of (2) and so it Is assumed that 
its coiriposltlon represents that of all the i^as which has 
passed the point beyond the tiranium in the reaction tube# 
In calculations concerning the actual nviiaber of rallll-
sioles of hydrogen held in the space of each region of 
the apparatus account must be Liade of the fact that 
temperature differences are present v.'itlxln a particular 
region. In both regions ^  and ^  5,4 cubic contlaeters 
of the total volume are at the reaction tube temperatiire 
wMle In 5.7 cubic centimeters of the volunio the temperature 
varies from that of the reaction tube to room temperature# 
The remainder of the volimae of each region is at room 
temperature. Table X suim^iarlzes the data obtained from 
calculations regarding the number of mllllmoles hydi'ogen 
contained in each region of tho apparatus at the time the 
sample is collected in each of the experiments# 
Table X 
Hydro (^en Held in Various Regions of the Apparatus 
Reaction Iv;llliriioles iiillimoles Milllmoles Millimoles 
Temp. HydrogGn Hydrogen in Hydrogen Hydrogen 
in OC. Which Have Interstices Not Passing Reacted 
Passed of DE Point D With 
Point E Uranium 
27.5 0.535 0.065 0.222 0.086 
35.0 0.529 0.064 0.220 0.265 
45,0 0.503 0.062 0,217 0.515 
50.0 0.467 0.053 0.192 0.641 
60.0 0.420 0.047 0.173 0.953 
75.0 0.328 0.035 0.133 1.320 
It might bo v/ell to call attention to the data pre­
sented in colTomn four of the table, iVIiile the volume of 
gas hold in the region ^  is essojitially constant (volume 
corrections due to the expansion of the Vycor are 
negligible), the number of moles contained in the space 
of this region diminishes duo to an increase in temperature 
of a part of the region. 
From the data presented in Table X it is possible to 
calculate the ratios of the rate constants for the reactions 
between uranium, Hg, UD and Dg, In any of the experimental 
data observed the ratio of moles uranium available for 
reaction to the total raoles of hydrogen used in the 
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experiments is about 1250/1.0 to 1»8« Thus it is expected 
that the rate of disappearunoe of any Kiolecular species of 
hydrogen v/ould conform to a first order expression. Hence 
it may be stated that 
"" ' ji.' " " Pw 
^ (98) 
. ^phd 
(99) 
(100) 
Prom (98) and (99) 
^2 
Prom (93) and (100) 
Inp = k, 
2 g- (101) 
3 
and from (99) and (100) 
Inp^ = ^  
lnp„ = inp 
2 ET (102) 
HD - Inp 
1^3 2 (103) 
Integration of (lOl) leads to the expression 
Inp 
Inpp- _ 
PTT VF 
2 Phd (104) 
Equations (102) and (103) lead to similar I'esults. 
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To doteriiiine p°, the initial proaaur© for the 
reactions it is necessary to doterraine what the prcaaure 
would have been in the reaction tube assuming that no 
hydroiiSn I'eactod v/ith uranium. Golur:m fivo of Table X 
gives the lailliiiioles of hydrof'ien which r-oacted at each 
experimental temper••••'.turo» From a conaideration of the 
perfect ^ as lav/ and the voltmie of the appai'atua from a 
point half way botween points D and E and point B of 
Figure 70, this being a reasonable estiuation of the 
space which the gas would occupy, it is possible to cal­
culate the apparent initial pressvire. However, except in 
the case where the reaction v/aa ruii at room temperature 
a complication arises. Part of the volume in which the 
gas would be contained is at the reaction temperature v/hile 
the remainder is at room temperature. Prom a consideration 
of the dimensions of the apparatus 15.3 cubic centimeters 
of the total volume is at the reaction temperature. The 
total volume of the space which extends from point B to 
the point half way botween D and E in the apparatus is 
106.2 cubic centimeters. Thus 90»9 cubic centiraoters of 
the total volume of cas will bo at room temperature# 
To deteriiilne the pressure at v;hich the gas would be 
if no reaction v;ith uranium had taken place conaider first 
that the hydrogen that roscted with ViTaniura occupies 
volume Vr> (which is 15,5 cubic centimeters) at temperatvire 
T2. SincQ n moles of hydrocon reacUsd It is possible to 
ccloulate the pressure this Kjaount of ^as would axert upon 
the w: lis of at T„. Then after allovviuE this j-t-s to 
2 
expand into voluiue (90.9 cubic ccutliVieters) at temper­
ature the problem is to deteriuixie the resultant 
prosaura. PiijiUre 71 indicates what the situation is 
di afrrtmjiiati c ally • 
The gas is firHt held in the loft vessel where 
n = 
^^2 (105) 
Then the stopcock is opanod and the pressure decreases to 
In both left and right vessels. 
P V 
no = r 2 z number of moles of gas in the left vessel. 
RTg (106) 
and 
p V 
^3 ^ ^ 1 = number of moles of ^as in tlie 1'lgh.t vessel. 
RT, (107) 
However, since n = ; n2 
n = fr 
R 
li. + -2 
'T 5? 
1 2 J (108) 
or 
nR1?iTj^ 
(109) 
For the experiment at room temperature when r T 
1 
P - 0.086 X 10-^ X B2.05 X 500.5 X 760 
^ " 106,2 
or 
Pp = 15.15 mlllimoters of mercviry 
However the actual pressure observed (see Table VIII) when 
the sample was collected was 100 millimeters, thus p° for 
this experimeut is the suia of the resultant pressure plvis 
the aaip-ple pi'ossuro or 115,2 niillinietors of raercury wliich 
represents the total initial hydrogen pressure. To find 
the Initial partial pressures for each of the x!ioioci,i3.ar 
sisecios of hydrogen it is necessary to multiply tlriis 
total p° by the mole fraction of each molecular species 
which is foujid in columns 5, 6 and 7 of Table IX considering 
the values of the mole fractions for the unreacted 
I 
reservoir gas. 
The final total pressure p of equation (104) is that 
pressure at which the stanple was collected. Thus to 
determiiiG tha final partial pressures of oach jaol.ecular 
spociea of hydrogen, it Is neceaaury to raiiltliJly the 
sample preaaure which is found in Table VIII for each 
of the experiments by the mole fraction of each molecular 
species considering the values of the mole frDctioiis for 
the sample obtained in the oxperiment under exoardnation. 
Table XI sixnuuarizes the calculated initial cind final 
partial pressures for the oxperiinents. 
Table XI 
Initial and Pinal Partial Pressures for 
Hp, HD and Do in Hydrogen a/ ^ 
Exp '1 Total Q Total 
in 0. po Ph^ p8„ pg^ p p 
27,5 115,2 91,8 22,4 1,03 100 79,2 19,9 0,92 
35,0 146,7 116,8 28,6 1,31 100 78.7 20.3 1.06 
45,0 192.0 153,0 37,4 1,71 100 78.3 20,6 1,16 
50.0 202,0 161.0 39.3 1.80 88 68.7 18,3 1,05 
60.0 250.0 199,3 48,6 2.21 80 61,6 17.4 1.06 
75.0 299.0 238.0 58,2 2,66 62 46,9 14,1 0.95 
All pressures Indicated in this table are in 
lailline L" grs of vaarcviry. 
pA\a 
Subatitution oi' the proper values rroin Table XI into 
formulae (102), (103) and (104) givas the ratios of the 
rate coastants k-j_, kg and kg. As an ejcmiiple these ratios 
are calculated Tor the exporlniont at 27.5° C, 
log = ^1 1 or-
^ 91.8 loG TTp-T V- 22.4 
^2 
- -0.065 > ^ oc 
kp ~ -0.052 ~ 
log a log 
^ 1.03 
o 
^1 ^ ~0»065 _ 
lEg ~ -0.049 -
log 11^ = ^  log 
53 . -O.QSg 1.06 
k„ -0.049 
o 
In a similar manner these I'titios are calculated from the 
data of experiments at other temperatures and the results 
are tabulated in Table-XII, 
Table Xri 
Kfrbios of Rate Constants for Kouction 
Betwoon Uranium, Hg, HD and Dg 
Exp ' 1 
Tomp. 
in ^ G. 
r-
i 
1 
k, /k^ 1' 0 koAg ^ o 
27.5 1.25 1.33 1.06 
35.0 1.15 1.83 1.60 
45.0 1.13 1.71 1.44 
50.0 1.11 1.58 1.42 
60.0 1.14 1.60 1.40 
75.0 1.14 1.58 1.30 
Usia(r equations (98)^ (99) {ind (100), tho data in 
Table XI and column oi^-ht of Table VIII, bha rata constants 
for each renction over tho range of toiuperaturos iised in 
the experiments vscj be calculated. Such a calculation is 
included her.0 for the experiment at 27.5° G, 
From (98) upon integration there resvits 
-IriPjj = k;j_t + C (110) 
where C is the constant of integration. 
Integrating between Initial and final conditiona for tho 
experiments 
-In Py 
—2 - (tg - t^) (111) 
3'70 
or 
In Ph_ 
— = (tg - (112) 
^^2 
Converting to base ten logarithms 
los Ph„ 
p| " sTlos "^2 " *"1' '"®' 
'2 
Similarly, expressions may be derived from equations 
(99) and (100) to give 
log £HD _ 2^ ^ ^114.^ 
pgp 213^ ^2 ^ ^2 
and 
log PDg , 
(to - t, ) (115) 
pO 2,303 5 2 1' 
°2 
Using the data froEi Tables VIII and XI for the 27.5° C, 
experiment 
lop; *Q =: 15.6 V 
V9.2 27^ 1 
k, = 2.505 X 0.064 _ 0,00945 sec.""^ 
J* 15.6 
Calculated in a similar manner 
-1 kg s 0,00752 sec. 
and 
OTI 
kg = 0.00707 aec."^ 
Results of similar calculations for tho experirriGnts at 
other temperatures aro listed in Table XIII, 
Table XTII 
Rate Constants for the Reaction 
Between Uranium, Hg, HD and Dg 
temp, 
in °K. 
l/T 
xlO'"^ . -1 xn sec. log • ^2 _i xn sec, log kg . ^3 -1 in sec. log 
300.5 o. o3 0.00S45 -2.025 0,00752 -2,124 0,00707 -2,152 
308.0 o. 2 3 0.0243 -1.615 0,0212 -1.674 0.0130 
-1,886 
318.0 3.15 0.0398 -1,401 0.0o52 -1.454 0.0229 
-1.641 
323.0 3.10 0.0455 -1.342 . 0.0408 -1.389 0,0301 
-1.522 
333.0 3.00 0,0798 -1.098 0,0697 -1.156 0,0500 
-1.301 
348.0 2.79 0.1843 -0.7351 0.1605 -0.795 0.1168 
-0.933 
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Prom the data of Table XIII the energy of activation for 
the reactions may be calculated by making use of the 
Arrheniua relationship 
d In k _ E 
^ ^  (116) 
v/hose integrated form is 
^ " RI const, (117) 
in which it la seen that the relatlonslilp betv/een In k and 
1/T is linear. Plotting the data listed in Table Xtll 
should result in a straight line the slope of which is 
-E/R from which the activation energy may bo calculated. 
Such a plot is made in Figure 72 from which it is 
evident that all the data except those obtained for the 
27«5® Centigrade experiment have a linear relationship 
v/hen the Arrhenlus equation is applied# 
The energies of activation of the processes are 
8,200 ± 200 calories for tliat Involving Hg molecules, 
8,500 i. 200 calories for that Involving HD molecules and 
10,200 i 200 calories Involving Dg molecules. Following 
reasoning similar to that previously cited in the literature 
based upon a oonoideratlon of the zero point energies of Dg, 
HD and Hg molecules, the energy required for activation in 
the uranium -Dg reaction should bo greater than that for 
the uranium -Hg reaction. The magnitudes of the observed 
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log k = - 1 E 
2.50S R T 
o slope = - 1800 
• 
^2 slope = - 1850 
A 
^3 slope = - 2230 
> U 
a.8 3.0 3. \ 3.4-
X 10"3 = 1/T 
Figure 72. Plot of log K versus 1/t for the data pre­
sented in Table XIII. 
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activation energies are v/het uay reasonably be expected for 
such roactions. 
P, Discussion 
It was stated earlier in this thesis that the reaction 
rates of uranium with Hg, HD and Dg might be expected to 
vary inversely as the square root of the reduced masses 
of the hydrof^en molecules. Thus the ratio k^^/kg should 
be 2/ -J 3/2 or 1.15; k^^/kg should be-jfi/ 1 or 1,413 and 
kg/kj ^  /1 or 1..22. The data listed in Table XII 
indicate good agreement at room temperature but relatively 
poor agreement for all other temperatures. However, from 
Figure 72 it is clear that the room temperature experiment 
did not fall in line v/ith the other experiments v/hen the 
Arrhenius equation was applied to the experimental data. 
Thus it becomes necessary to offer a plausible explanation 
for the general deviation of the experimental results 
from the principle mentioned above. 
The experiments wore designed to present as great a 
uranium surface as possible with v/hich hydrogen molecules 
could come in contact. However, the use of finely powdered 
metal Introduced an additional factor into the processes, 
that of adsorption. While the rates of reaction between 
uranium metal and hydrogen molecules might follow the 
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inverse square root rule, the rates at v/iiich the different 
moleculnr species of hydrogen are initially adsorbed may 
constitute the over-all rate determining step in the 
processes. Complications due to adsorption may be 
sufficient to account for the obsei'ved variations from 
the inverse square root rule. 
The over-all process is probably best considered as 
taking place in three steps: (1) The gas molecule 
approaches the metal surface and is adsorbed forming an 
adsorption complex. (2) The adsorption complex either 
has sufficient energy to become an activated adsorption 
complex or it lacks the requisite enerj^y and breaks dovm, 
which is equivalent to stating tliat the gas molecules 
evaporate from the surface. (3) Those adsorption complexes 
v;hich are activated are then converted to a compovind. 
Thus only molecules wMch are adsorbed have an opportunity 
to rei;ct and only those vfhich possess sufficient energy 
to form un activated adsorption complex take part in the 
reaction between gas and metal. 
The uranium-hydrogen reactions must then be considered 
as taking place in a heterogeneous system and the activation 
energies observed are only apparent activation energies. 
If it is assumed that the product of the reaction does not 
have a retarding Influence upon the i-ate of reaction, then 
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E = E^+ X (118) 
where ^  Is the heat of adsorption of a mole of hydrogen 
by uranium and E is the true aotivation energy. The 
validity of this assumption is indicated by the fact 
that when hydrogen reacts with massive uranium the hydride 
formed continually sloughs off the metal surface allowing 
nev/ surface to be exposed for reaction. A similar action 
is to be expected even in the case where finely powdered 
metol is employed since the crystalline forms of hydride 
and metal are different. Even if the hydride should have 
some retarding influence upon the reaction rate, the fact 
that less than one-thousandth of the uranium metal would, 
take part in compound forznation if all the hydrogen used 
in any of the experiments was converted to hydride 
Indicates that the extent of the retarding action v/ould 
certainly be small and probably negligible. In order to 
determine the triie activation energy for the reaction 
betv/een ursinium, H2^ HD and Dg it becomes necessary to 
knov; the heat of adsorption for these molecular species 
being adsorbed on uranium. Unfortunately, determination 
of the heats of adsorption is impossible since under none 
of the experimental conditions could tho reaction between 
gas and metal be prohibited. An alternative is to consider 
other instances in which comparative studies on the heats 
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of adsorption of Ho and D have been reported. Maxated 
and Moon (59) determined tha relative rates of adsorption 
of Hp and Dg from -21 to 50° C, on finely divided platinvim 
and found the rate of ad.3orption of Hp to be 1,4 to 1,5 
times that of Dg, They reported the enert^y of activation 
of the adsorption of the two gases to be 2500 calories 
mol"^ and. 2400 calories inol"^, Soller, Goldwasser and 
Beebe reported (60) that the relative rates of adsorption 
of Dg and Hg on finely divided copper and indicate Hg 
to be adsorbed 5.5 times as rapidly as Dq at 0° centi^^rade. 
A difference of 750 cislories in the activation energies 
for the. two kinds of hydrogen in the range of about 
10,000 calories is indicated. Beebe and Dovvden (61) 
reported the heats of ad.sorption for Hg and Dg on chromic 
oxide to be 4600 and 4950 calories respectively v/hile 
values of 1000 and 1700 calories are listed, for the 
adsorption on nickel (62) in the temperature range 
0-25° centigrade. Maidanovskii and Bruns (63) indicated 
a value of 17,000 calories for the initial heat of adsorp­
tion of Hg on platinum at 100-120° C, 
The range over which the heats of adsorption of Hg 
and Dg are distributed, on metals other than uraniiAra makes 
it impossible to attempt any analogies in the estimation 
of a reasonable value fur the true activation energy of the 
hydrogon-uranium retction. Since it is not possible to 
actuclly measure the heats of cdsorptlon of hydrogen on 
urcnium the true activation energy for the reaction cannot 
be known. If the entire surface of uranium metal was 
covered v/ith hydrogen molecules the amount adsorbed would 
would be the true activation energy. Ilov/ever, this is 
unlikely under the conditions of the experiments and so 
the conclusion xraxst be made that the true activation 
energies for the hydrogon-uranium reactions ar<3 less 
than the observed apparent activation energies but no 
actual values can be cited. 
llio report of Soller, Goldv^asser and Deebe (60), 
in which it was indicated that the rate at which copper 
adsorbed Hg was 5,5 tines as rapid as the rate at which 
Dg was adsorbed, indicates that the step in iihlch. hydrogen 
molecules are adsorbed on the uranium may be the controlling 
fact in the observed variations from the inverse square 
root rule. The above discussion shows that the hetero~ 
geneous nature of the reaction aysteih "makes it difficult to 
accurately deterinine the rel£tive rates of these processes. 
An alternate viewpoint should be exaiuined by v/hich 
the phenomena observed in the uxperiments desci'lbed iii 
the third section of this thesis may be explained. If the 
not change with temperature would be zero, and 
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rate of Interaction between hydrogen and uraniixra. does not 
depend upon the difference in zero point ener^^ies of the dif­
ferent raolecular species it rui^ht involve diffusion of the 
molecules into the metal. Since the diffusion rates of cases 
depend inversely as the sqtiare root of their raagses, the 
ratios of the reaction rate constants would be = 
tTT / -f2 or 1.415; k^/kg = -Js"/ ^ or 1.225 and kg/kg = 
-/i" / -jf^or 1.155. Comparison of these values with those 
cited in Table XII gives as good agreement as the ratios 
based upon the zero point energies and no choice can be made 
between the alternate viev/points. It is therefore necessary 
to consider other factors involved in the experiments before 
a choice can be made between the zero point energy and dif­
fusion interpretations of the experimental data. McBain (67), 
in studies on the so3?ptlon of hydrogen by charcoal, observed 
that there was an initial rapid adsorption of the gas fol­
lowed by a slower process. The rate of adsorption of the slow 
process was in agreement v/ith the laws of diffusion. In 
the experiments described in this thesis the extremely 
short times during v/hlch observations v/ere made necessarily 
exclude any diffusion into the metal, Brunauer (68) 
stated that it is generally safe to conclude that in a 
purely physical adsorption, gas molecules are adsorbed as 
rapidly as they reach the surface. The slow effects are 
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due to cheinisorption, choiiical reaction, solxicion or 
to the inability of gas inolccules to corituot the aurfuua 
of the rnetal. 
Durau tmd Teckentrnp (69) atudiod the purely physical 
adsorption of different inoludin^^ hydrogen, on 
finely divided iron. They found that equilibrium v.as 
established very rapidly and the iaothcrms v/ore coiiiplGtoly 
reversible at 10° C, and for a pressure I'an^G 50-750 
milliineter of mercury. Benton and White (70) obaervod 
the sorption of hydro^joii by nickol and copper and Taylor 
i-.iVKl McKinney (71) studied the sorption of carbon raouoxide 
by palladium; they found a very rapid iiritial statue vvhicli 
indicated purely physical adsorption follov;od by a slov/ 
stage in v/hich tlie rate of sorption was very slov/. This 
second sta£;e was designated by Taylor (72) as activated 
adsorp tion« 
Consideration of the observations mado on the 
hydrogen-uranium re;jction and the tliree steps by which 
the over-all process is assumed to proceed (see page 276 
of this thesis) indicate that the first step Is moat 
likely purely physical adsorption and proceeds very 
rapidly, Tlio second or activatinj^ step is the slow step 
while the tliird step is very rapid. Thus the over-all 
rato of interaction betv/oon uranium and hydrogen is 
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controlled bj the rate at v/hicli thc3 activated conplexes 
p.re formed. Since it has be(2n shov/n in a previous 
discussion in this thesis that the rsta of diffusion of 
the different hydrogen molecular species into the metal 
has little influonce upon the rates at which reactions 
occur, the observed differences in the rates are probably 
due iiiainly to the difference in the zero point energies 
of the hydrogen Koleoules. 
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iv. SUMMARY 
A, Construction of Mass Spectrometers 
1, Hydrop,en mass spectrometers 
A apeoial, dual-collector type mass spectrometer hao 
been constriicted in these laboratories by which hydrogen 
gas samples may bo assayed for the abundances of their 
stable isotopic constituentst In addition to a description 
of the construction details, directions for operating the 
machine have been presented in this thesis. Sources of 
possible errors in the analytical procedures have been, 
pointed out and suggestions have been made .for overcoming 
them. 
Some pi'oblems concerning operation of the mass 
spectrometer remain. The day to. day reproducibility of 
the machine should be improved upon; the extent of dis­
criminations that take place in the machine should be more 
precisely detorrained and a more satisfactory way of 
determining resistor ratios should be foiond. 
Better utilization of the mass spectrometer for use 
as a tool in "tracer" experiments would re.gult if a 
reliable method of determining the isotopio constitution 
of small amounts of v/ator was developed. One approach 
to this problem is the possible adaptation of the water-
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hydrogen aqullibration wothod to small samples of water 
v/hile another is the complete decomposition of the water 
to produce oxygen free hydrogen gas. 
Mass spectrometer of ran^e 1-75 masa units 
Construction details and operating insti'uctions have 
been presented in t'Ms thesis for a dual-collector type 
mass spectrometer of range 1-75 mass units. It lias been 
demonstrated that the ms.,chine v/ill give satisfactory 
results in assays of nitrogen and carbon dioxide sample 
for and respectively. 
Further developments should follow along lines that 
will make the machine more useful for all types of gas 
analyses. These woiild necessarily include perfecting 
automatic scarming devices for recording the complete 
mass spectra of gas samples. 
B, Kinetics of the Reaction Between 
Uranitun, H2, HD and Dg 
The kinetics of the reactions between uranium metal, 
Hg, HD and Dg have been examined. There is strong evidence 
that the reaction involves several stops of which activated 
adsorption of the gas by the metal is the rate governing 
process. Rate constants have been determined for the 
over-all proceases in the temperature range 27.5° to 75° 
centigrade. Energies of activation which are of reasonable 
magnitude have been calculi-ted being 10,200 calories for 
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for the process involving Dg, 8,500 calories for the 
process Involving IID and 8,200 calories for the process 
involving Hg. Prom a conniderr;tlon of the zero point 
energies for these three iiiolecular species of hydrogen, 
these results follow in the right order. However because 
of the adsorption stop tmd since it is not possible to 
determine the heat of adsorption it is impossible to state 
that the observed activation energies are the true activation 
energies. Since the heat of adsorption during the process 
must be considered in tlie final interpretation of the 
results, the ti'ue activation energies arc probably less 
positive than those observed. The adsorption step in 
the processes also accounts for the fact that the I'atios 
of the rates of the reactions, v/hich may be expected to 
differ inversely as the square roots of the reduced masses 
of tho gas molecules, deviate somewhat from the theoretical 
values, 
Heterogeneous reactions such as those reported in this 
thesis do not lend themselves readily to kinetics experi­
ments. Because of the reactivity of the uraniiim-hydro gen 
system it was not possible to determine to what extent 
tho heat of adsorption enters into the values obtained for 
the observed activation energies. Hov.'over other metal-
hydrogen systems which do not interact so rapidly should 
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better lend themselvos to studies of this natui'o. It 
should thori bo possible to separate the adsorption-step 
from the reaction-stop and thereby obtain the true 
activation onorgies# 
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